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Preface
This volume contains the contributions to FONETIK 2004, the Seventeenth
Swedish Phonetics Conference, organized by the Phonetics group of
Stockholm University on the Frescati campus May 26-28 2004. The papers
appear in the order given at the Conference. Contributions to the poster
session appear in a special section of the volume.
Only a limited number of copies of this publication was printed for
distribution among the authors and those attending the meeting. For access
to web versions of the contributions, please look under
www.ling.su.se/fon/fonetik_2004/.
We would like to thank all contributors to the Proceedings. We are also
indebted to Fonetikstiftelsen and Granholms stiftelse for financial support.
Stockholm in April 2004
On behalf of the Phonetics group
Peter Branderud

Olle Engstrand

Hartmut Traunmüller
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Articulatory and acoustic bases of locus equations
Björn Lindblom1 and Harvey M Sussman2
1
Department of Linguistics, Stockholm University
2
Department of Linguistics and Department of Communication Sciences & Disorders, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas

Abstract

used to model formant transition onsets for /b d
g/ in different vowel contexts. The study looks
(i) at the contribution of acoustic mapping constraints and (ii) how much freedom the production system has in shaping these onsets.

Articulatory factors underlying locus equations
(LE:s) are investigated by means of an updated
version of the APEX articulatory model. The
modeling is focused on the determinants of LE
linearity, slopes and intercepts. Linearity: For
[b] and [d], linearity derives in part from
acoustic mapping. In part tight linear clustering is enhanced by coarticulatory overlap. For
[g], place of closure varies with vowel context
along a front-back dimension. Acoustically, this
translates into a relation between F2(onset)
and F2(vowel) that is non-linear and is best
described by two LE:s. Slopes/intercepts: In
[b] and [d] variations in tongue body shape
have a significant effect on F2 onsets. Thus,
degree of coarticulation is a major determinant
of LE slopes and intercepts. In contrast, in
[gV], degree of coarticulation would be expected to affect LE parameters to a lesser degree.

Data collection and processing
The present data come from a digital X-ray film
of a male Swedish speaker who produced VCV
sequences with /b d g/ in different vowel contexts. The images were recorded at 20 frames
per second during 20 seconds (Branderud et al
1998).
In more than 400 lateral profiles the acoustically relevant structures were traced. Special
attention was devoted to the tongue. Data processing included a correction for head movement, a resampling of tongue tracings at 25
equidistant ‘fleshpoints’ and a respecification
of each tongue contour in a mandible-based coordinate system. Tongue contours were quantified using a Principal Components Analysis.
This method describes an observed contour in
terms of a general set of basic tongue shapes
(PC:s) and a set of contour-specific weights. A
given contour is specified as a weighted sum of
a small number of PC:s. In the present study a
single PC yielded an accuracy of 86%. For a
fuller description of these procedures see Lindblom (2003).
The MRI data was collected in collaboration with Didier Demolin and his colleagues at
the Université Libre de Bruxelles in order to
obtain 3-D data on the VT shape of vowels. For
more on experimental procedures see Ericsdotter (2003). The present report is limited to the
data from the speaker of the above-mentioned
X-ray study. The observations consist of midsagittal cross-distances and cross-sectional areas at 14 coronal and axial image planes for 11
Swedish vowels. On the basis of these measurements distance-to-area rules were derived
and incorporated in the architecture of APEX
(Stark et al 1999). The analyses of Ericsdotter
(forthcoming) indicate that areas can be accurately predicted on the basis of both midsagittal

Introduction
The F2 onset of a CV transition plotted against
the F2 of the vowel produces a tight cluster of
linearly distributed points when the vowel is
varied and the consonant is kept constant. The
straight lines fitted to such data have been
called locus equations (LE:s). During the past
decades numerous studies have explored the LE
metric. These reports converge on showing that
the LE is a reliably replicable phenomenon. It
varies systematically as a function of place with
slopes and intercepts that remain robust across
speakers and languages.
Where do LE:s come from? In a BBS target
article Sussman et al (1998) argued that, since
they capture a form of relational invariance,
they are there for perceptual reasons. In the
same issue Fowler (1998) adopted the opposite
view: LE:s have articulatory roots (Fowler
1998).
In this paper we address those issues with
the aid of data from recent X-ray and MRI
studies. A quantitative framework (APEX) is
8
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and transverse measures. For the present application, 2-D mid-sagittal distance-to-area rules
(A(x) = α[d(x)]β) provided sufficient accuracy.

twin-tube and the APEX data have slopes of
0.87 and 0.95 respectively which compares favorably with published values. We also note
that the APEX simulations broaden the distribution producing more of a banana shape than a
crisp straight line.
It is to be expected that the acoustic consequences of imposing a lip constriction should
be different for different vowels because of the
non-linear relations between articulation and
acoustics. Nonetheless, Fig 1 clearly demonstrates that acoustic mapping alone makes a
significant contribution to LE linearity. On the
other hand, that contribution is not enough to
explain the tight data clusters for natural bilabial stops. Accordingly, we infer that additional
factors (e.g., control of non-labial articulators)
also play a role.

Modeling Locus Equations
Onsets of [bV] formant transition
For an examination of the formant transitions of bilabial stops, we first turn to some
work on twin-tube models of vowels. For all
the six tube configurations of Fant (1960) the
formant pattern at the first glottal pulse was
simulated by changing the last section into a
0.5 cm labial constriction with an area of 0.16
cm2. In Fig 1, the F2 of this ‘locus pattern’ is
plotted against the F2 of the corresponding
vowel using open squares. This assumes that, at
the first glottal pulse, the tongue is already at
its target for the following vowel. This case
corresponds to a maximal degree of coarticulation. Evidently, under these conditions, acoustic mapping produces a fairly linear pattern of
points. Does this effect suffice to explain the
shape of observed LE:s for [b]?
3000

APEX
TWIN
TUBE

2500

F2onset (Hz)

Onsets of [dV] formant transition
One of the major conclusions in Lindblom
(2003) was that a single target for [dV] was
found to underlie the vowel-dependent [d] contours - a direct parallel to the c(x) term of Öhman’s 1967 model. The possibility of a unique
[d] target was suggested by the fact that when
the individual [dV] trajectories were plotted in
the PC space, they appeared to originate from a
common point (‘locus’).
The present study builds on that finding.
We use it to define the notion of degree of
coarticulation (DOC) in the following way:
The definition says that DOC equals RT/VT
where RT is the distance between the release
and the target for [d] and VT is the distance between the vowel and that target. These measures are computed as Euclidean distances between points for R, T and V in PC space.
The application of this measure to the [dV]
data produces ratios in the range of 0.2 to 0.45.
By definition DOC varies between 0 and 1.0.
This implies that the extent to which a given
vowel interacts with the consonant depends on
the identity of that vowel. In Öhman’s model,
DOC is controlled by a vowel-independent
term w(x) which assumes that coarticulation is
uniform.
To address the question of how sensitive
formant patterns are to variations in DOC, we
simulated [dV] sequences with minimum and
maximum DOC. Figure 2 illustrates the definition of those terms.

2000
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0
0
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1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

F2vowel (Hz)

Figure 1. Plot of F2onset.at first glottal pulse versus
F2 vowel for simulated [bV] sequences with maximum vowel coarticulation.

We decided to repeat the experiment but
with a more comprehensive set of vowel contexts. APEX was used to specify 36 tongue
configurations equidistantly located along the
position (front-back) and displacement (heightlow) dimensions. The jaw was fixed at 7 mm.
Fixed values were also used for larynx height
and the lips.
The solid circles of Figure 1 also show the
results. Again a high correlation is seen. The

9
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LE:s for minimum and maximum DOC. Revisions included the PCA-based tongue specification and the speaker-specific rules for distance–
to-area computations. Other parameters were
set according to X-ray observations.
Figure 3 presents the simulation results. For
comparison two sets of independent measurements have been added. Open circles pertain to
the X-ray speech samples. Filled circles refer to
a more comprehensive set of average data from
the present subject. The condition of minimum
DOC produces a horizontal LE since all F2 onsets have the same fixed value. The simulations
for maximum DOC are indicated by the triangles. The LE for these points has a slope close
to the 45-degree line.
These findings show that talkers have considerable freedom to vary LE parameters by
controlling DOC. Why then do natural LE data
show slopes in the range of 0.35-0.45? We propose that those values reflect the synergistic
motions of tongue blade and body – a coordination pattern likely to reflect an economy of effort condition (Lindblom 1983).
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Figure 2 Thin line: Observed tongue contour for
[u:]. Diamonds: Numerically derived shape for the
[d] target, the contour associated with minimum
DOC. Open circles: [d] contour maximally coarticulated with [u:].

The diagram shows the observed tongue
shapes for [u:] and two [d] contours with minimum and maximum DOC (diamonds and open
circles respectively). For minimum DOC the [d]
contour is identical with the [d] target. In [d]:s
with maximum DOC, the tongue is in its position for the following vowel. In this case the [d]
contour is equal to the vowel’s tongue shape up
through fleshpoint 16. From there on, the blade
contour is generated as a parabola passing
through the apex point and fleshpoints 15 and
16.

Onsets of [gV] formant transition
To understand the mechanisms behind the LE:s
for [g], it is important to recognize that coarticulation is expressed in different ways for [b]
and [d] on the one hand, and [g] on the other. In
[gV] sequences, it takes the form of place assimilation whereas for [b] or [d] there is no the
place change. Presumably, this difference is
related to the fact that [g] shares the primary
articulator (tongue dorsum) with the adjacent
vowel whereas bilabial [b] and coronal [d] do
not.

2500
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F2 @ onset
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Figure 3 Horizontal line: LE for minimum DOC.
Steep line and triangles: LE for maximum DOC. –
Open circles: Speech samples from X-ray study.
Filled circles: Average data for same subject.
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Figure 4 Average data for [gV] illustrating the bilinear, or “knee-shaped”, pattern expected for pala-

Given these definitions we used the revised
version of the APEX model to simulate [d]
10
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tal and velar stops. A single LE does not adequately
capture these data.
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Are locus equations planned?
The theoretical status of LE:s
It should be clear from the results and discussion presented above that both acoustic mapping and the normal patterning of coarticulation
make a non-trivial contribution to both the
slope, intercept and linearity of LE:s. In view
of that observation one might feel justified to
dismiss the idea that LE:s are perceptually motivated. However, before such a conclusion is
drawn analyses are needed to determine
whether the pattern of non-uniform coarticulation observed for the [dV] sequences serves the
purpose of enhancing linearity, or if the linearity for the [d] LE is insensitive to this type of
variation.
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Pronunciation variation modelling using decision tree
induction from multiple linguistic parameters
Per-Anders Jande
KTH: Department of Speech, Music and Hearing/CTT – Centre for Speech Technology

Abstract

their reduced form, irrespective of the speech
rate. Low frequency words showed the opposite
bias. This was not surprising, since word predictability has been shown in many studies for
several languages to influence local speech rate
and distinctness of pronunciation. Many other
types of linguistic context also influence the
pronunciation of words. Thus, including many
types of linguistic information as context is
necessary for creating a generally successful
pronunciation variation model.

In this paper, resources and methods for annotating speech databases with various types of
linguistic information are discussed. The decision tree paradigm is explored for pronunciation variation modelling using multiple linguistic context parameters derived from the annotation. Preliminary results suggest that decision
tree induction is a suitable paradigm for the
task.

Introduction

Annotation

The pronunciation of words varies depending
on the context in which they are uttered. A general model describing this variation can be useful e.g. for increasing the naturalness of synthetic speech of different speech rates and for
simulating different speaking styles.
This paper describes some initial attempts at
using the decision tree learning paradigm with
multiple linguistic context parameters for creating models of pronunciation variation for central standard Swedish. The context parameters
are derived from annotated speech data. Only
pronunciation variation on the segment level is
considered. Pronunciation in context is described in relation to a canonical reference transcription.

For the purpose of studying the impact of e.g.
variables influencing word predictability on the
pronunciation of words in context, speech data
is annotated with a variety of information potentially influencing segment level word realisation.
To a large extent, the annotation is supplied
using automatic methods. Making use of automatic methods is of the essence, since manual
annotation is very time consuming. This section
gives a short description of the types of information provided and the tools and resources
used for annotation.
Source Data
The data discussed in this paper is the annotation of the VaKoS spoken language database
(Bannert and Czigler, 1999). This database
consists of approximately 103 minutes of spontaneous speech from ten speakers of central
standard Swedish. There is about ten minutes of
spoken monologue from each speaker. The
speech is segmented by hand on the word level
and partly segmented on the phone level. There
are also various other types of annotation.
The manually provided orthographic transcriptions and word boundaries are collected
from the database together with information
about prosodic boundaries, focal stress, hesitations, disfluencies (word fragments) and
speaker gender. Automatic methods are used
for providing a variety of other types of linguistic information serving as tentative predictors
of the segmental realisation of words.

Background
General reduction phenomena have been described for Swedish e.g. by Gårding (1974),
Bruce (1986) and Bannert and Czigler (1999).
Jande (2003a; b) describes a reduction rule system building partly on these studies. This rule
system was used for improving the naturalness
of fast speech synthesis. Evaluations showed
that reduced pronunciations were perceived as
more natural than the default canonical transcriptions when the rate of the synthetic speech
was above the synthesis default rate.
However, there were indications of word
predictability (global word frequency) also influencing the perceived naturalness of the reduced word pronunciations. High frequency
words showed a bias towards being preferred in
12
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Pronunciation in context is modelled in relation to an automatically supplied canonical
reference transcription and thus all annotation
is aligned to canonical transcriptions, creating
one data point per canonical segment.

canonical segment. Segment HMMs and alignment tools developed by Sjölander (2003) are
used for finding the detailed transcription with
the optimal match to the signal. The detailed
transcriptions are aligned to the canonical transcriptions using null symbols as placeholders
for deleted segments.
Global word frequencies and collocation
weights were estimated using the Göteborg
Spoken Language Corpus (cf. e.g. Allwood,
1999), including roughly three million words of
orthographically transcribed spoken language
from different communicative situations.
The TnT tagger (Brants, 2000) trained on
Swedish text (Megyesi, 2002) is used for part
of speech tagging and the SPARK-0.6.1 parser
(Aycock, 1998), with a context free grammar
for Swedish written by Megyesi (2002) is used
for chunking the transcribed and part of speech
tagged orthographic transcriptions into phrase
units.

Information
Information is provided at five levels of description, corresponding to linguistic units of
different sizes. At the utterance level, speaker
gender information is provided. The annotation
at the phrase level consists of phrase type tags
and some different measures of phrase length
and phrase prosodic weight.
The word level annotation consists of measures of word length, part of speech tags, word
type information (function or content), estimations of global word frequencies weighted with
collocation weights and the number of full form
word and lexeme repetitions thus far in the discourse. Also supplied is information about the
position of a word in the current phrase and in a
collocation, information about focal stress, estimated word mean relative speech rate and information about adjacent hesitation sounds,
word fragments and prosodic boundaries.
The annotation at the syllable level consists
of information about syllable length, the position of the syllable in the word, the nucleus of
the syllable, word stress, stress type and the estimated relative speech rate of the syllable.
At the segment level, the annotation includes the identity of the canonical segment, a
set of articulatory features describing the canonical segment and the position of the segment in the syllable (onset, nucleus or coda).
There is also information about the position of
a segment in a cluster and about the length of
the current cluster. Finally, the identity of the
detailed segment is included. The detailed segment identities are determined automatically
and will need manual correction. However, the
initial tests of decision tree inducers were conducted using the uncorrected transcriptions.

Decision Tree Induction
For data-driven development of pronunciation
variation models, machine learning methods of
some type are necessary. For developmental
purposes, it is preferred that the model can be
represented on a human-understandable format.
The decision tree induction paradigm is used to
induce models on a tree format and the tree
structures can be converted into humanreadable rules.
A decision tree classifier is used to classify
instances based on their sets of description parameters. In most cases, decision tree learning
algorithms induce tree structures from data employing a best split first tactic. This means that
the parameter used for splitting the data set at
each node is the one that divides the set into the
most separate groups (as determined e.g. by
some entropy-based measure).
Decision Tree Learning Algorithms
Some freely available, open source decision
tree learner implementations based on or similar to the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993) were
tested. The same training and test data (although on different formats for the different
implementations) were used in each case. The
C4.5 default splitting criterion (Gain Ratio) and
settings for pruning (confidence level pruning
with a confidence level of 0.25) were also used
in each case. Each implementation offers its
own optimisation options and the results re-

Annotation Resources
Canonical (signal independent) phonological
transcriptions of the words in the database are
produced by a system for automatic timealigned phonetic transcription developed by
Sjölander (2003), adapted to be able to use
manually determined word boundaries.
A net describing tentative detailed (signal
dependent) transcriptions is generated using a
list of possible detailed realisations for each
13
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ported are not guaranteed to be optimal. However, in these initial tests, it was mainly the
general suitability of the decision tree induction
paradigm for the suggested task that was evaluated.
The implementations tested were Quinlan’s
C4.5 decision tree learner, release 81, the Tilburg Memory-Based Learner (TiMBL) version
5.02, which is able to produce C4.5 type tree
representations if the IGTree option is used, a
“slightly improved” implementation of C4.5
called J4.8 included in the University of Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(Weka) machine learning toolkit for java version 3.4.13 and Christian Borgelt’s reduction
and decision tree implementation Dtree4. Some
other implementations were also explored, but
turned out not able to induce trees from the
type of data at hand.

cluster type. Other relatively high ranked attributes were hesitation context, syllable length,
part of speech, disfluency context and syllable
stress. Attributes that were generally ranked
low were local speech rate estimates (perhaps
due to quantisation effects), speaker gender and
all phrase level attributes. The segment feature
sonority, dividing vowels and consonants, was
used for the fist split by all implementations.
The segment error rate was around 40%,
ranging from 38.8% to 43.0%. The detailed
segment classifications used in training had not
been manually corrected and initial evaluations
imply that the performance of the detailed transcription algorithm was not optimal. Thus, the
error rate of the decision tree classifiers trained
on the tentative classifications is only a rough
estimate of the error rate for trees trained with
manually corrected classifications. However,
although manual correction of the detailed transcriptions will probably introduce some types
of variability that cannot be produced by the
detailed transcription algorithm, initial evaluations suggest that the correspondence between
the canonical and the detailed transcriptions
will actually be higher in the final training data.
If this holds, the final data will be more consistent and the segment level attributes will be
even better predictors of detailed pronunciation.
The particular decision tree inducer implementations all had their pros and cons. Two algorithms had problems with insufficient memory at tree induction and at tree-to-rule conversion, respectively. Possible solutions to these
problems have to be investigated. Prediction
accuracy will be the first consideration when it
comes to choosing an implementation. Which
algorithm or algorithms to use will be clear
when the optimisation options of the different
algorithms are explored. However, all in all, the
decision tree paradigm seems to be useful for
the type of pronunciation variation modelling
suggested.

Training and Evaluation Data
The training data was compiled using the linguistic annotation provided for the VaKoS database. One parameter vector per canonical
segment was composed, each vector containing
118 slots – 117 containing context attributes
and one containing the class (detailed segment).
The context attributes were the attributes of different linguistic units and attributes describing
the sequential context of the units (i.e., the values to the left or to the right of the current unit
at the current description level). Since not all
decision tree implementations could handle
continuous numerical values, all data was quantised so that the parameter vectors only contained discrete variables. This means that e.g.
relative speech rate was described as high, medium or low in the parameter vectors.
The canonical transcriptions of the VaKoS
data contained 55,760 segments and thus this
was the number of parameter vectors created.
The vector set was divided into 90% training
data and 10% evaluation data using random
sampling.

Conclusions

Results
Although not identical, the decision tree implementations all showed similar results in their
ranking of parameters (split order) and in terms
of prediction accuracy. As could be expected,
attributes describing the phonological features
of the canonical segment and the adjacent canonical segments were ranked the highest.
Among the highest ranked attributes were also
cluster length, the position in the cluster and

Spoken language data has been annotated with
various types of linguistic information, mostly
with automatic means. The information has
been used to create training data for decision
tree induction. Some different decision tree
learners have been tested to evaluate the suitability of the decision tree induction paradigm
for pronunciation variation modelling using
multiple linguistic parameters. The results suggest that decision trees are suitable for the task.
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Future Work

in order to make the best use of the information
that can be made available in a synthesis context.

This paper presents work in progress. As the
result of the exploration of resources and methods for annotation, one database has been fully
annotated. For the final pronunciation variation
model, more speech data reflecting different
speaking styles will be included. Databases
available and partially annotated include human-computer dialogues, human-human dialogues, monologues and read aloud texts. With
more varied speech data, a discourse annotation
level with speaking style classifications will be
included. Speaker age group will be included at
the utterance level (when available) as well as
the utterance mean relative speech rate.
Much of the information provided with
automatic methods depends on the presence of
manually determined word boundaries. Such
boundaries are not available for most databases.
However, orthographic transcriptions are available. This means that an automatic alignment
system (e.g. Sjölander, 2003) can be used and
the output manually corrected. Information
about prosodic boundaries and focal stress is
available only for some of the speech databases. Supplying this information for all speech
data will require some manual work, although
the work can probably be facilitated through
some degree of automation.
Initial evaluations of the detailed transcriptions suggest that the error rate of the detailed
transcription algorithm can be reduced by restricting the list of possible realisations for
some segments to only the most common ones.
The detailed transcription algorithm will be optimised and the output manually corrected.
Also, more machine learning paradigms will be
evaluated, starting with other rule induction
methods.
Qualitative evaluations of the decision tree
classifications will have to be conducted and
good evaluation measures developed. Different
types of errors should be weighted for their
gravity, using some (context dependent) phonetic distance measure. Some decision tree inducers allow different severity weights for different classification errors. This kind of error
measure could thus also be used for model induction.
Finally, it would be interesting to evaluate
the model using synthetic speech. In a synthesis
implementation, the parameters will have to be
either supplied by the user or estimated from
the input. Redundancy and co-variation between parameters will have to be investigated

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.

www.cse.unsw.edu.au/~quinlan/
ilk.kub.nl/software.html
www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
fuzzy.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~borgelt/doc/
dtree/dtree.html
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Newstalk: reductions in careful, scripted speech
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For example, if, as predicted by H&H theory (Lindblom 1990) and discussed in Jensen et
al. (2003), speakers tend to preserve the most
informative parts of speech unaffected by reduction phenomena, a similar situation should
be found in newscast speech.

Abstract.
The area of articulatory reductions in spontaneous connected speech has been studied for a
number of languages, and has contributed to
important knowledge about speech communication, production and perception of speech. The
work presented here concerns the domain of
connected speech, but instead of spontaneous
speech, scripted speech is in the focus of attention. The point of interest is to see to what degree (if any) articulatory reductions appear in
a formal context with high demands for intelligibility as in news programs.
Read speech from the national Swedish TVnews is analyzed. Reduced forms are viewed
more carefully, and related to existing theories
on connected speech. Some patterns for reductions are found, and compared to findings in
spontaneous speech.

1.1 Material
The material consists of recordings of newsreaders on Swedish national television. Recordings were made on standard stereo VHS,
and digitized using Ulead DVD MovieFactory
SE software at 16 bit, 44 kHz. The sound was
separated from the pictures using Virtual Dub
1.4.13 and the spectrogram analysis was made
using Wavesurfer software.
Speech from three different speakers, 2
male and 1 female, has been used. The material
consists of about 5 minutes of speech.
Only sequences containing read speech have
been used; the parts containing interview- or
questions / answers have been omitted.

1 Outline
In contexts, such as in national TV news broadcasts, clarity and intelligibility is crucial. Newscasters are trained to read from a text prompted
manuscript in such a way that maximal intelligibility is believed to be achieved. This method
of speaking may impact upon speech planning
and reduction behavior.
Reduction has been investigated with regard, among other things, to speech tempo, utterance length and speaking style. The majority
of the research conduced to date has dealt with
spontaneous, or casual speech (e.g. Duez 2003;
Kohler 1999; Swerts et al. 2003). This paper
investigates whether the findings and theories
based on spontaneous speech can be generalized to carefully scripted speech, or if totally
different patterns of reduction are used. Comparisons will be made to findings in spontaneous speech (e.g Engstand & Krull 2001a,
2001b)
This paper uses both acoustic and auditory
analyses to examine the patterning of reduction
in Swedish newscast speech. The patterns are
compared and contrasted with those found in
spontaneous speech.

1.2 Method
As the phenomena studied do not form a distinctively segmental level and are, thus, not easily quantifiable in time or any other comparable
unit of measure (see: Kohler 1991) the approach adopted is qualitative. It also entails a
degree of subjectivity as auditory analysis is
dependant upon the listeners’ judgment.
After an auditive analysis of the recordings,
the fragments of speech containing reductions
were extracted. These were then analyzed in
more detail, using spectrograms and lower level
phonetic listening. The analyzed parts of speech
were not segmented in the traditional way, as
many of the reduction phenomena, such as nasalization and glottalization, appear on a level
above the segmental (e.g. Kohler 2001).

2 The analyzed parts of text
The studied fragments of speech are presented
in section 2.1, placed in short contexts. The
analyzed parts are written in SMALL CAPITALS,
the contextual setting in normal font and the
phonetic transcription of the target words in
16
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[hçp˘ades] Æ[hçp˘ares]

IPA-alphabet. The first transcribed form is the
non-reduced, and after the arrow the reduced
form is to be found.

16. rengöra stränderna EFTER DET STORA oljeutsläppet
[eftEr de˘t stu˘ra] Æ[eftr´stu˘ra]

2.1 Short context
1. Detta menar NÄRINGSMINISTER Leif Pagrotsky
[nQ˘rINsmInIster] Æ [nQ˘r8NsmnIst´r]8

17. UTANFÖR DEN SPANSKA atlantkusten.
[µ˘tanfø˘r den spanska] Æ[µ˘tanfre‚n
spa‚ska]

2. Nye NÄRINGSMINISTERN Leif Pagrotsky
[nQ˘rINsmInIster˜] Æ [nQ˘r8NsmnIst´˜]

18. det FÖRLISTA tankfartyget
[førli˘sta]Æ[føli˘sta]

3. anser att POSTENS STYRELSE gjorde
[pçstens sty˘rElse] Æ[pçste‚nsty˘rEs´]

19. som i september KÖRDE IHJÄL en vägarbetare
[Cø˘rÍe IjE˘l] Æ[Cø˘rÍIjE˘l]

4. i Bengtsfors FÖR TRE år sen
[før tre˘ o˘r s´n] Æ [føtre˘o˘ß´n]

20. OCH FÖR ATT HAN smet från olycksplatsen
[çk før at han] Æ[çfrat a‚n]

5. när ny SYSSELSÄTTNING skulle skapas
[sYs˘elsEtnIN]Æ[sYs˘´sEtnIN]

21. i STOCKHOLMSFÖRORTEN Bagarmossen
[stçkhçlmsføru˘ˇen]Æ[stçkhç‚msfroˇen]

6. OCH SÅ GICK DET SOM DET GICK
[çk so˘ jIk de˘t sçm de˘t jIk] Æ[çsjIkde
sçmdjIk]

2.2 Reductions in context
The reduced forms found are of different kinds.
A first analysis shows that the frequency of reductions is substantially lower, and reduced
forms not as deviant from the canonical forms
as those found in spontaneous speech. In other
words, the reduction process would, most
probably, in spontaneous speech be driven further (c.f. Kohler 2001 or Engstrand & Krull
2001a). It also appears as if the reduced forms
tend to appear in certain positions, such as;

7. ledare FÖR DOM danska socialdemokraterna
[fø˘r dom] Æ[f´Íç‚m]
8. fall av ALKOHOLFÖRGIFTNING bland ungdomar
[alkUho˘lførjIftnIN]Æ[alkUho˘lfIjIftIN]
9. undersökninGAR VISAR ATT Nästan hälften
[PndEßø˘knINar
vi˘sar
at
nEstan]
Æ[PndEßø˘knINavi˘sar•at]
10. SÅ HAR trenden
[so˘ hA˘r] Æ[so˘A˘r]

- In compound words with complex, or more
than 5 opening / closing gestures (e.g.
NÄRINGSMINISTERN, SYSSELSÄTTNING) /The
Minister of Trade, employment/

11. en vecka EFTER DET ATT EN trettonårig
flicka
[eftEr de˘t at en] Æ[eftEre˘ atHn]
12. OCH FÖR ATT värna
[çk før at] Æ[çfrat]

- In lexicalized expressions and idiomatic expressions (OCH SÅ GICK DET SOM DET GICK,
KÖRDE IHJÄL) / and then it all happened, with
his car hit and killed

13. kvarts miljon i SKADESTÅNDSANSPRÅK
[skA˘destçndsanspro˘k]
Æ[skA˘dstç‚nsa‚nspro˘k]

- In combinations of function words with adverbial and attributive function (e.g. EFTER DET
STORA, UTANFÖR DEN) / after the huge, off the

14. upphandlingar UNDER DOM senaste fyra
årens
[Pnder dçm] Æ[Pndrçm]

2.3 Types of reductions
The most common types found in the material
(21 samples) are:

15. ledningen HOPPADES kunna
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•

vowel reduction, where a vowel is
strongly reduced, or totally deleted (13
occurrences)
• consonant reductions where consonants
are totally deleted (13 occurrences).
• deletion of laterals, with 4 occurrences
of /r/-deletion and 3 occurrences of /l/deletion.
Nasalization of vowels, often in combination with reduction of a nasal consonant is another frequent observation.

(Janse et al. 2002). They conclude that function
words, such as articles and auxiliaries, tend to
get heavily reduced or almost completely absent
in fast speech. This seems to be a general property of reductions, as a similar pattern of occurrence is found in the material used for this article. This, and other findings could, according to
Janse et al. point to that reductions have not so
much to do with assisting the listener to perceive fast speech but rather are more an issue of
production.
As expected, following (Engstrand & Krull
2001a and 2001b), examples of co-articulation
where nasalization spreads into the preceding
consonant were also found in the material. Engstand & Krull in their comparison of careful
and casual pronunciations and noticed that reductions sometimes resulted in the total deletion of the nasal, and only traces of it could be
found in the preceding vowel. For example as
in [anse] Æ [a‚se].
Such extremes are found in the newscast
material too, and tendencies in this direction,
where the nasal gesture includes the preceding
vowel are also evidenced in the material. A
clear example from the newscast material can
be
seen
in
the
compound
[skA˘destçndsanspro˘k]
Æ
[skA˘dstç‚nsa‚nspro˘k]. In this example this
process occurred twice: in the first V+nas+C
combination, the nasal is not much shortened in
duration, but in the second combination it is
reduced almost to the point of deletion. The nasalization itself is present, both perceptually
and acoustically, but lies mainly in the preceding vowel. This also suggests that the phenomena itself is on a higher level than the segmental. (Kohler 1991)
Another, more elaborate example of the
same phenomenon is [µ˘tanfø˘r den spanska]
Æ [µ˘tanfre‚n spa‚ska] where [n] is deleted in
[spanska], but the nasality is preserved and
clearly audible in the [a‚]. The phonemic
V+nas+C structure is identical to the one in the
previous example, and could possibly indicate a
more general pattern in action.

3. Discussion
The reductions in the multi-syllabic words were
the ones immediately noticed during the first
listening. In these words, high vowels between
nasals, and laterals between open, unrounded
vowels tended to reduce to, or close to, nothing,
as in [nQ˘rINsmInIster] Æ [nQ˘r8NsmnIst´r]8
and [pçstens sty˘rElse] Æ [pçste‚nsty˘rEs´].
This is in accordance with Lindblom's H&H
theory (Lindblom 1990), as the realization is
sufficiently clear to perceive, but with reduced
motor effort in the production phase.
The same was found for lexicalized expressions that, from a cognitive or perceptual viewpoint, do not have to be clearly articulated to be
perceived correctly. [çk so˘ jIk de˘t sçm de˘t
jIk] Æ [çsjIkde sçmdjIk] is a good example.
The speaker (J.A.) is widely regarded as a very
articulate and clear speaker. The fact that he can
allow himself this kind of hypo-articulation, or
undershoot, also agrees with Lindblom's statement “speakers have a choice” and illustrates
that very careful speech is not the same as hyper-articulated speech.
The reductions in function words with adverbial and attributive functions could also be
clearly perceived in an auditive analysis. Instances of such phenomena are found in e.g.
[µ˘tanfø˘r den] Æ [µ˘tanfre‚n] and [so˘ hA˘r]
Æ [so˘A˘r]. This can be explained both from a
reduced motor-effort- and a cognitive angle.
The effort in producing the reduced form is
considerably smaller than in producing the canonical form, (c.f. Lindblom 1983) but perceptually the reduced form, placed in its context, is
fully sufficient. However, out of context or in
isolation, the realization would probably have
to be closer to the canonical form in order to be
correctly perceived by a listener. This again illustrates the difference between continuous
speech and isolated words.
Similar findings have been made in studies
where speech tempo is the crucial parameter

4. Concluding remarks
The primary finding is that reductions occur in
scripted, carefully read newscast speech. The
extent of the reductions, both quantitatively and
qualitatively, is lower than in casual speech.
The general impression of the read speech is
that it is close to the canonical forms. Some expressions are stylistically more like written lan18
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guage than spoken language, and would not occur in a casual dialogue. Reductions, however,
occur in these more bookish formulations, but
to a more limited degree than in the rest of the
newscast recordings.

Swerts, M., Kloots, H., Gillis, S. & Schutter, G.
(2003) Vowel reduction in spontaneous
spoken Dutch. in SSPR-2003, paper MAO4.
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On modeling of conversational speech
Eva Strangert
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Abstract

Planning problems result in hesitations, restarts
and repetitions with drastic effects on prosody,
and in particular on how boundaries, including
pauses, are realized, and on their distribution as
well. Interruptions, when searching for words,
make the speaker produce syntactically less
well-formed speech than in reading aloud.
Though at first hand many of these characteristics of conversational speech may seem
haphazard, they are not when looked upon in
more detail.
This is substantiated in the commit-andrestore model and supported by data testing its
predictions (Clark and Wasow 1998). The
model predicts first that “speakers prefer to
produce constituents with a continuous delivery”. (“Constituents” in this model primarily
refer to noun, verb and prepositional phrases as
well as to clauses and sentences.) That is,
speakers aim at producing entire constituents
without interrupting themselves. In cases where
continuity is violated, which happens when
speakers suspend speech within a constituent
(as a result of planning problems, for example
lexical search problems) speakers do so in a
non-random way. According to the model,
speakers make an initial commitment to what
will follow, that is, they initiate the constituent
before having decided on all of it. In doing so,
they give clues to the listener about what kind
of syntactic form the following message will
have. This syntactic signaling occurs combined
with pauses – silent or filled – as well as
lengthened durations of the initial word(s). By
such commitments the speaker signals that
he/she is going to continue speaking.
When developing rules for modeling of
conversational speech, predictions such as
those above, if substantiated, should play a
significant role. In the following, the focus will
be of observations on boundaries and groupings
in Swedish made within the GROG project.
These observations have been more fully
accounted for in Strangert (2004), Heldner and
Megyesi (2003) and Carlson et al. (2004). The
following brief overview concentrates on the
syntactic and prosodic aspects of chunking –
the grouping of words into constituents –
occurring in conversational speech as reported
on in Strangert (2004).

Data from the GROG project demonstrate
specific strategies to handle planning problems
in conversation, strategies that have to be taken
into account upon modeling of naturally-sounding speech. The strategies are both structural –
suspension of speech at positions revealing the
syntactic form of the message – and prosodic –
slowing down before suspension.

Background
Speech synthesis systems developed so far
generate speech mostly modeled on read-aloud
data. Synthesizing conversational speech is a
far greater challenge and an important endeavor
in order to understand how speech, and prosody
in particular, is produced on-line and how
speech synthesis should be generated in conversational systems. Research along this line
would have to lean on insights on cognitive and
linguistic processing as well as phonetics and
speech technology. As far as cognitivelinguistic processing concerns, there are today
various efforts aiming at a deeper understanding of the shaping of spontaneous
monologue and dialogue speech. Clark and
colleagues, for example, have studied the interactions between linguistic-prosodic and cognitive processing in a number of studies (Clark
and Clark, 1977) and their commit-and-restore
model (Clark and Wasow, 1998) out-lining
these interactions has had a great influence in
speech research. In Sweden this interest in
speech and language processing is reflected in
research projects such as Grammar in conversation: A study of Swedish1, The role of function words in spontaneous speech processing2
(see Horne et al., 2003) and Boundaries and
groupings – The structuring of speech in
different communicative situations (GROG)3.
The last one, see Carlson et al. (2002), and
insights gained there form the primary basis for
the discussion in this paper of some preliminaries for modeling of conversational speech.

Rules for conversational speech
We know that conversational speech differs in
many respects from speech read aloud.
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should be contrasted with a similar analysis of
read speech (10 speakers, each reading a text
of 810 words) in a material used to analyze
pausing (Strangert, 1991). In the read speech,
the distribution has its maximum at chunks
with 7 words and also a preponderance for
chunks with 3-9 words.
The longer chunks in read-aloud speech and
the shorter in conversation can be looked upon
in a continuity vs. violations-of-continuity
perspective (Clark and Wasow, 1998). Thus, to
find out to which extent chunks ended at
“syntactically motivated” positions, that is,
whether they had a continuous delivery or not
(see introduction), perceived boundary positions were matched with parts-of-speech and
phrase category markings. Here syntactically
motivated (= continuous delivery) means (a)
occurrence of a boundary between, rather than
within constituents and (b) before constituent
initial words rather than after.
Results showed that of the total of 618
chunks, almost 80% had endings coinciding
with a syntactic boundary, while 117, slightly
more than 20%, violated continuity by the
occurrence of a boundary occurring in syntactically unmotivated positions. These positions and the frequency of occurrence of each
appear from Table 1.

Swedish GROG data
The observations stem from a Swedish Radio
interview with a well-known politician. The
interview, about 25 minutes long and including
about 4100 words, was annotated for perceived
boundaries by marking each word as followed
by a strong, a weak, or no boundary, giving 211
strong, 407 weak, and 3459 no boundaries, and
in addition 25 unclear cases.
The material was further segmented and
temporal data were extracted to capture prosodic boundary and pre-boundary characteristics. Measurements included word and wordfinal-rhyme durations as well as silent interval
durations at boundary positions. The durations
were given as absolute values and also, to be
able to compare different words, as calculated
average z-score normalized durations. (F0-data
are presently extracted and will be included in
the database in the near future.) Data moreover,
included linguistic descriptions of the transcribed conversation. The linguistic features
used to classify the words were: contentfunction word, part of speech and phrase
structure. For a more detailed description of the
database, including measurement procedures,
see Heldner and Megyasi (2003).
Chunking
The chunks – sequences of words between
boundaries – were predominantly short in the
analyzed speech. This appears from Figure 1
containing the distribution for the entire conversation (618 chunks) with chunks ending
with perceived strong (//) and weak boundaries
(/) given separately.

Table 1. Positions and occurrence of perceived
boundaries in relation to syntactic structuring.
Grammatical category

80

Occurrence

70
60
50
40

//

30

/

20

0
3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

25

Within

Prepositional phrase
Noun phrase
Verb cluster

27
27
9

After

Subjunction
Conjunction
Infinitive mark
Pronoun
Adverbs
Other

14
11
9
8
7
5

Quite apparently, when chunks end within a
constituent, it happens close to the beginning in
accordance with the hypothesis of initial
commitment. Suspension mainly occurs after
initial function words, the most frequent being
prepositions, clause-initial conjunctions and
subjunctions.
A more detailed analysis also showed that
almost all cases of violation occurred at
boundaries judged as weak (112 out of the 117
cases). Once again, the differences are striking
comparing these with read-aloud data, where

10

1

Occurrence

35

Siz e of chunk

Figure 1. The distribution of size of chunk (number
of words/chunk) separated for chunks ending with a
strong (//) and weak boundary (/). Total number of
chunks 618.

There is a preponderance of chunks with 2-4
words (with a maximum at 3 words), and even
single-word chunks are very frequent. This
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less than 1% ended non-syntactically. Also,
treating each size of chunk separately, the
shortest chunks (1-3 words) have the highest
incidence of violation. The shortest chunks
often consist of just a single function word.

Table 2. Mean duration of words and word-final
rhymes before perceived boundaries and silent
intervals for chunks of different size. Data (z-score
normalized durations) given separately for weak (/)
and strong (//) boundaries.

Prosody at chunk endings
Table 2 and 3 both show mean word and wordfinal-rhyme durations at the end of chunks as
well as following silent intervals. All figures
are given as average z-score normalized durations. The generally positive z-scores indicate
longer than average durations – lengthening –
at chunk endings. Though reflected in the word
durations, the lengthening primarily occurs in
the final part of words, as shown by the wordfinal-rhyme durations.
Table 2 shows the durations at the end of
the differently-sized chunks. Chunks before
weak and strong boundaries, respectively, are
presented at the top and bottom of the table.
For chunks ending before a weak boundary,
there is a tendency of decreasing word and
word final rhyme duration when the size of
chunk increases. One-word chunks, in particular, stand out as having extreme durations.
For chunks before a strong boundary, there is a
similar tendency, although weaker, but the
one-word chunks do not have similar
excessively long durations. In addition, the
durations are generally longer before weak
boundaries than before strong. Thus, size of
chunk as well as type of the following
boundary affect the temporal structuring before
the boundary. Silent intervals, on the other
hand, appear to be unaffected by the size of
chunks. Yet they differ consistently between
strong and weak boundaries, being about half
as long at weak as compared to strong
boundaries. (See also Heldner and Megyesi,
2003.)
The extent to which the syntactic structuring
affected prosody is demonstrated in Table 3 in
which the durations for cases violating
continuity is compared with cases of nonviolation across all sizes of chunks. The
speakers obviously behave differently in cases
where chunk endings coincide with a syntactic
boundary and when they do not. Word durations, and word-final-rhyme durations in
particular, are longer in cases of violation.
Silent intervals, on the other hand, are more or
less unaffected.

Chunk
size

Mean
word
dur

Mean
word fin
rhyme

Mean
silence
after

Occurrence,
total

Before
/

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
>15

0,83
0,51
0,53
0,70
0,43
0,61
0,46
0,34
0,38
0,25
0,30
0,21
0,03
0,21
0,09
0,06

1,76
0,95
1,02
1,18
0,77
1,14
1,03
0,69
0,56
0,64
0,64
0,73
0,43
0,16
0,34
0,48

0,20
0,15
0,16
0,20
0,19
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,17
0,24
0,20
0,27
0,15
0,13
0,15
0,17

44
47
46
48
37
41
24
24
20
22
8
8
12
9
4
14

Before
//

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
>15

0,21
0,25
0,37
0,48
0,03
0,11
0,14
0,13
0,06
-0,51
0,27
0,19
-0,11
0,13
-0,51
0,02

0,67
0,59
0,99
0,71
0,47
0,36
0,35
0,31
0,15
-0,73
0,38
0,61
0,37
0,11
-0,34
0,22

0,37
0,39
0,37
0,35
0,34
0,45
0,34
0,34
0,44
0,03
0,32
0,41
0,35
0,29
0,20
0,34

16
17
27
20
18
21
18
11
8
1
7
6
3
5
3
30

Table 3. Mean duration of words and word final
rhymes before perceived boundaries and silent
intervals given separately for chunks with violation
and non-violation of continuity. Data given as zscore normalized durations.
Mean word Mean word
dur
fin rhyme
Violation
Non- violation

.83
.28

1.26
.69

Mean
silence
after

Occurrence

.24
.25

117
501

Discussion and conclusions
The preponderance of chunks consisting of just
a few words is characteristic for the material
analyzed, setting conversational speech aside
from read speech. This difference without
doubt should be ascribed to the heavier
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demands on on-line planning in conversational
speech as compared to read.
Yet most of the chunks have the ideal
continuous delivery assumed to be what speakers generally aim for. Also, when violations of
continuity occur (in approximately 20% of the
total number of chunks) they do not appear
haphazardly, but rather in accordance with the
strategies assumed by Clark and Wasow
(1998). That is, suspensions primarily occur
after initial subjunctions and conjunctions and
in the initial part of phrases, primarily
prepositional phrases and noun phrases. Also,
most violations occur in chunks of 1-4 words
with one-word chunks being the most affected.
The analysis here showed weak boundaries
to be characteristically different from strong
boundaries in that they had shorter silent
intervals but at the same time longer word-final
rhymes. That is, data reveal a trading relationship between lengthening and silent intervals
(cf. Horne et al. 1995). This same pattern is
evident across the different sizes of chunks.
However, while silent intervals do not vary
across the different sizes of chunks – although
being consistently longer at strong as compared to weak boundaries – the lengthening of
(final parts of) words are strongly affected by
the size of chunk. There is a general trend, in
particular at boundaries judged as weak, of
increasing lengthening the less words in the
chunk. Accordingly the one-word chunks again
stand out from the rest, in this case by having
the longest durations (most lengthening).
Before weak boundaries, the one-word chunks
even have extreme durations.
Cases of violation almost exclusively
involved boundaries judged as weak, that is,
boundaries with relatively short silent intervals
but considerable final lengthening. Violations,
moreover, predominated in chunks with just a
few words, the chunks characterized by the
most extreme lengthening. Thus planning
problems resulting in suspensions of speech
within constituents appeared to be characteristically signaled to the listener through excessively long durations before the suspension.
Similar observations were made by Horne et
al. (2003) in a study of disfluencies.
Thus, data so far have demonstrated very
specific strategies to handle planning problems
in speech production. In speech modeling these
strategies have to be accounted for in order to

produce speech that reflects human processing
in natural situations.
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Abstract

expected), and a pronunciation that is perceived
as foreign-accented.

In this paper, the first results from a perception
experiment are presented and discussed. In the
experiment, teachers and pupils were asked to
listen for examples of so-called Rosengård
Swedish in recordings from secondary schools
in Malmö.

Purpose of the present study
In the perception experiment, Malmö teachers
and pupils are asked to listen for examples of
Rosengård Swedish in recordings from secondary schools. The purpose is to investigate their
views of Rosengård Swedish.

Introduction
The research project ‘Language and language
use among young people in multilingual urban
settings’ (Lindberg 2004) has as its goal to describe and analyze SMG. SMG stands for
Swedish on Multilingual Ground, and refers to
adolescents’ new, foreign-sounding ways of
speaking Swedish.

Method
Stimuli
The stimuli have been extracted from the research project’s speech database. The database
consists of different types of recordings (interviews, class-room recordings, etc) made at secondary schools in Malmö, Gothenburg and
Stockholm. The Malmö recordings were made
at three different schools: Cypresskolan, Dahliaskolan and Ekskolan (code names). The individual speakers are described in more detail
below, in the result section.
The stimuli are approximately 30 second
long sections that have been extracted from
spontaneous (unscripted) recordings in which
the pupils interact with friends and class mates.
A total of 27 stimuli have been prepared. In order to avoid that listeners hear stimuli recorded
at their own school, and to delimit the duration
of the experiment, each group of listeners only
listen to a subset of the stimuli.
Some of the stimuli have been edited in order to exclude information that would otherwise reveal the speakers’ identities or the identities of others who are discussed in the recordings.

SMG
These new ways of speaking Swedish are primarily found in suburbs and urban districts
with a high proportion of immigrant residents,
e.g. in Rosengård in Malmö. However, many of
the speakers are born in Sweden, or have arrived in Sweden at an early age, and have acquired Swedish alongside with their mother
tongue (at least since kindergarten). According
to popular beliefs, some speakers of the socalled Rosengård Swedish do not even have an
immigrant background. Therefore, the foreignsounding features of their speech cannot necessarily be classified as transfer or interference
from another language. It is furthermore often
claimed that speakers of this foreign-sounding
Swedish master a standard variety of Swedish
too. These claims have lead to the hypothesis
that the new foreign-sounding ways of speaking
Swedish represent new Swedish varieties (dialects, sociolects or group languages) rather than
individual speakers’ interlanguages (Kotsinas
1988).
Varieties like Rosengård Swedish are primarily a medium for social functions with other
group members (Bijvoet forthc). The group
identity is marked by signals of a non-Swedish
background. Examples of non-Swedish linguistic features, that functions as such signals, are
SV word order (where inverted word order is

Listeners
Two listener groups
The listeners in the experiment are teachers and
pupils. The results presented in this paper are
the results of the first two groups of listeners
who did the perception experiment: 10 teachers
and 11 pupils at Cypresskolan. Several addi-
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tional groups of listeners are planned to participate in the study.

teachers, all believed that second generation
immigrants are potential Rosengård Swedish
speakers. Nine teachers also believed that first
generation immigrants are likely speakers of
Rosengård Swedish. Only half of the teachers
believed that speakers without an immigrant
background can speak Rosengård Swedish.
Out of the nine pupils (two did not answer
this question), none believed that Rosengård
Swedish is spoken by persons born in Sweden
by Swedish-born parents. Seven believed that
some second generation immigrants speak
Rosengård Swedish, and all nine believed that
first generation immigrants are possible speakers of Rosengård Swedish.

Listeners’ task
The stimuli were played once to the listeners
(over loudspeakers). The listeners were asked
to answer two questions about each stimulus:
Does the speaker speak what is generally
called “Rosengård Swedish”? (yes or no), and
How confident are you about that? (confident,
rather confident, rather uncertain or uncertain). The listeners were asked to indicate their
answers on an answer sheet. The listeners were
also asked to answer a few questions about who
they believed typically speaks Rosengård
Swedish.
The pupils were asked to listen to a smaller
set of stimuli than the teachers (18 stimuli),
since an evaluation of the teachers’ test revealed that it had contained too many stimuli
(24 stimuli).

Which stimuli were perceived as examples of Rosengård Swedish?
Stimuli classified as Rosengård Swedish
The teachers perceived quite few of our stimuli
as examples of Rosengård Swedish. Only
speakers E43, D49 and E04 were perceived as
speakers of Rosengård Swedish by a majority
(7 or 8) of the teachers. E43 arrived in Sweden
at age 10 and her first language is Slovenian.
D49 arrived in Sweden at age 4 and her first
language is Albanian. E04 was born in Sweden
by Swedish-born parents, and has Swedish as
his first language.
Speakers E06, D31, E36 and D27 were classified as speakers of Rosengård Swedish by
about half (4, 5 or 6) of the teachers. D31 and
E36 are second generation immigrants, and E06
and D27 are first generation immigrants. They
arrived in Sweden at the ages 7 and 9, respectively.
The pupils heard more examples of
Rosengård Swedish in our stimuli than the
teachers. A majority (8 to 11) of the pupils perceived E43, D49, E06, D31 and D27 as speakers of Rosengård Swedish. (Speaker E36 was
not included in the pupils’ test). Speakers E04,
D32 and E14 were perceived as Rosengård
Swedish by about half (5, 6 or 7) of the pupils.
D32 is born in Sweden but has a Russianspeaking mother, and E14 has Arabic as his
first language.

Results
Who did the listeners believe speak
Rosengård Swedish?
Age
According to the teachers in the listening test,
mainly children and adolescents speak
Rosengård Swedish. Out of the ten teachers, all
believed that adolescents are potential speakers
of Rosengård Swedish. Eight furthermore believed that some children speak Rosengård
Swedish, and six teachers claimed that some
adults speak Rosengård Swedish. Only one
teacher was of the belief that Rosengård Swedish is spoken only by adolescents.
The pupils expressed similar opinions. Out
of the eleven pupils, eight believed that some
children speak Rosengård Swedish, and all
eleven believed that adolescents are likely
speakers of Rosengård Swedish. Four pupils
believed that some adults speak Rosengård
Swedish (the soccer player Zlatan Ibrahimovic
was given as an example). Two pupils claimed
that Rosengård Swedish is spoken only by adolescents.

Stimuli not classified as Rosengård Swedish
Most of the stimuli were classified as not being
examples of Rosengård Swedish by the teachers. Speakers E04, E40, E31, E33, D07 and
D02 are born in Sweden by Swedish-born par-

Background
According to the teachers in the listening test,
mainly speakers with an immigrant background
speak Rosengård Swedish. Out of the ten teach25
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ents, and they were all classified as not speaking Rosengård Swedish. Speakers E19, E01,
D32 and D09 are born in Sweden but have one
parent who is born elsewhere. E14, E41 and
E26 are second generation immigrants (both
parents born elsewhere), and speakers E38,
D40 and D47 are first generation immigrants
(arrived in Sweden at the ages 6 or 7, 6 and 7,
respectively). They were not perceived as
speakers of Rosengård Swedish either.
The pupils classified speakers E40, D02,
E01, D09, E14, E41, E26, E38 and D40 as not
being speakers of Rosengård Swedish. (Speakers E31, E33, D07, E19 and D47 were not included in the pupils’ test.)

three classified his speech as being Rosengård
Swedish. All ten teachers were consistent in
their classification of the speaker as Rosengård
Swedish or not Rosengård Swedish, i.e. they
responded in the same way to both stimuli.
Out of the eleven pupils, only one heard
Rosengård Swedish in the library stimulus. Six
pupils, nevertheless, heard Rosengård Swedish
in E14’s conversation to a friend of his own
age.

Discussion
Some of the preliminary test results presented
in this paper are a little surprising to us.
Although we purposely chose to include
stimuli that we felt where clear examples of
something else than Rosengård Swedish, we
expected that the listeners would classify more
stimuli as Rosengård Swedish than the teachers
did. Comments from the teachers at Ekskolan
(their test results are not reported here) indicate
that the use of typical Rosengård Swedish
words like flipp ‘joke’ and flippa ‘to joke, to
have fun’ are important for a positive identification of Rosengård Swedish. The Cypress
teachers’ responses to E04’s stimuli contradict
that claim, however, since Rosengård Swedish
words appear in both stimuli.
Another unexpected finding is that a foreign-sounding pronunciation was not sufficient
for the listeners to classify a speaker as
Rosengård Swedish. We did not expect that naïve listeners would regard foreign-accented
malmöitiska (Malmö dialect) and Rosengård
Swedish as distinct. It is, however, possible that
the small number of stimuli perceived as
Rosengård Swedish in the experiment, reflects
that the listeners made such a distinction.
Speaker D47, for example, has a foreignsounding/foreign-accented pronunciation but
was not perceived as a speaker of Rosengård
Swedish. A discussion on how to distinguish
between foreign accent, SMG and other types
of youth language (if indeed possible) can be
found in Hansson (forthc).
Finally, we had expected that speaker E14
would be perceived as Rosengård Swedish by
more listeners in the informal setting than in
the formal setting. Whereas the pupils’ responses showed such a trend, the teachers’ responses did not.
The continuation of the perception experiment (the analysis of a larger number of listeners’ responses) will allow us to follow up on
these three initial findings.

Speaker E04
Two speakers – E04 and E14 – appeared in
more than one stimulus in the experiment. The
listeners did not know that any speaker would
appear twice, nor did they report having noticed reoccurring speakers.
One of the two stimuli produced by speaker
E04 was perceived as not Rosengård Swedish
by all ten teachers. The listeners reported to
feel confident (5 teachers) and rather confident
(5 teachers) about their classification. The other
stimulus, on the other hand, was perceived as
Rosengård Swedish by a clear majority (8) of
the teachers. The teachers again reported to feel
fairly confident (confident (3), rather confident
(4), rather uncertain (1)). Out of the five teachers who did not believe that Rosengård Swedish is spoken among adolescents without an
immigrant background, three classified E04’s
stimulus as Rosengård Swedish.
The pupils responded differently to the
stimuli produced by E04. The five listeners
without an immigrant background heard
Rosengård Swedish in both stimuli (in 10 cases
out of 10). The six pupils with an immigrant
background were not equally convinced, however (2 out of 12).
Speaker E14
Another speaker who also appeared in two different stimuli was speaker E14 (arrived in Sweden before the age of 1). In one of the stimuli,
he speaks to a friend, and in the other he speaks
to a librarian at his school. The two stimuli
were chosen as examples of two different types
of settings: an informal vs a more formal setting.
Seven of the teachers judged E14 as not being a speaker of Rosengård Swedish whereas
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ception experiment are crucial for a successful
identification of representative speakers of
Rosengård Swedish.
The results are also important for other project-related studies (e.g. Gudrun Svensson’s
thesis work) since they too are meant to describe SMG and, therefore, depend on our ability to distinguish between foreign accent, SMG
and other types of youth language.

Knowing more than one way to speak
Swedish
The purpose of this study is not to investigate
to what extent it is plausible to say that
Rosengård Swedish is one of two or more varieties that adolescents master. Some evidence
to support such a claim has, nevertheless, been
found. Speaker E04 lends support to two claims
about SMG: 1) that it can be spoken by adolescents without an immigrant background, and 2)
that (at least some) speakers of SMG master
more than one variety of Swedish.
Both the test results of the teachers and the
pupils without an immigrant background support claim no. 1. Claim no. 2 is only clearly
supported by the teachers’ test results, however.
A complicating factor to take into consideration in the interpretation of the pupils’ resposes to E04’s stimuli, is the fact that some of
them classified stimuli containing “false
Rosengård Swedish” as not being Rosengård
Swedish. In other words, if they believed that
the speaker was not a “true speaker” of
Rosengård Swedish, then they did not classify
the stimulus as Rosengård Swedish. The pupils
may very well have heard that E04 does not
have an immigrant background (i.e. cannot be a
true speaker of Rosengård Swedish). Remember that the pupils claimed that Rosengård
Swedish is spoken only by people with an immigrant background.
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Different views of Rosengård Swedish
The perception experiment was initially meant
to do something that we felt was very difficult:
to identify speakers of Rosengård Swedish in
our recordings. Pupils and teachers in Malmö
were asked to participate as listeners in the experiment, under the assumption that they are
more familiar with Rosengård Swedish and
Malmö youth language than we are. However,
it has become evident that the views of
Rosengård Swedish vary between our listeners
(between teachers and pupils, between pupils
with and pupils without an immigrant background, etc), and so we are faced with a new
problem. Now we need to think about whose
view of Rosengård Swedish to adopt.

Future work
Future work includes describing the phonetics
and phonology of SMG. The results of the per27
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peaks, the focal accent is separated from the
word accent (Bruce & Gårding, 1978).
In this view, the pitch contours of the word
accents in West Swedish, where the prototype
is Gothenburg Swedish, involve one peak in the
post-stressed syllable for accent 1 words and
two peaks, one in each syllable, for accent 2
words. This representation, however, may not
apply to Gothenburg Swedish since, according
to Bruce (1998), Gothenburg Swedish is
characterised by two-peaked pitch contours for
both word accents with an earlier timing in
accent 1. Hitherto, however, there has been no
systematic study of the word accents of
Gothenburg Swedish, and it is this gap which
the present paper aims to rectify.

In a previous investigation (Segerup, 2003) the
word accent manifestations in a number of
West Swedish dialects and Gothenburg Swedish
were examined. Contrary to the generally
accepted picture of the word accent distinction
the results showed no clear and systematic
distinction between the word accents with
respect to the timing and shape of the pitch
contours. The present paper focuses on the
pitch contours of the word accents in
Gothenburg Swedish. The acoustic analysis
shows that in focal position both accents
involve a fall in the first (stressed) vowel and a
peak late in the second syllable. The word
accent distinction is carried by relatively small
differences in the timing and/or the height of
this fall. It will be suggested that the timing
and height of the pitch contours in the stressed
vowel enter into a ‘trading relation’
perceptually.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Materials, subjects and speaking mode
The basic approach was to measure F0 at
specific points in the pitch contour of
contrastive disyllabic accent 1 and accent 2
words (a total of 10 word pairs). For the
elicitation of the word accents in
initial/medial/final positions and pre-focal/focal
positions, several sets of sentences, questions
and statements, were designed.

INTRODUCTION
The received wisdom is that the Swedish word
accent distinction involves a specific time
alignment of the word accent gesture. In accent
1 words, the word accent peak is timed earlier
in relation to the stressed syllable than in accent
2 words. Additionally, accent 2 generally shows
a more stable and consistent pattern in relation
to the stressed syllable than accent 1. Not only
is the timing of the word accent gesture relevant
for the distinction between the two word
accents, but also for dialectal identity. The
difference between the dialect types - South,
East, Central and West - is the absolute timing
of the word accent peak in relation to the
stressed (accented) syllable (Gårding, 1973,
with Lindblad, 1975).
Each of the word accents has a focal and a
non-focal phonetic representation, respectively.
In one-peaked dialects (South, East) where the
pitch contour of a disyllabic accent 2 word has
one peak, there is an overlap of word accent
and focal accent manifestation, whereas in twopeaked dialects (Central, West), where the pitch
contour of a disyllabic accent 2 word has two

Speakers were 5 elderly male native
speakers of Gothenburg Swedish. The
recordings were made on DAT tape in their
home environment. The speakers read the
various sentences (both statements and
questions) in two different speaking modes:
normal and loud/clear voice. One native
Gothenburg Swedish interlocutor was engaged
to read questions to which the subjects read the
answer. The different speaking modes were
attained simply by changing the distance
between the interlocutor and the subject. The
method proved to work very well for this
purpose. Three repetitions of every sentence in
each speaking mode (in random order) were
recorded for all 5 subjects.
The materials analysed and discussed here
comprise the accent 1 word Polen (‘Poland’)
28
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and the accent 2 word pålen (‘the pole’). Three
tokens of each word per speaker were extracted
from statement utterances in which they were in
final focal position.

as triangles and those for accent 2 as squares.
The bar at the bottom of the graph shows the
duration of the stressed vowel for accent 1 and
the bar at the top shows the same for accent 2.
The contours are aligned at the start of the
stressed vowel and earlier points are shown as
having negative times relative to the alignment
point.

Acoustic analysis
The acoustic analysis involved segments’
duration and pitch values at specific points. The
7 pitch measurement points were the following:
the height of the preceding vowel, the start of
the stressed (accented) vowel, the top corner of
the fall, the bottom corner of the fall, the start
of the rise, the phrase accent peak and the end.
In Figures 1-4 below the different measurement
points are marked by triangles in the pitch
contour of accent 1 and squares in the pitch
contour of accent 2.

Acc 2

Frequency (Hz)

GL Polen/pålen clear
275
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100
75
50
-300
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Acc 2 V1

Acc 1 V1

-100

100

300
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700
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Perception test
In order to verify whether Gothenburg Swedish
speakers perceive the word accent distinction in
their own dialect a perception test based on
three speakers’ production of the accent 1 word
Polen and the accent 2 word pålen was
designed. The words in final focal position
were extracted from statements spoken in a
clear/loud speaking mode. Three tokens of each
word per speaker were included in the
perception test and presented in random order.
Six native Gothenburg Swedish speakers acted
as subjects for the perception test (presented on
a portable computer). The subjects’ task was to
listen (via headphones) to each token once (or
at the most twice) and state whether they heard
the word ‘Poland’ or ‘pole’.

Figure 1. The average pitch contours for accent 1
(triangles) and accent 2 (squares) for speaker GL in
clear speaking mode. The bars indicate the duration
of the stressed vowel for accent 1 (bottom) and
accent 2 (top)

It is immediately clear that the shape and
timing of the pitch contour is strikingly similar
for the two accents. Both accents involve a fall
in the stressed vowel. As suggested by Bruce
(1998) (see above), the fall is earlier for accent
1, but only marginally.
GL Polen/pålen norm al

Acc 2

Frequency (Hz)

Acc 1

RESULTS
First, the results of the perception test will be
reported briefly. Out of the 6 subjects 2
listeners made one error out of 18 trials and 1
listener made two errors (this listener had no
hearing in one ear). The other 3 subjects made
no errors despite all subjects being of an age at
which some hearing loss can be expected. The
overall correct identification rate of 96.3 %
indicates clearly that the word accents are
distinct.
The acoustic results are exemplified in
Figures 1-4. Figure 1 shows the data for speaker
GL’s clear style. Here, as in each of the Figures,
the pitch measurements for accent 1 are shown
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Figure 2. The average pitch contours for accent 1
(triangles) and accent 2 (squares) for speaker GL in
normal speaking mode. The bars indicate the
duration of the stressed vowel for accent 1 (bottom)
and accent 2 (top)
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identical, and the distinction relies on pitch
height.
The overall picture from these two speakers
and from the others not shown here suggests a
possible ‘trading relation’ between pitch height
and timing. The collaboration of these two cues
may be described in terms of the ‘pitch integral’
of the stressed vowel, as outlined in Segerup
(2004). The pitch integral reflects the overall
percept of the pitch of the stressed vowel, and
can be increased either by raising pitch or by
lengthening the portion of the vowel carrying
high pitch, as when the fall is delayed. This
explanation will be further elaborated and
tested in Nolan and Segerup (2004).

Acc 2

ÅA Polen/pålen strong

Acc 1
Acc 2 V1
Acc 1 V1

-100
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300

500

700
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Figure 3. The average pitch contours for accent 1
(triangles) and accent 2 (squares) for speaker ÅA in
clear speaking mode. The bars indicate the duration
of the stressed vowel for accent 1 (bottom) and
accent 2 (top)

Acc 2

ÅA Polen/pålen normal

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2 shows the equivalent comparison
for GL’s normal speaking style. Here it can be
seen that the fall takes place at effectively the
same time for both accents, but that the word
accent peak (and indeed the phrase accent peak)
are higher for accent 2.
In Figures 3 and 4 speaker ÅA’s clear and
normal contours, respectively, are shown. For
this speaker accent 2 is cued by both a later fall
in the stressed vowel and a higher word accent
peak in both styles.
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Figure 4. The average pitch contours for accent 1
(triangles) and accent 2 (squares) for speaker ÅA in
normal speaking mode. The bars indicate the
duration of the stressed vowel for accent 1 (bottom)
and accent 2 (top)

DISCUSSION
The most striking finding is the similarity of the
word accents in Gothenburg Swedish. In
particular it is noticeable that the expected
timing difference between accent 1 and accent 2
is less than in the other dialect types. Were it
not for the perception test, there might be doubt
as to the viability of the distinction. However
the performance of the subjects as listeners
leaves no doubt as to the robustness of the
distinction.
As for the cues which support the
distinction, from speaker ÅA it is apparent that
both timing and pitch height may be playing a
role. In both his styles, accent 2 is marked by a
later fall in the stressed syllable and a higher
word accent peak. In speaker GL, however, we
see these two dimensions operating separately
in the two styles. In clear style (where pitch is
higher overall than in normal style), the
distinction seems to be maintained only by a
small difference in timing, whereas in normal
style the timing of the fall is essentially
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Near-merger of vowels in Estonian dialects
Pire Teras
Department of Estonian and Finno-Ugric Languages, University of Tartu

Abstract

the South-East of Estonia, the more extensive is
the raising. If= G? =Q] and= 1] are raised in all
the South Estonian dialects (Mulgi, Tartu and
Võru), in the Western, and Insular dialect, then
[(] is raised in the Võru and Tartu dialect but
only occasionally in the Mulgi dialect (e.g. keel
=MGÖ N,] : keele = MGÖNG] Nlanguage (sg.n. and
sg.g.)’, kool =MQÖ N,?: kooli [MQÖN,K]‘school (sg.n.
and sg.g.)’, rõõm= T(Ö O] : rõõmu [T(ÖOW]‘joy
(sg.n. and sg.g.)’, söök =U[Ö M, ] : söögi [U1ÖMK?
‘food (sg.n. and sg.g.)’). Nor are = G? and =Q?
raised under certain conditions in South Estonian dialects. To avoid merger with raised mid
vowels, the high vowels have started to diphthongize in South-East of Estonia: e.g. piim
=RGK O? instead of >RKÖÖO? ‘milk’, suur [UQW T?
instead of>UWÖÖT?‘big’ etc. (Vaba, 1997).
The raising or diphthongization of long
vowels is not a phenomenon characteristic only
of Estonian dialects. These changes are characteristic of other languages of the Baltic Sea
area, too. (For more see Teras, 2003a.)

The present article presents a study of the
raising of overlong mid vowels in Estonian
dialects. Long mid vowels of South Estonian
dialects (Mulgi, Tartu and Võru) have split into
full-long mid vowels (Q2) and into overlong
raised mid vowels (Q3). Raising of mid vowels
also characterises West Estonian dialects. The
formant values of raised mid vowels of Võru
and Mulgi show that they are much higher than
mid vowels and very close to high vowels. The
degree of raising of mid vowels is not as large
in the Western dialect. The raising of overlong
mid vowels in South Estonian has led to their
near-merger with overlong high vowels.

Introduction
Labov (1994) has pointed to the raising of long
vowels as one of the three general principles of
vowel shifting. Raising of vowels can cause a
chain shift as it has happened in the history of
English, but Labov has maintained that mergers
of vowels are much more common in the history of languages than chain shifts (Labov,
1994). In the case of a merger two vowels fall
together. Labov (1994) has also described the
case of near-merger as a situation where speakers make slight differences in the quality of
sounds that the listeners cannot hear.
Raising of mid vowels in Estonian dialects
Estonian has nine vowels that can have either a
short (Q1) or a long quantity degree (Q2 and
Q3). It has been suggested, however, that Estonians do not perceive small changes in vowel
quality that are related to quantity alternation
(Eek, Meister, 1994, 1998). These changes are
more noticeable in Estonian dialects.
The changes have occurred mostly in two
directions: long and overlong vowels have either become diphthongized, or overlong mid
vowels are raised (see Figure 1). The diphthongization of long vowels (with the exception of
[K] and [W]) has taken place mainly in the area
of North Estonia. Raising can be found mainly
in South Estonia, West Estonia, and on the islands. Because of contacts between dialects one
can find raising in other areas, too. The more to

Figure 1. Full-long and overlong mid vowels [

] in Estonian dialects (
– diphthongization,
– stronger raising,
– weaker raising; North
Estonian dialects: K – Mid dialect, I – Eastern dialect, L – Western dialect, S – Insular dialect, R –
North-Eastern Coastal dialect; South Estonian dialects: M – Mulgi dialect, T – Tartu dialect, V –
Võru dialect).

Material and Method
Acoustic measurements are based on words that
contained mid vowels, raised mid vowels and
high vowels (and also low vowels). The words
were taken from the recordings of spontaneous
speech. The vowels of 4 speakers of Võru were
analysed. Here the results of 2 male speakers of
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Võru (EK born in 1954 and JP born in 1947)
are presented (for more see Teras 2003a, 2001).
The words were processed by Kay Elemetrics
CSL 4300B. Speech segments were digitized at
the sampling rate of 10 kHz. Spectrograms
were prepared with the help of a filter with a
bandwidth of 293 Hz.
The paper also includes preliminary results
about the Mulgi dialect. The spontaneous
speech of one male speaker (JV, born in 1885)
was analysed using Praat 4.2. Spectrograms
were prepared with the help of a filter with a
bandwith of 200 Hz.
Formant frequences (F1, F2, F3) were
measured at the end of the first half of the
vowel. The formant values in Herz were converted into Bark (see e.g. Traunmüller, 1990).

Table 2. Average formant values of overlong vowels in Hz and Bark (informant JP).

Vowel F1
F2
F3
(N) Herz Bark Herz Bark Herz Bark
#(16) 650 6.14 1164 9.46 2593 14.74
G(7)
392 3.94 1790 12.27 2533 14.58
G(18) 305 3.08 2134 13.44 2648 14.88
K(15)
269 2.71 2181 13.59 2778 15.19
Q(2)
380 3.82 786 7.14 2264 13.84
Q(20) 312 3.15 742 6.83 2296 13.93
W(15) 282 2.84 683 6.40 2237 13.76
((5)
297 3.53 1281 10.07 2139 13.46
3(15) 602 5.77 1537 11.25 2498 14.49
1(23) 306 3.09 1669 11.80 2155 13.51
[(16) 276 2.78 1708 11.95 2157 13.52

The quality of mid, raised mid and
high vowels

H L II

Võru dialect
The average formant values of overlong vowels
of two speakers are given in Table 1 and Table
2 (see also Figures 2 and 3 where both full-long
(Q2) and overlong (Q3) vowels are presented).
In the speech of both speakers, the overlong
raised mid vowel [G] is slightly lower than the
high vowel= K? In comparison with the full-long
and exceptionally overlong mid vowel [e], the
overlong vowel [G] is higher and much more
front. In the speech of EK the distance between
the F1 of the raised mid vowel and high vowel
is 0.33 Bark and between the raised mid vowel
and exceptionally overlong mid vowel 0.75
Bark. In the speech of JP the same distances are
0.37 and 0.86 Bark.
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Figure 2. Average formant values of full-long and
overlong vowels (speaker EK).
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Vowel F1
F2
F3
(N) Herz Bark Herz Bark Herz Bark
#(23) 628 5.98 1261 9.97 2596 14.75
G(10) 453 4.50 1954 12.85 2752 15.13
G(21) 372 3.75 2168 13.55 2816 15.28
K(16)
339 3.42 2153 13.50 2862 15.38
Q(7)
419 4.20 830 7.43 2575 14.63
Q(23) 367 3.70 792 7.19 2073 13.25
W(19) 334 3.37 730 7.28 2031 13.11
((10) 391 3.93 1514 11.15 2684 14.96
3(15) 579 5.58 1650 11.72 2643 14.86
1(19) 369 3.72 1805 12.32 2370 14.14
[(6)
364 3.67 1799 12.30 2403 14.24
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Figure 3. Average formant values of full-long and
overlong vowels (speaker JP).

The rounded overlong raised mid vowel [1] is
also slightly lower and more back than the high
vowel=[? In the speech of EK there is actually
almost no difference between these two vowels
(distance between values of F1 0.05 Bark). In
the speech of JP the corresponding distance is
0.31 Bark. At the same time, the raised mid
vowel is higher and more front than the fulllong mid vowel =1?. The distance between the
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F1 of the raised mid vowel and mid vowel is
accordingly 0.79 Bark (speaker EK) and 0.66
Bark (Speaker JP).
The rounded overlong raised mid vowel[Q]
is lower and more front than the high vowel= W?.
In comparison with the full-long and exceptionally overlong mid vowel = Q?, the overlong
raised mid vowel has moved higher and backwards. In the speech of EK the distance between the F1 of the raised mid vowel and high
vowel is 0.33 Bark and between the raised mid
vowel and exceptionally overlong mid vowel
0.5 Bark. In the speech of JP the same distances
are 0.31 and 0.67 Bark.
In the Võru dialect, the unrounded mid back
vowel= (? is acoustically relatively more front
than in Standard Estonian (see Eek, Meister,
1998). However, phonologically (e.g. in the
case of vowel harmony), = (? behaves like a
back vowel. There are some differences between speakers in the production of= (? and= (?.
In the speech of EK this overlong raised mid
vowel is a little higher and more front than the
mid vowel. In the speech of JP the overlong
raised mid vowel is also higher but more back
than the mid vowel. In the speech of EK the
distance between the F1 of the raised mid
vowel and mid vowel is 0.49 Bark. In the
speech of JP the same distance is 0.74 Bark.
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Figure 4. Average formant values of full-long and
overlong vowels (speaker JV).

The overlong raised mid vowel [G] is a little
lower and more back than the high vowel= K?. In
comparison with the full-long and exceptionally
overlong mid vowel [e],the overlong vowel[G]
is much higher and more front. The distance
between the F1 of the raised mid vowel and
high vowel is 0.13 Bark. The same distance
between the raised mid vowel and exceptionally
overlong mid vowel is 1.35 Bark (the distance
between the raised mid vowel and full-long mid
vowel is same).
The rounded overlong raised mid vowel[1]
is slightly lower and more front than the high
vowel=[? At the same time it is much higher
than the full-long mid vowel= 1?. The distance
between the values of F1 of the raised mid
vowel and high vowel is 0.32 Bark, and between the raised mid vowel and mid vowel it is
1.02 Bark.
The rounded overlong raised mid vowel[Q]
is lower and more front than the high vowel= W?.
In comparison with the full-long and exceptionally overlong mid vowel = Q? (there was only
one word with overlong =Q?), the overlong
raised mid vowel has moved higher and backwards. The distance between the F1 of the
raised mid vowel and high vowel is 0.31 Bark,
and between the raised mid vowel and exceptionally overlong mid vowel 0.44 Bark. The
distance between the F1 of the raised mid
vowel and full-long vowel is 0.82 Bark.
In the analysed text there were only some
words that contained= (? and= (?. It has been
already said that overlong =(? is raised only occasionally in the Mulgi dialect. As there was
only one pronunciation case of= (? it cannot be
stated that =(? would be raised in other words,
too.

Mulgi dialect
The average formant values of overlong vowels
of the Mulgi speaker are given in Table 3 (see
also Figure 4).
As it can be seen, in the Mulgi dialect like
in the Võru dialect, the raised mid vowels are
also very close to the high ones.
Table 3. Average formant values of overlong vowels in Hz and Bark (speaker JV).

Vowel F1
F2
F3
(N) Herz Bark Herz Bark Herz Bark
#(14) 710 6.60 1292 10.12 2515 14.54
G(6)
572 5.53 1906 12.69 2492 14.48
G(15) 418 4.18 2195 13.63 2884 15.43
K(8)
404 4.05 2263 13.84 2832 15.31
Q(1)
523 5.12 865 7.68 2114 13.38
Q(10) 462 4.58 776 7.07 2183 13.60
W(12) 427 4.27 732 6.76 2176 13.58
((1)
489 4.82 1532 11.23 2199 13.65
3(9)
706 6.57 1656 11.75 2399 14.23
1(11) 439 4.38 1707 11.95 2322 14.01
[(6)
405 4.06 1634 11.66 2242 13.77
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Discussion
As it can be seen, both in the Võru and Mulgi
dialects the raised mid vowels are very close to
high vowels in their quality. In the psychoacoustical vowel space, the distances between
these vowels are less than 1 Bark. The distance
between the F1 of mid vowels and raised mid
vowels is bigger but still remains under 1 Bark.
However, in the speech of the Mulgi speaker,
the distance between [e] and [G] is over 1 Bark
(1.35 Bark). While the distance between raised
mid vowels and high vowels on the psychoacoustic scale is very small, it can be assumed that listeners do not perceive difference
in the quality of these vowels. Perception tests
where words forming minimal pairs were used
as stimuli have affirmed this assumption (see
Teras, 2003a, b).
Leemet (2003) reports preliminary results
on the quality of long vowels of the Western
dialect. Formant values of long vowels of one
male speaker (born in 1904) of Varbla were
analyzed. Varbla is one of main sub-dialects of
the Western dialect. The analysis showed that
in that sub-dialect there are also mid vowels in
Q2 words but in Q3 words these mid vowels
=G?, = 1?, and = Q? are raised. The distance between the F1 of the raised front mid vowel= G?
and high vowel=K? is 0.71 Bark. As compared
to the full-long mid vowel=G? , the raised mid
vowel= G? is higher (distance between values of
F1 0.78 Bark). The rounded raised mid vowel
=1? is higher than the full-long mid vowel= 1?
(distance between values of F1 0.85 Bark). The
high vowel=[? has diphthongized in Q3 words
in the Western dialect. The raised mid vowel
=Q? is higher than the mid vowel=Q? (distance
between values of F1 0.7 Bark) and lower than
the high vowel=W? (distance between values of
F1 0.75 Bark).
It can be seen that the raising of mid vowels
in Varbla is not as extensive as in South Estonian dialects. Raised mid vowels remain between high vowels of Q3 words and mid vowels of Q2 words.

high vowels, although they remain a little
lower. On the psychoacoustic scale, the distance between raised mid vowels and high
vowels is very small. This situation resembles
those described as near-mergers. As a result of
raising, mid vowels alternate with raised mid
vowels that acoustically differ a little from high
vowels, but are eventually not distinguishable
from them by listeners.
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Conclusion
There are little differences in the range of raising among the speakers but the tendencies of
raising are same in the speech of all speakers of
South Estonian. The raising of mid vowels is
extensive both in the Võru and Mulgi dialect
(to say more about Mulgi dialect, the vowels of
more speakers have to be analysed). In both
dialects raised mid vowels are very close to
35
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Some acoustic cues to human and machine estimation
of speaker age
Susanne Schötz
Dept. of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund University
automatic estimator of age was improved when
speech rate and shimmer were included as cues
(Minematsu et al., 2002). However, studies of
speaker age are not easy to compare due to differences in speaker gender and age distribution
as well as in the types of speech material used
in the experiments.

Abstract
Two experiments were carried out in order to
learn more about the relation between the various acoustic cues to speaker age. The first included listening tests with resynthesized stimuli,
and the second comprised automatic estimation
of age using the CART (Classification And Regression Trees) technique. In the first experiment, results indicate that human listeners seem
to rely more on spectral cues than on F0 and
duration when judging age. The results of the
second experiment seem to agree with the first,
as formant frequencies outperformed the other
features in the CART tests. The acoustics and
perception of speaker age will be studied further
using a larger material and additional methods.

Purpose and Aim
The purpose of these two studies is to investigate the relationship between several acoustic
cues to age and try to identify the most important ones, by studying human perception of age
as well as an automatic estimation technique. In
the human listener study, F0 and duration are
contrasted with the rest of the speech signal
containing the spectral qualities, and in the machine experiments, 51 acoustic feature values
are compared. The aim of the two studies is to
increase our understanding of the acoustic cues
used in both human and automatic estimation of
speaker age.

Introduction
When estimating the age of a speaker, we probably use a combination of several cues present in
the speech signal, but which cues are the most
important ones? Furthermore, which acoustic
cues would an automatic age estimator need in
order to make fairly correct judgements? Would
they be the same as the ones used by humans?
This paper describes two experiments – one
with human listeners and one with a machine
learning technique – aiming at identifying some
important cues to speaker age for humans as
well as for machines.

Experiment I (Human listeners)
The experiment with human listeners will be
explained only briefly here. A more detailed description is given in Schötz (2004). It consisted
of two almost identical perception tests – one
with only female speaker stimuli and one with
male speaker stimuli. The purpose was to investigate if F0 and duration are more important
to age perception than other qualities in speech,
and if there were any differences between perception of female and male speaker age.

Background
Researchers agree that humans are usually able
to estimate speaker age to within 10 years. Age
cues have been found in almost every phonetic
dimension, but the relationship between the
various cues has not been fully explored yet.
Several studies have found F0 and F0SD to be
dominant cues to age perception (Hollien, 1987;
Jacques & Rastatter, 1990; Linville, 1987).
However, some recent studies have failed to
find strong correlations between F0 and age,
suggesting that other factors, including speech
rate and spectral features are more important to
perception of speaker age (Schötz, 2003; Winkler et al., 2003). Even the performance of an

Material
Twenty-four elicitations from twelve female
and twelve male natural speakers, taken from
the Swedish dialect project SweDia 2000 (Bruce
et al., 1999), and two female and two male
MBROLA-based concatenation synthesis versions (Filipsson & Bruce, 1997, Svensson,
2001) of the word rasa (collapse) were used in
the listening tests. Twelve of the natural speakers were older speakers (60-82 years) and the
other twelve as well as the speakers who had
recorded the diphones of the synthetic versions
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were younger speakers (18-31 years). Based on
these 28 productions of the word, resynthesized stimuli were created by switching the F0
and word duration values for two input words
A (always an older speaker) and B (always a
younger speaker), so that output stimulus AB
consisted of the spectral quality (i.e. the whole
signal except F0 and duration) of the older input
A, but with the duration and F0 of the younger
input B, while output stimulus BA consisted of
the spectral quality of the younger input B, except for the F0 and duration, which was from
the older input A, as shown in Figure 1. All
stimuli were normalized for intensity.

The results were somewhat better for the male
speakers, but all significant, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. χ2 -results for the female and male tests.
all older +
two synthetic
gender χ 2(1) p <
female
55.742 .001
male
254.205 .001
part

Experiment II (Machine approach)
For the automatic age estimation experiments,
the CART (Breiman et al., 1984) technique was
employed. In this method, both statistical
learning and expert knowledge is used to construct binary decision trees, formulated as a set
of ordered yes-no questions about the features
in the data. The best predictions based on the
training data are stored in the leaf nodes of the
CART. Its advantages over other pattern recognition methods include human-readable rules,
compact storage, handling of incomplete and
non-standard data structures, robustness to
outliers and mislabeled data samples, and efficient prediction of categorical (classification) as
well as continuous (regression) feature data
(Huang et al., 2001). In this study, Wagon, a
CART implementation from the Edinburgh
Speech Tools package (Taylor et al., 1999), was
used. It consists of two independent applications: wagon for building (i.e. training) the trees,
and wagon_test for testing the trees with new
data.

Mix-Prosody!
A

Spktr

A:S + B:FD

AB

F0&Dur

B

F0&Dur

B:S + A:FD

Spktr

BA

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of how the resynthesized stimuli were created.

Method
I the two perception tests, stimuli pairs of type
AB and BA were presented in randomized order and the task was to decide which stimulus
sounded older. 31 students of phonetics (age:
18-36, µ : 21.6) participated in the female
speaker test and 29 (age: 18-28, µ: 22.3) took
part in the male speaker test.
Results
Table 1 shows that the listeners more often
judged older speech with younger F0 and duration (stimulus type AB) as older than younger
speech with older F0 and duration (stimulus
type BA).

Material
The material comprised 7696 feature vectors
containing information from 428 natural speakers (from SweDia 2000) of various ages (17-84
years), each having produced between 3 and 14
elicitations of the word rasa. A number of
scripts (developed by Johan Frid, Dept. of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund University) for the
speech analysis software PRAAT (Boersma &
Weenink, 2004) were extended and adjusted to
automatically extract, and store in data files,
vectors of 51 acoustic feature values from the
four segments of the words, including mean,
median, range, range 2 (excluding the top and
bottom 5%) and SD (standard deviation) for F0
and for F1-F5, as well as measurements of relative intensity, duration, HNR (Harmonics-toNoise Ratio), spectral emphasis, spectral tilt,
jitter and shimmer. 90% of the vectors were
used for training, and the remaining 10% were
used for testing the CARTs.

Table 1. The number and percentage of spectral
quality as well as F0 & duration judged older by
the listeners for female (a) and male (b) speakers.
(a) female stimuli pairs no. of
spectral
judged older:
results no. of %

F0 & dur
no. of

%

all older + two synthetic

372

258

69%

114 31%

one older + all younger

183

121

66%

62

34%

all older + one younger

181

104

57%

77

43%

(b) male stimuli pairs no. of
spectral
judged older:
results no. of %

F0 & dur
no. of

%

all older + two synthetic

347

322

93%

25

7%

one older + all younger

174

120

69%

54

31%

all older + one younger

174

139

80%

35

20%

one older + all older + one
all younger
younger
χ 2(1) p < χ 2(1) p <
19.022 .001 4.028 .045
25.034 .001 62.161 .001
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Method
The CART experiments were carried out in
three sets. First, only one feature value at a time
was used to build trees for age estimation. Second, all values (i.e. mean, median, range etc.) for
each of the six features which had performed
best in the first set, were further tested to determine their relative order. Finally tests were
run with the 21 best feature values and with all
of the 51 feature values of the vectors.

Correlations between chronological and
estimated age for the best feature CARTs

Feature

Results
From the tests with one feature value at a time,
the 21 features with higher correlations than 0.4
between chronological and estimated age are
shown in Table 3. The mean and median values
for the formant frequencies performed best,
followed by their range values and the mean and
median values for F0. Except for HNR
(r = 0.2033), none of the other features reached
correlations over 0.2.

Feature
F4 (mean)
F4 (median)
F3 (median)
F3 (mean)
F2 (median)
F2 (mean)
F5 (mean)
F5 (median)
F4 (range)
F3 (range 2)

Corr (r)
0.5195
0.5163
0.5162
0.5070
0.4977
0.4855
0.4819
0.4817
0.4455
0.4446

Nr
Feature
11 F1 (median)
12 F3 (range)
13 F1 (mean)
14 F5 (range)
15 F4 (range 2)
16 F0 (mean)
17 F0 (median)
18 F2 (range)
19 F1 (range)
20 F1 (range 2)
21 F2 (range 2)

F5

0,6737

F1

0,686

F2

0,691

F4

0,6939

F3

0,7024

21 best

0,8535

all

0,8752
0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

Correlation (r)

Figure 2. Correlations between chronological and
estimated age for the best feature CARTs.

Discussion
For human perception of speaker age, it seems
that F0 and duration are less important than the
spectral cues (i.e. the rest of the speech signal).
However, which cues the listeners actually did
use in their judgements still remains unclear.
Formants and other spectral information, including spectral tilt and glottal features, may all
provide cues to speaker age. Since some previous studies have failed to find strong correlations between specific spectral features and age
(Schötz, 2003), it is possible that listeners use
combinations of several cues.
Of the 51 features used in the experiments
with the automatic age estimator, the formant
frequencies, especially F3 and F4, performed
best. This is in line with the human study, so it
is not impossible that humans and machines
rely on similar acoustic cues in order to judge
speaker age.
As both the material and the methods used
in these two experiments are likely to have influenced the results, larger studies with more
varied material are needed in further pursuit of
the most important acoustic cues to age.
Moreover, additional supralaryngeal and laryngeal features, including B1-B5, L1-L5, source
spectra (using inverse filtering techniques) and
LTAS, which might influence both human and
machine estimation of speaker age, will be analyzed. Future work also includes experiments
with other machine learning techniques, including HMM (Hidden Markow Models) and NN
(Neural Networks), and studies of potentially
important age cues using formant synthesis in
attempts to synthesize speaker age.

Table 3. The 21 best correlations between
chronological and estimated age for the CART
tests using only one feature value at a time.
Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0,5231

F0

Corr (r)
0.4374
0.4356
0.4348
0.4269
0.4252
0.4232
0.4220
0.4207
0.4169
0.4069
0.4021

Figure 2 shows the correlations between
chronological and estimated age for the CARTs
using all values (mean, median, range, SD) for F0
and for F1-F5, and also shows correlations for
the CART using only the best 21 feature values
as well as the CART for all of the 51 feature
values. The best single feature results were obtained by F3 followed by F4, and there was only
a slight improvement in performance when using all 51 features (r = 0.8752) compared to the
CART using only the 21 best features
(r = 0.8535).
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Male and Female Voices. Proceedings of the
XVth ICPhS, Barcelona, 2869-2872.
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Audiovisual perception of Swedish vowels with and
without conflicting cues
Niklas Öhrström and Hartmut Traunmüller
Department of Linguistics, Stockholm University

Abstract

Lapidot and Myslobodsky (1996) with speakers
of American English, but the sex difference was
much smaller among speakers of Hebrew.
Subjects exposed to stimuli with conflicting
audiovisual cues typically report "hearing"
what they perceive with their eyes. This illusion
appears to have a neural foundation: Sams et al.
(1991) observed that visual information from
lip movements modifies activity in the human
auditory cortex.
Audiovisual integration appears to be very
robust since it works even when the visual and
auditory components are from speakers different in sex (Green et al. 1991).
Although it is not far-fetched to ask oneself
whether fusions analogous to those observed by
McGurk and MacDonald (1976) would appear
in vowel perception, we are not aware of any
previous investigation of this kind. However,
Summerfield and McGrath (1984) did experiments in which manipulated [bVd] syllables
were presented to English subjects together
with [i], [ɑ] and [u] faces. They observed that
the phoneme boundaries in the auditory vowel
space were moved closer towards the position
of the vowels presented visually.
It is the purpose of the present study to investigate audiovisual integration in the perception of vowels in a language in which lip rounding is an independent distinctive feature. Since
the auditory cues to lip rounding are not very
prominent while the visual cues are, it could be
expected that perceivers are heavily influenced
by vision in perception of this feature. We shall
also keep an eye on possible sex differences.

Auditory, visual and audiovisual syllables with
and without conflicting vowel cues (/i y e ø/)
presented to men and women showed (1) most
to perceive roundedness by eye rather than by
ear, (2) a mostly male minority to be less relying on vision, (3) presence of lip rounding to be
noticed more easily than absence, and (4) all to
perceive openness by ear rather than by eye.

Introduction
It has been known for a long time that lip reading is practiced not only by the deaf, but also by
people with normal hearing. Especially in situations with an unfavorable signal to noise ratio,
visual cues contribute substantially to speech
comprehension (Erber, 1975; Mártony, 1974).
Amcoff (1970) investigated lip reading of
Swedish vowels and consonants by normal
hearing speakers. These investigations showed
very good visual perception of labial features.
The topic of audiovisual integration in
speech perception became suddenly very popular when McGurk and MacDonald (1976) had
published their study in which auditory stimuli
had been dubbed on visual stimuli with conflicting cues. They used repeated syllables with
stop consonants and a following open vowel. In
stimuli with conflicting cues, they observed (1)
fusions such as when an auditory [b] presented
together with a visual [ɡ] evoked the percept of
a [d] and (2) combinations such as when an
auditory [ɡ] presented together with a visual [b]
evoked the percept of [bɡ].
While the McGurk-effect appears to work
with perceivers with various language backgrounds, some differences have been observed:
Japanese listeners show almost no effect of the
visual signal when presented stimuli by Japanese speakers. However, they do show an effect
when the speaker is a foreigner (Sekiyama and
Tohkura, 1993; Hayashi and Sekiyama, 1998).
In addition to cultural differences, there may
also be sex differences in audiovisual perception since women have been shown to perform
better in lip reading tasks (Johnson et al., 1988).
This suggestion was confirmed by Aloufy,

Method
Subjects
The speakers were 2 men (29 and 45 years of
age) and 2 women (21 and 29 years), while 10
men (16 to 49 years) and 11 women (18 to 48
years) with normal hearing and vision served as
listeners. The speakers were students and researchers from the department of linguistics
while the listeners were all phonetically naïve
native speakers of Swedish.
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Speech material
The materials consisted of four Swedish nonsense syllables /ɡiːɡ/, /ɡyːɡ/, /ɡeːɡ/, /ɡøːɡ/.
The speakers’ faces and the acoustic signal
were recorded using a video camera Panasonic
NV-DS11 and a microphone AKG CK 93. The
recorded material was subsequently edited and
dubbed using Premiere 6.0. Each visual stimulus was synchronized with each one of the auditory stimuli. Each visual and each auditory
stimulus was also presented alone. In this way,
24 final stimuli were obtained for each speaker.
In the perception test these stimuli were each
presented twice in random order. Thus, the perception test consisted of 192 stimuli in total.
The stimuli were presented in 24 blocks of
eight stimuli each, using Windows Media
Player.

Table 2. Confusion matrix for Group 1 (10 ♀, 6 ♂).
Rows: presented, columns: perceived vowels.

aud
i
y
e
ø
*
*
*
*
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø

Procedure
The subjects participated one by one. They carried headphones AKG K135 and were seated
with their faces at 60 cm from a computer
screen. The height of the faces on screen was
roughly 17 cm. The subjects were instructed to
visually focus on the speaker's mouth while listening and to write down which vowel they had
heard. They used response sheets and were allowed to choose any one of the 9 ordinary
Swedish letters that represent vowels. Prior to
the experimental blocks, one training block
with 8 stimuli was run. The subjects were supervised during the whole session to make sure
they were focused on the screen all the time.
The entire session lasted about 20 min.

vis
*
*
*
*
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø
y
i
i
y
e
ø
ø
e
ø
e
y
i

i
117
4

y
11
124

74

3
77
1
10
1
128

21
127

7
99
128

16
107

120
28

128
108
17

e

ø

108

20
122
7
51
1
115

43
102
1
128
1
127

19
8
4
1
6

ɛ

ɒ

o

1

1

6
1
3

128
1
1
128
109
59
4
127
79

61

43

Table 3. Confusion matrix for Group 2 (1♀, 4 ♂).

aud
i
y
e
ø
*
*
*
*
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø

Results
A preliminary analysis of the results suggested
that the listeners did not all agree in their behavior. In order to see whether different groups
need to be distinguished, stepwise regression
analyses were performed for the results of each
listener, using the independent factors "auditory
openness", "auditory roundedness", "visual
openness" and "visual roundedness".
The result showed that "auditory openness"
explained most of the variance for all 21 listeners. For the majority (Group 1: 16 listeners),
"visual roundedness" explained next to most,
i.e., it explained more than "auditory roundedness" did. For a minority (Group 2: 5 listeners),
"auditory roundedness" explained more of the
variance than "visual roundedness" did.
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vis
*
*
*
*
i
y
e
ø
i
y
e
ø
y
i
i
y
e
ø
ø
e
ø
e
y
i

i
37
2

y
3
38

14
1
6

1
25
3
10
1
40

39

31
8

9
32

39

1
40

28
14

12
26

e
40
24
31
1
40

40

ø

ɛ

ɒ

40
1
14
27

2

40

40

31

9
34

6

26

14
39

1

o
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Subsequently, the two listener groups were kept
apart and analyzed separately. The results are
shown in Table 2 and 3.
It is of interest to note that Group 2 included
4 of the 10 male listeners (40%) but only 1 of
the 11 female listeners (9%).
When the stimuli were presented in (1)
auditory mode alone, (2) visual mode alone,
and (3) audiovisual mode, the error rates obtained were 8%, 28%, 0.2% for Group 1, and
3%, 39%, 0.6% for Group 2. Cases with conflicting cues are analyzed in Table 4.

failed to attain significance. The other group
relied mainly on audition, but did not fully neglect visual cues to roundedness.
Table 6: Result of stepwise regression analyses.
Variance explained (r2) and unnormalized weights
of significant independent factors.

r2
Constant
aud opn
aud rnd
aud opn*rnd
vis opn
vis rnd
vis opn*rnd

Table 4. Response percentages for stimuli with fully
conflicting cues (i/ø, y/e, e/y, ø/i). "Fused": always
visual roundedness and auditory openness.

Auditory
Visual
Fused

Group 1
22
2
76

Group 2
75
0
25

As the principal result of the present investigation, we have shown that audiovisual integration of the kind that results in a new, fused percept occurs not only in consonants, but also in
vowels. Thus, a visual [y] combined with an
auditory [e] was mostly perceived as an [ø],
while an auditory [y] combined with a visual
[e] was mostly perceived as an [i]. This can be
considered as analogous to the presentation of
an auditory [b] together with a visual [ɡ] evoking the percept of a [d]. We can see that short
segment duration is by no means prerequisite
for such fusions to occur.
Instances of double perception analogous to
the "combined" results of McGurk and MacDonald (1976) have not been investigated in the
present experiment. According to Colin et al.
(2002), combinations are less common with
voiced consonants than with unvoiced stops
while fusions are more common. This would
suggest that only fusions should occur with
vowels, but in the present experiment some of
the listeners informally reported having heard
non-standard diphthongs.
Although both lip-rounding and openness
are easily visible features, the perceptual weight
of the visible cues to openness was found to be
insignificant and close to zero among all listeners, while that of visible cues to roundedness
was found to be distinctly higher than that of
auditory cues in the majority group of listeners.
For vowels, it had not been shown before that
the perception of some of their features can be
dominated by the visual signal. However, this is
what had been observed by McGurk and Mac-

Table 5. Confusion matrix for roundedness. "0" =
"visually unrounded", "1" = visually rounded.
Rows: intended, Columns: perceived. Mean number
of responses per subject listed.

Group 1
0
1
68
12
3
76

Group 2
round open
.972
.995
0.03
0.00
ns
1.02
0.77
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.22
ns
ns
ns

Discussion

Within Group 1, the pattern of confusions in
roundedness was asymmetric. Table 5 shows
that a vowel was rarely identified as unrounded
when the lips could be seen as rounded, but
when the lips were visibly unrounded, identifications with rounded vowels were not so rare.
The table also shows that rounded vowels were
more often correctly perceived as rounded.

Roundedness
0
1

Group 1
round open
.926
.965
0.18
0.01
ns
0.99
ns
ns
0.27
0.20
ns
ns
0.77
ns
ns
ns

Group 2
0
1
38
26
22
42

In addition to the roundedness value (0 or 1), an
openness value (0 for [i y], 1 for [e ø o], 2 for [ɛ
ɒ]), was assigned to each vowel for numerical
evaluation. Based on the numerical values, the
mean values of perceived roundedness and
openness were computed for each stimulus in
each one of the two groups of listeners. In
stepwise linear regression analyses, the interaction factors (vis. openness * vis. roundedness
and aud. openness * aud. roundedness) were
also considered. The result is shown in Table 6.
As can be seen, both groups relied on audition
in openness perception, with no significant contribution of visual cues. However, in roundedness perception, Group 1 relied on vision, and
the contribution of aud. roundedness even
42
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The intonation of Saaremaa Estonian: in search of
Swedish influence
Eva Liina Asu
Department of Linguistics, University of Cambridge, UK

lable following the stressed syllable is higher in
pitch. She suggests that the characteristic melody of the Saaremaa variety is due to direct
contacts with Swedish in the Baltic Sea prosodic area, or Sprachbund, where language
contacts between genetically unrelated languages have been noticed and studied since Jakobson (1931) (e.g. Lehiste 1988, Wiik 1997).
Niit’s work enables Niit and Remmel
(1985) to hypothesize that Estonian coastal and
island dialects form a transitional area between
Standard Estonian and Swedish with regard to
tone application: the F0 contour (presumably of
a disyllabic word) in these varieties is an intermediate form between Swedish accent 1 (early
peak as in Standard Estonian), and accent 2
(generally characterized by a late peak).
In sum, the preceding work implies that in
the island varieties of Estonian the F0 peak is
delayed, and that there is a later rise in the F0
contour. However, as far as is known no direct
comparative studies have been carried out. The
present paper sets out to fill this gap and compare the intonation of Standard Estonian and
Saaremaa with the specific aim of testing the
hypothesis about peak alignment. F0 peaks in
Saaremaa are expected to be aligned later than
in the standard reflecting the possible Swedish
influence on the prosody of the island variety.

Abstract
The variety of Estonian normally singled out as
differing from the standard in its intonation is
that of the island of Saaremaa (Ösel) in the
Baltic Sea. Its characteristic melody has been
attributed to direct contacts with Swedish and
claimed phonetically to be manifested in a
higher post-stressed syllable as compared to
the stressed syllable. In the present paper, a
direct comparison is made on the basis of read
speech between the intonation of Saaremaa and
Standard Estonian. Contrary to the hypothesis
of peak delay in the Saaremaa variety no significant difference is found in peak alignment
between the varieties. The data show, however,
that there is a significant difference in the
height of initial pitch both at the beginning of
an utterance and at the beginning of the second
accent unit.

Introduction
The first systematic description of Estonian intonation (Asu, 2004) concentrates solely on the
analysis of the standard variety. The present
paper is the first step in investigating regional
variation in the intonation of Estonian. Of immediate interest when tackling intonational
variation in Estonian is the intonation of the
varieties spoken on the islands off the west
coast of the Estonian mainland. According to
Lonn and Niit (2002: 11) the speech melody on
every major Estonian island differs slightly.
The variety normally singled out is that of the
island of Saaremaa (Ösel), which in the literature is frequently described impressionistically
as “sing-songy”. At the same time surprisingly
little phonetic research has been carried out in
order to pinpoint the phonetic characteristics of
this “sing-songiness”. A sociolinguistic study
by Koreinik (2001) explains this phenomenon
as being due to the later rise of the F0 contour
but does not give a reference to any experimental studies on the matter.
Niit (1980), in her study of the word prosody of Estonian coastal and island varieties, has
shown that in these varieties the unstressed syl-

Methodology
Materials
The data used comprise read declarative sentences that were controlled for the quantity opposition and the number of accents. Each utterance consists of four accent units. The present
study focuses on the comparison of peak alignment in the first two H*+L accent units in the
utterances. The amount of material used for the
study of the two accent units differs. The dataset for the comparison of the initial accent is
larger consisting of repetitions of four different
utterances where the first accent unit comprises
a disyllabic (Q2) proper noun (e.g. Leena or
Miina) followed by a disyllabic verb in an un44
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stressed position (e.g. lamab ‘is lying’ or valab
‘is pouring’). For the comparison of the second
accent the repetitions of only one of the four
utterances were chosen where the second accent unit consists of a tetrasyllabic word
Jaanusega (‘with Jaanus’). Not all of the tokens could be used because, as shown in Asu
(2002), the default declarative intonation pattern of a sequence of H*+L accents can often
change within an intonation phrase yielding
low accentuation at different points after the
first two accents and influencing the realization
of the preceding H* accent.

Results
Peak alignment
Utterance initial peak
Figure 1 presents the average contours of utterance initial peaks for each variety. The duration
of the F0 contour in the figure is normalized
relative to the length of the accent unit (which
in this case is expressed as a stretch from the
beginning of the F0 contour to the mid vocalic
measurement of the last unstressed vowel in the
accent unit). The solid line represents the mean
values for all six speakers of the standard variety and the dashed line the mean values for all
six speakers of the Saaremaa variety.
It can be seen in Figure 1 that in both varieties the peak is delayed until after the end of the
stressed vowel (marked by a shaded area). The
peak in the Saaremaa variety is aligned slightly
later than that in the standard variety.

Subjects and procedure
From each variety six speakers were recorded.
They were all female between the ages of 21
and 35. The recordings of Standard Estonian
were made in Tartu where all subjects were
university students. Saaremaa recordings were
conducted in Kuressaare where only those subjects were recorded who were born and had
lived in the region for most of their life. All recordings were made in a quiet environment using a Sony TCD D8 portable DAT recorder and
a dynamic microphone with a cardioid response. The subjects were asked to read the utterances from a list where each utterance appeared five times in a semi-randomized order.
The data were digitized at 16 kHz using
Xwaves+™ running on a Silicon Graphics
Unix workstation. An F0 contour and a wideband spectrogram were computed for each utterance.
For the initial accent unit each F0 contour
was quantified in terms of eight measurement
points at which also the time value was recorded: (1) the initial pitch, (2) the beginning of
the stressed vowel, (3) the mid-point of the
stressed vowel, (4) the end of the stressed
vowel, (5) the peak i.e. the highest value in the
F0 contour, (6) the mid-point in the unstressed
vowel in the proper noun, (7) the mid-point in
the first unstressed vowel of the verb, (8) the
mid-point in the second unstressed vowel of the
verb. Eight comparable measurements were
also taken in order to quantify the F0 contour of
the second accent unit. The first measurement
point there was taken at the onset of the /j/
sound at the beginning of the word Jaanusega
(‘with Jaanus’).
In order to minimize differences in pitch
span for different speakers with higher and
lower voices the measurements in Hz were
converted into semitones (re 50 Hz).
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20
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Figure 1. Average F0 contours (means of all speakers) of the utterance initial peaks for the two varieties: Standard Estonian (solid line) and Saaremaa
(dashed line). The shaded area marks the stressed
vowel.

A further comparison of the peak alignment of
individual speakers reveals that the patterns for
the two varieties are indeed very similar. In the
data of most of the speakers the initial peak is
delayed until after the stressed vowel.
In order to reliably compare the data of different speakers and to deal with speakerdependent differences in speaking rate the location of the peak was normalized and expressed
as a percentage of the accent unit. The results
of this normalization are shown in Figure 2. It
can be seen that there is considerable variation
within in the data. A paired-samples t-test carried out on the means indicates no significant
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difference between the data of the two varieties
(t(5) = 1.048; p>0.05).

fails to give a significant result between the two
varieties (t(3)= 1.783; p>0.05).
Pitch height
More striking than the slight difference in peak
alignment between the two averaged contours
in Figure 1 is the difference in the height of initial pitch. In order to compare this difference in
a reliable way the initial pitch height was expressed as a percentage of the span of an accent
unit in relation to the F0 peak and the final
measurement in the accent unit. This was done
separately for each accent unit.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results of
normalized initial pitch for the two accent
units. On the whole, for both accent units, the
initial pitch is higher for the speakers of Standard Estonian than that for the Saaremaa
speakers.
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Figure 2. Normalized initial peak placement for the
two varieties: Standard Estonian (dark gray bars),
Saaremaa (light gray bars).

Second peak
Figure 3 displays the normalized location of the
second peak expressed as a percentage of the
accent unit. In this case the peak is normalized
relative to the length of the second accent unit
(as measured from the onset of the /j/ sound in
the word Jaanusega (‘with Jaanus’) to the midpoint measurement in the last unstressed vowel
/a/). The data of two speakers (one from each
variety) are omitted because, as a result of the
above-mentioned switch to low accentuation in
the course of the utterance, none of the second
accent units in the data of these speakers were
realized as H*+L.
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Figure 4. Normalized initial pitch in the first accent
unit: Standard Estonian (dark gray bars), Saaremaa
(light gray bars).
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Figure 3. Normalized second peak placement for the
two varieties: Standard Estonian (dark gray bars)
Saaremaa (light gray bars).
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Figure 5. Normalized initial pitch in the second accent unit: Standard Estonian (dark gray bars),
Saaremaa (light gray bars).

The overall patterning of the data in Figure 3 is
similar to that of the first peak in Figure 2. The
alignment of the peaks of the Saaremaa speakers seems to be on the whole slightly later in
the accent unit than that of the Standard Estonian speakers. However, a paired samples t-test

Paired samples t-tests show that there is a significant difference between the two varieties
with respect to the height of accent unit initial
pitch (t(5) = -2.709; p<0.05 for the first accent
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unit, and t(3) = -3.638; p<0.05 for the second
accent unit).

In the longer term the aim of the work undertaken is to carry out a comparison with
Swedish in order to test the hypothesis about
the influence of Swedish on the prosody of Estonian islands.

Discussion and conclusions
The hypothesis about peak delay based on earlier research was not borne out in the present
data as no significant difference was found between the normalized peak alignment of the
two varieties. This applies to both the initial
peak and the second peak. The non-significant
result could be influenced by at least two factors that are to do with the choice of speakers
and the data used for the comparisons.
According to Koreinik (2001) the characteristic “sing-songy” intonation is evident in the
speech of only about 50% of the inhabitants of
Saaremaa who have lived on the island for at
least three generations. This figure is based on
purely subjective evaluation of the interviewees’ speech but implies that a tighter control is
needed of the subjects’ background. In order to
capture the “pure” regional accent it might be
useful to carry out an informal evaluation of the
subjects’ speech before recording.
Another factor that is likely to have influenced the result of the peak alignment is the
formal speaking task used for the present experiment. It is well known that regional variation becomes more evident in spontaneous
speech than in read speech, and therefore the
highly controlled utterances might not be the
best test bed for differences in intonational
variation.
However, the present data show a significant difference in the height of initial pitch at
the beginning of both of the accent units analyzed. On average Saaremaa speakers start the
F0 contour lower than speakers of Standard Estonian. The result is somewhat unexpected as
there is no reference to this in previous literature. On the other hand the finding links to
some previous research on intonational variation that has shown the importance of the characterization of the overall shape of the pitch
accent gesture (Aufterbeck, 2003).
It is planned in further research to investigate the phonetic realization of the intonation
of Saaremaa on the basis of spontaneous
speech, which might additionally reveal phonological differences. In order to expand on the
sociolinguistic dimension of the study it is also
planned to include both male and female
speakers of at least two age groups, as well as
speakers from different parts of the island.
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Pitch dynamism of English produced by proficient nonnative speakers: preliminary results of a corpus-based
analysis of second language speech
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Abstract

by Finns is reported. The research is motivated
by at least two factors. Firstly, there is no continuing tradition of the study of the prosody of
Finnish English speech – in contrast to segmental aspects, which have been investigated much
more thoroughly (see Morris-Wilson, 1992 for a
detailed discussion of the subject). Secondly,
the features typical of Finnish English intonation
have been attributed almost solely to the effect
of negative transfer or interference. Thus, Hirvonen (1967) categorically concludes that “the
English rising intonation causes great learning
problems for Finnish students of English”. Hirvonen’s claim is based on the common assumption that, as there are no rising intonation contours in standard spoken Finnish, rising tones in
a second language will automatically be a problem for the Finn. One of the eventual aims of the
present research project is to assess the allimportant role of phonetic interference that is
still assumed to be a major factor in second language acquisition.

A speech database containing spoken English
produced by proficient non-native speakers is
described. The material was collected in connection with thesis seminars where the speakers, 20 Finnish university students of English,
discussed the topics of their MA theses. For
each pair, the speech material was digitally recorded with DAT in an anechoic studio to produce a 44.1-kHz, 16-bit CD-format recording.
The analysis involves several hierarchically organized tiers. For each word, accentuation is
described in terms of four degrees of stress. A
nuclear tone approach is used to transcribe
pitch direction and the pitch of accented syllables. Pauses with a minimum duration of 100
ms are annotated in terms of duration and type.
Finally, for each intonation-unit, a categorization of voice quality and rhythm is chosen. In
addition, the speech data is acoustically analyzed in terms of global parameters such as
pitch dynamism and range. Some preliminary
results are reported in this paper.

Speech data

Introduction

All the material used for the research was produced by 20 volunteers, Finnish students of
English philology at Oulu University. The
speakers were females (aged between 23 and
29) and were all fourth year students planning
their MA (“pro gradu”) research on applied language studies. Prior to the recording sessions,
during the thesis seminars, the speakers had
formed presenter-opponent pairs to discuss their
research plans, and this arrangement was utilized when collecting the data. The conversation
of each pair was digitally recorded with DAT in
an anechoic studio to produce a 48 kHz, 16-bit
recording. The data was collected in 10 consecutive sessions within a period of two months.
The data was stored in a PC as wav format files.
For each speaker, a total of 5-15 minutes of
English speech data was stored (including silent
periods etc).

There is now a growing interest in the phonetic
aspects of second language (L2) speech (cf.
Hincks 2003) but the existing research mainly
focuses on the segmental features. Systematic
studies of the prosodic features of L2 speech
have been rare. In particular, the corpus-based
approach has to date been virtually non-existent.
This is understandable, given the well-known
problems of investigating non-native speech
data: theoretical problems will be inevitable if
the researcher wishes to use only those phonological categories that can be comfortably used
when describing first language (L1) prosody.
The problem revolves around the issue of contrastive paradox or comparative fallacy: the researcher should not uncritically assume that the
conceptual and descriptive tools and categories
used in the phonological study of one language
(L1) can be used in the study of another.
In this paper, a large corpus-based research
project on the intonation of the English spoken
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of change or dynamism of the f0 movement
does not indicate where the most dynamic f0
contours are located in a TCU. Thus, measures
of mean f0-based values for the speech material
do not provide information on the course of
pitch at the utterance level, nor do they provide
any direct information on the linguistically relevant variation in pitch. To investigate speech
melody, auditory analysis/annotation is necessary. The purpose of the linguistic/phonological
analysis is to investigate the functionally important parameters that are not directly measurable
from the acoustic signal.
To describe these features of the speech
data, the corpus is currently being analyzed and
annotated utilizing PRAAT and Transcriber, a
tool for assisting the manual annotation of
speech signals. The aim is to create interlinear
transcription, where each word is annotated
with prosodic and syntactic information (displayed under the word).
A “British school” type of intonation analysis is carried out. The tone unit (or TCU) is assumed to have a fairly clearly-defined internal
structure, containing at least the tonic/nuclear
syllable, with optional proclitic and enclitic elements. The nuclear pitch patterns are analyzed
acoustically, and f0 movements wider than 3 ST
are analyzed as dynamic (“kinetic”) tones, and
narrower f0 movements are analyzed as level
tones. In the analysis of the data, the following
tones are possible: fall, rise-fall, rise, fall-rise,
and level tone. Using the framework developed
by Brazil (e.g. 1997), the tones recognized in
the analysis are thus the following: proclaiming
p tone (fall), proclaiming p+ tone (rise-fall), referring r tone (fall-rise), referring r+ tone (rise),
and oblique o tone (level).
In the future work, the ToBI framework can
be used the complement the traditional “British
school” type of nuclear approach. ToBI (Tones
and Break Indices) is a framework for developing generally agreed-upon conventions for transcribing the intonation and prosodic structure of
spoken utterances in a language variety (see e.g.
Beckman & Ayers 1993). Originally developed
for English, the system has been used in the description of the prosody of a number of languages, including Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Japanese and French – to date, the ToBI framework
has not been extensively applied to Finnish (or
Finnish English).

Acoustic analysis
The acoustic analysis was carried out by means
of the PRAAT software package (Boersma &
Weenink 1998) on an iMac computer. In the
pitch analysis an autocorrelation method was
used to obtain f0 values in Hertz every 10 milliseconds (Boersma 1993). To remove errors
produced by the pitch tracker (e.g. the halving
or doubling of individual f0 values), the pitch
values for PRAAT were hand-corrected. Pitch
tracks were obtained for each turnconstructional unit (TCU) produced by each
speaker in the database. The term TCU comes
from Conversation Analysis where the idea of
turn-taking as an organized activity is one of the
core ideas of research. Briefly, a TCU is a unit
in conversation after which speaker change is
possible. For practical purposes, in this study a
TCU was equated with a tone unit or phrase
containing a nuclear tone or accent (see the next
section).
For each TCU, three acoustic/prosodic parameters were determined: pitch level, pitch
range and pitch dynamism (cf. Daly & Warren
2001). Pitch level refers to the average speaking
fundamental frequency (f0) value expressed on
the linear Hertz scale. The Hertz data was converted to ERB (Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth), a scale based on the frequency selectivity of the human auditory system. The following
formula was used to convert each f0 value from
the pitch analysis to ERB: ERB=16.7 LOG
(1+f/165.4), f being frequency in Hertz. For
each TCU pitch range values were calculated
based on the ERB values. Following the procedure suggested by Daly & Warren (2001), pitch
dynamism was calculated using the firstdifferential of the ERB pitch curves, multiplied
by 100 in order to obtain a quantitative measure
of dynamism expressed in ERB per second.

Analysis of speech melody
The acoustic parameters described in the previous section provide valuable information about
the “global” prosodic structure of the speech
data, but the parameters do not describe intonation, or speech melody, as such. It is thus clear
that a more linguistically oriented analysis is
needed to investigate intonation. The acoustic
parameters described above can be measured
completely independently of the linguistic/phonological structure of the speech data.
For example, the parameter describing the rate
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of the nuclear tone approach. The third layer
represents lexical and sentence stress, distinguishing between four degrees of accentuation.
The fourth layer describes the duration and type
of each pause in the data. The fifth layer is used
to code features of voice quality, and the sixth
layer is reserved for features of the rhythm of
speech.

Analysis of prominence, rhythm
and voice quality
To annotate prominence, a classification with
four degrees of stress is used. A division is
made into primary stress, secondary stress, tertiary stress and unstressed. Primary stress refers
to the principal pitch prominence in the tone
unit, i.e. it is the nuclear accent near the end of
the intonation phrase. Secondary stress refers to
a subsidiary pitch prominence in a tone unit, i.e.
it is a non-nuclear pitch accent. Tertiary stress
involves a prominence produced with length and
loudness, i.e. it is not prominent enough to be
an accent. Unstressed words completely lack
any sort of prosodic prominence.
The breaks or pauses are transcribed in
terms of phonetic information. In the annotation, a silent pause is defined as a segment characterized by the absence of energy in the speech
signal, with a minimum duration of 100 ms.
Briefer pauses are not transcribed. Very brief
pauses (50-100 ms in duration) typically occur
between words, and may be caused by segmental features, such as plosives. A filled pause,
with a minimum duration of 100 ms in the annotation, typically contains vocalisation of some
kind. Filled pauses may be “vocalizations” (e.g.
uh, um) or “vocal noises” (inhalations, exhalations, laughter, sobbing, etc.). The latter category basically represents “respiratory reflexes”
and “voice qualifications” as defined by Crystal
and Quirk (1964).
Finally, auditory features of voice quality are
included in the annotation. For each TCU or
tone unit, a categorization of voice quality is
chosen. The descriptors include “modal voice”,
“falsetto”, “creak”, “whisper”, “tense” and
“rough”; these labels are basically those suggested by Laver (1994) for the description of
different phonation types. Features of rhythm
are also annotated. While the absolute speed of
speech can be measured in terms of phonemes/syllables per second, utilizing automatic
speech recognition methods, for example, more
complex qualities are difficult to quantify. Following Roach et al (1998), the following labels,
in addition to “neutral”, are used to describe the
rhythm of speech: “fast”, “slow”, “accelerating”, “decelerating”, “clipped”, “drawled”,
“precise”, and “slurred”.
All in all, the annotation involves multilevel
transcriptions. The first layer is used to transcribe the speech material orthographically. The
second layer is used to code the tones in terms

Preliminary results
To carry out the analysis at each level described
above, in addition to the acoustic measurements, is a highly time-consuming and arduous
task. So far, the acoustic analysis and the investigation of tone choice have been carried out for
ten speakers. Analysis at the other tiers is still
unfinished.
Table 1 presents the results of the analysis of
tone choice in phrase final position (for ten
speakers), along with the results of the acoustic
analysis (for ten speakers).
Table 1. Tone choice, pitch level, pitch range and
pitch dynamism in non-native English speech.
PERTONE
CHOICE CENTAGE

PITCH PITCH PITCH
LEVEL RANGE DYNAMISM

P
(fall)
P+
(rise-fall)
R
(fall-rise)
R+
(rise)
O
(level)

205 Hz 2.6 ERB 7.4 ERB/s

55
5
4
30
6

On the basis of these preliminary results, it is
possible to call into question some old myths
about Finnish English interlanguage intonation.
Firstly, although a falling tone was clearly the
most common type in phrase final position, endings with rising tones were also common. If the
claims based on the notion of phonetic interference were correct, the Finns would use almost
exclusively falling tones when speaking English.
Secondly, and more importantly perhaps, the
values of the continuously variable prosodic parameters in the data are not that different from
those reported for native speech corpora (see
e.g. Daly & Warren, 2001 and Toivanen, 2001
for detailed discussions of the subject). When
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the analysis progresses, it will be possible to
give a fuller description of the prosodic (phonological and phonetic) features of the English
spoken by Finns.
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Roach P., Stibbard R., Osborne J., Arnfield S.
and Setter J. (1998) Transcription of prosodic and paralinguistic features of emotional speech. Journal of the International
Phonetic Association 28, 83-94.
Toivanen J. (2001) Perspectives on Intonation:
English, Finnish and English Spoken by
Finns. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang.

Conclusion
The corpus described here is one of the largest
Finnish English speech databases, containing
spontaneous speech that is being carefully annotated at several phonetic/phonological prosodic
levels. Once fully annotated, the database will,
hopefully, be a valuable tool in basic research,
enabling a theoretically coherent multiparametric description of the prosody of spoken
Finnish English. The database can provide the
researchers with a rich source of evidence that
can be utilized when assessing arguments about
non-native speakers’ L2 speech skills. Only by
analyzing large amounts of authentic speech
data with empirical and statistical methods, can
the researcher be more confident in questioning
old views and stating new hypotheses.
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Abstract
Method

This work presents preliminary results of an
investigation of various automatically extracted
F0 features as acoustic correlates of prosodic
boundaries. The F0 features were primarily intended to capture phenomena such as boundary
tones, F0 resets across boundaries and position
in the speaker’s F0 range. While there were no
correspondences between boundary tones and
boundaries, the reset and range features appeared to separate boundaries from no boundaries fairly well.

Speech material and annotation
The speech material used in this study is a rendering of a children’s book by a male professional reader at a publisher of talking books. In
terms of speaking style it could be classified as
a read-aloud monologue. The duration of the
recording is 17 minutes and it contains about
2700 words. It was collected and annotated
within the GROG project.
This material was manually annotated for
perceived boundaries by three experienced transcribers. Each word was marked as being followed by either a weak or a strong boundary, or
as not followed by a boundary at all. The interrater reliability of this task was fairly high. The
pair-wise agreement was 97%, and the corresponding Kappa 88%. See Poesio & Vieira
(1998) for agreement and Kappa methods. To
further increase the quality of the annotations,
the majority votes of the three transcribers were
used. The majority votes resulted in 282 cases
of strong boundaries, 169 weak boundaries,
2232 no boundaries, and 2 cases of disagreement among the raters.

Introduction
We know from literature that the acoustic signaling of prosodic boundaries is a complex one,
and that a number of acoustic correlates have
been proposed. Apart from the silent pauses,
the most important ones are generally held to be
speaking rate phenomena such as final lengthening, and intonation phenomena such as
boundary tones, fundamental frequency resets
across boundaries, and position in the F0 range.
These correlates are also the ones most often
controlled in text-to-speech systems. But apparently other correlates, such as intensity
variation, voice quality and reduction phenomena may play a role too.
Within the GROG project (see Carlson et
al., 2002), we have previously investigated features reflecting silent pauses and final lengthening as correlates of prosodic boundaries in
Swedish (Heldner & Megyesi, 2003). The present study continues the work towards a general model of the structuring of speech in terms
of prosodic boundaries by examining various
automatically extracted F0 features intended to
capture boundary tones, F0 resets across
boundaries, and relative position in the speakers
F0 range as acoustic correlates of prosodic
boundaries.

Segmentation
The first step in the feature extraction process
was to segment the speech material using
NALIGN, an automatic alignment algorithm developed at CTT (Sjölander, 2003). NALIGN
uses a Hidden Markov Model based method to
generate word and phoneme level transcriptions
from a verbatim orthographic transcription and
a sound file. The phoneme tier is supplemented
with lexical prosodic information including primary and secondary stress, and word accent
type. For an evaluation of the alignment precision at the word level, see Sjölander & Heldner
(2004).
The aligner output was subsequently used
to identify three sub-word regions from where
the features were to be extracted: the word initial onset plus vowel (WIO) including all con52
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sonants in the word initial syllable onset plus a
vowel; the stressed syllable rhyme (SSR) containing the stressed vowel plus one consonant
(if there was one); and the word final rhyme
(WFR) containing the vowel in the word final
syllable and any following consonants until the
word boundary. The WFR is thus the mirror
image of the WIO.

Boundary tone features
• F0 shape (categorical): rise, fall, rise+fall,
fall+rise and none
• The sizes and slopes of the F0 shapes
Range features
• The difference between the offset and baseline at the offset position
• The difference between the mean and the
baseline at the offset position

F0 preprocessing
There were also a number of preprocessing
steps prior to the F0 feature extraction. First,
the fundamental frequency was extracted using
the get_f0 function from the Entropic Signal
Processing System (ESPS) as implemented in
the freely available software WaveSurfer
(Sjölander & Beskow, 2000), see also
http://www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer. Subsequently, F0 values were interpolated across
voiceless segments skipping the first voiced
frame after the voiceless segment. This was
done to reduce the influence of consonants
raising or lowering F0 at voice onsets. The interpolated F0 output was then transformed into
the distance in semitones relative to a fixed
value of 100 Hz. This transformation was motivated by the following step; an online estimation of speaker F0 range. The F0 range was
bounded by a topline and a baseline defined as
the cumulative mean ±1 standard deviation (also
calculated cumulatively). The F0 range was online in the sense that is was calculated using left
context only. The semitone scale was used to
ensure that +1 standard deviation was the same
musical (and perceptual) interval as –1 standard
deviation.

Reset features
• The difference between the offset and onset
in neighboring sub word regions (left to
right)
• The difference between the minimum and
maximum in neighboring sub word regions
• The difference between the mean values of
neighboring sub word regions

Results
Although all features were extracted from three
sub word regions (i.e. WIO, SSR and WFR) the
presentation of results will be limited to those
from the word final rhymes, as the word endings seem the most relevant for examining prosodic boundaries.
Boundary tone features
Figure 1 summarizes some of the boundary tone
feature data by showing the distribution and
average size of F0 shapes for the different
boundary types. The slopes of the F0 shapes
will not be commented on here. This analysis
revealed that there was no simple one-to-one
correspondence between presence of a boundary tone (in terms of falling, rising, falling+rising
and rising+falling F0 shapes) and boundary
type. For example, ‘none’, the shape for
movements smaller than one semitone, was the
most frequent shape in the no and strong
boundary categories, and the second most frequent shape in weak boundaries. Similarly, the
falls and rises were frequent at boundaries as
well as at no boundaries. The combinations of
falls and rises, too, occurred in all boundary
types, although they were considerably less
frequent. Thus, neither absence nor presence of
a particular F0 shape in the word final rhymes
seemed to indicate any special boundary category.

F0 features
A wide range of F0 features was extracted from
the preprocessed F0 data for each extraction
region (i.e. WIO, SSR and WFR). These features (listed below) included raw features, as
well as boundary tone, reset and range features
that were calculated from the raw features. Several alternative range and reset features were extracted.
Raw features
• The values at onset and offset positions
• The minimum and maximum values and the
corresponding times
• The mean value
• The values of the online baseline at the onset and offset positions
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Figure 1. The distribution of F0 shapes for the different boundary types, as well as the average size of
these shapes (in semitones) with error bars representing a 95% confidence interval. When the F0 shapes
are composed of two movements, i.e. rise+fall or fall+rise, the size of the second movement is shown.

However, the size of at least one of the F0
shapes could possibly discriminate no boundaries from weak and strong boundaries. The average fall was almost twice as large in weak and
strong boundaries as in no boundaries. A similar
pattern was also found in the rise+fall shapes.
There were no apparent mean differences between boundary types for the rises and the
fall+rise shape.
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Range features
There were two alternative features intended to
capture the position in the F0 range based on
the online estimation of F0 range. Both features
showed a trend for the distance to the baseline
to decrease with increasing boundary strength.
Figure 2 shows the feature measuring the distance between offset and baseline. Thus, a position close to the baseline could possibly indicate a boundary. Both measures appeared to
separate the boundary categories equally well.
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BOUNDARY TYPE

Figure 2. The average distance between offset and
baseline (in semitones) for the different boundary
types. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Reset features
There were also three alternative features intended to capture the F0 reset across boundaries by looking at differences between various
raw features from neighboring units; in this case
the difference between the WFR and the following WIO. They all showed tendencies for a
larger F0 reset the stronger the boundary. Figure
3 shows the results for the one of them that
gave the best separation of boundary types,
namely the difference between mean values.
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Figure 3. The average difference between the
mean values of neighboring units (in semitones)
for the different boundary types. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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As can be seen in Figure 3 there was hardly any
F0 reset at no boundaries and a reset of almost
two semitones at strong boundaries. Thus, it
seems that a (relatively) large F0 reset could indicate a boundary, and that this feature separate
the different boundary types fairly well.
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Discussion
In this study, we have examined a number of
automatically extracted F0 features intended to
capture certain intonation phenomena, which in
turn are held to be important for the signaling of
prosodic boundaries. Thus, the F0 features are
merely operationalizations of the intonation
phenomena, and the results of the study are dependent on the precision and quality of these
operationalizations. While a positive result may
be taken as support for the claim that a phenomenon is important for the signaling of prosodic boundaries, a negative result might just as
well indicate a poor implementation of features.
This said, we may observe that the simple
categorization of F0 shapes into rising, falling,
rising+falling, falling+rising, and none did not
reveal any one-to-one correspondences between
boundary tones and prosodic boundaries. However, whether a further subcategorization (for
example into high vs. low, fast vs. slow or large
vs. small movements) would result in a clearer
picture remains to be investigated. The observed mean differences in size of falls between
boundary types indicate that this might be a
reasonable path to follow.
Furthermore, the features reflecting position
in F0 range showed a trend in the expected direction, and separated the boundary categories
fairly well. Since the range estimation is online
and based on the cumulative mean and cumulative standard deviation, it takes about 30 to 40
seconds before the range stabilizes, which
would contribute to variability.
The features intended to capture F0 reset
across boundaries also demonstrated a trend in
the expected direction, and separated the
boundary categories fairly well.
Future work will most certainly include experiments with machine learning techniques to
investigate to what extent the automatically extracted F0 features can be used to discriminate
between boundary categories, by themselves
and in combination with other features capturing for example silent pauses and final lengthening.
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questions when the focal accent is in final position.
There has moreover been recent interest in
the automatic analysis of phrase final tones and
short utterances with the objective of categorizing and extracting dialogue acts such as agreement, acknowledgement, backchannels, turntaking and speaker attitude (see e.g. Ferrer, et
al. 2002; Ishi et al. 2003; Casper, 2003). Such
information is highly useful in building and
improving spoken dialogue systems using animated agents and spoken human-system interaction. An annotated corpus of spontaneous
computer-directed speech presented very suitable speech material for analyzing phrase-final
intonation in questions. This paper examines
the extent to which final rises may occur in
questions in computer-directed spontaneous
speech and discusses the function these rises
may have in signalling dialogue acts and
speaker attitude over and beyond an information question. It also examines a possible relationship between a final rise and a final focal
accent.

Abstract
Phrase-final intonation was analysed in a subcorpus of Swedish computer-directed question
utterances with the objective of investigating
the extent to which final rises occur in spontaneous questions, and also to see if such rises
might have pragmatic functions over and beyond the signalling of interrogative mode. Final rises occurred in 22 percent of the utterances. Final rises occurred mostly in conjunction with final focal accent. Children exhibited
the largest percentage of final rises (32%), with
women second (27%) and men lowest (17%).
These results are viewed in relationship to results of related perception studies and are discussed in terms of Swedish question intonation
and the pragmatic social function of rises in a
biological account of intonation.

Introduction
The signaling of interrogative mode in speech
through intonation is a topic which has long
attracted interest from intonation researchers.
Not only does question intonation vary in different languages but also different types of
questions (e.g. wh, yes/no or echo questions)
result in different kinds of question intonation
(Ladd, 1996). The most commonly described
tonal characteristic for questions is high final
pitch and overall higher pitch (Hirst and Di
Cristo, 1998). In some languages, however, a
late time alignment of a final accent has been
shown to play a decisive role in the perception
of interrogative mode (D’Imperio and House,
1997).
In Swedish, question intonation has been
primarily described as marked by a raised topline and a widened F0 range on the focal accent
(Gårding, 1979). An optional terminal rise has
been described, but the time alignment of the
focal accent rise has not generally been associated with question intonation. In two recent
perception studies, however, House (2002,
2003) demonstrated that a raised fundamental
frequency (F0) combined with a rightwards focal peak displacement is an effective means of
signaling question intonation in Swedish echo

Material and analysis
The utterances used in this study were taken
from the August database recorded in 1998 and
1999 (Gustafson et al. 1999). The August spoken-dialogue system was a multimodal system
using a talking head as an animated agent. The
agent was modeled on the Swedish author August Strindberg, and the system had several
simple domains including facts about Strindberg, Stockholm, KTH and local information
such as the locations of restaurants in Stockholm. The system was built into a kiosk and
placed in public in central Stockholm for a period of six months. The speech recordings resulted in a database consisting of 10,058 utterances. The utterances were transcribed orthographically and labeled for speaker characteristics and utterance types by Bell and Gustafson
(1999). The total number of speakers represented in the database was 2685 of which 50%
were men, 26% women and 24% were children.
Bell and Gustafson (1999) further analyzed
these utterances according to the presumed in56
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tentions of the speakers. Two major categories
were used: socializing or information seeking.
In other words, was the user mainly interested
in a social interaction with the agent, or was the
user genuinely trying to retrieve information?
To obtain material for the present study, utterances containing the question words vad
“what” and var “where” were extracted from
the corpus. A total of 334 utterances contained
the word “what” and 161 contained the word
“where”. For this analysis, 100 questions containing “what” and 100 questions containing
“where” were randomly extracted from the subcorpus. The 200 utterances were analyzed auditively and visually using the WaveSurfer
speech analysis package (Sjölander and
Beskow, 2000).
Each utterance was marked for presence or
absence of final rise, presence or absence of
final focal accent, and whether the utterance
was produced by a child, woman or man.
Waveforms, spectrograms and F0 traces of two
typical utterances are shown in figures 1 (final
rise) and 2 (final low).

Results
22% of the questions in this material ended in a
phrase final rise. Proportionally, children produced more questions with final rises (32%),
with women second (27%) and men the lowest
percentage of questions with a final rise (17%).
This breakdown is presented in figure 3.

Percentage of
questions

Questions with final rise
40
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20

Where

10
0
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Figure 3. Percentage of questions with a final rise
distributed by speaker type and question word.

Of the 200 questions analyzed for this
study, 17% were produced by children, 26% by
women, and 57% by men. This compares to the
distribution of the entire corpus which was 24%
children, 26% women and 50% men (Bell and
Gustafson, 1999). Children asked a proportionally larger number of “what” questions than
“where” questions, while men asked a proportionally larger number of “where” questions
than “what” questions. This is displayed in figure 4.
Distribution of questions

Figure 1. Waveform, spectrogram and F0 contour of
the utterance “Hej, jag heter Peter vad heter du?”
(Hi, my name is Peter what is your name?) showing
final rise.

Number of
questions

80
60

What

40

Where

20
0
Children

Women

Men

Figure 4. Distribution of the total number of questions by speaker type and question word.

“What” questions were generally more oriented
to social interaction such as “What is your
name?” “What are you doing?” and “What time
is it?”. “Where” questions were of a more
strictly information retrieval character pertaining to the location of streets and restaurants and
public facilities.

Figure 2. Waveform, spectrogram and F0 contour of
the utterance “Hej, vad heter du?” (Hi, what is your
name?) showing final low.
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77% of the questions ending in a final rise also
ended in a focal accent. Of the questions ending
in a final low, 48% ended in a focal accent. The
distribution for each question word is presented
in figure 5.

signal of dialogue act such as feedback seeking
or turngiving (e.g. Cerrato, 2002 and Caspers,
2003).
Using the utterance categories proposed by
Bell and Gustafson (1999), socializing and information seeking, there is some evidence that
the final rise in this material is a signal of socializing while the final low is a signal of information seeking. In the complete August corpus, children produced more socializing utterances than did women and men. In this material, children produced proportionally more
questions with final rises than did women and
men. Furthermore, children asked proportionally more “what” questions than “where” questions with the “what” questions being more socially oriented. This interpretation is consistent
with a final rise being a signal of feedback
seeking rather than purely information question
intonation.
One explanation for the function of a final
rise as a socializing marker in question intonation can be found in the framework of biological codes for universal meanings of intonation,
proposed by Gussenhoven (2002). Gussenhoven proposes three codes or biological metaphors: a frequency code, an effort code and a
production code. The frequency code implies
that a raised F0 is a marker of submissiveness
or non-assertiveness and hence question intonation. The effort code implies that articulation
effort is increased to highlight important focal
information producing a higher F0. The production code associates high pitch with phrase
beginnings (new topics) and low pitch with
phrase endings.
In this account of the frequency code, the
final rise as a cue to submissiveness or nonassertiveness can be interpreted as an invitation
to socialize and engage in conversation. A final
low in a question is more a signal of assertiveness and command, thus a more informationseeking question.
In terms of the effort code, a rise is already
associated with focal accent to highlight important information. Therefore, to signal the intention to socialize, the production code needs to
be exploited. In the production code, high pitch
is normally associated with new topics at
phrase beginnings. In the case of the final rise,
however, the high comes at the end of the
phrase and signals the invitation to continue the
social interaction. The fact that final rises occur
mostly in conjunction with final focus is also
noteworthy. In this material the focal accent in

Percentage of
questions

Questions with final focus
100
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What
Where
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Figure 5. Distribution of questions with final focus.

Most of the speakers represented in the material
had dialects from central Sweden. There were a
few speakers of dialects of West Sweden where
a final rise is characteristic of focal accent.
There were also a few non-native speakers of
Swedish.

Discussion
The results of this study are consistent with the
traditional description of interrogative intonation in Swedish (Gårding, 1979), where a final
rise is not a necessary component for questions.
However, as an optional interrogative marker, a
final rise does occur in a considerable number
of spontaneous questions and therefore should
be considered as an important component of
interrogative intonation when describing and
modeling Swedish intonation.
In this material, final rises occur mostly in
conjunction with final focal accent. The rise
can be seen as a replacement accent (i.e. an interrogative focal accent) or a deformation of the
focal accent where the focal peak is delayed.
The fact that the final rise can also occur on a
non-focal accent can be seen as evidence that
the rise is an extra intonational factor which
either delays the focal peak or surfaces as an
extra rise. This extra intonation factor may not
only be an optional reinforcements for interrogative mode, it may also signal pragmatic
meaning.
There has been much discussion about the
role of the phrase final tone, or boundary tone,
in intonational meaning (see Ladd, 1996, for a
review). A phrase final high or rise can convey
speaker attitude such as uncertainty, or be a
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final position seems to facilitate the final rise
resulting in a focal peak delay. The timing of
the focal accent rise has been shown to be more
variable than the timing of the word accent
(Bruce, 1987). A more detailed study of the focal peak timing in the questions with non-final
focal accents would be interesting from the perspective of focal accent variability. However, it
is clear that the final rise in these questions
contribute to the variability of the timing of the
focal accent rise.
It also appears that in many of the instances
in this material of final lows with non-final focal accent, final focus is avoided by an optional
sentence structure containing a final non-focal
word or phrase, such as Vet du var Kulturhuset
ligger? “Do you know where the Culture Center is located?” In this way, the tendency of a
final rise coupled to final focus is avoided and
the information-seeking intention of the
speaker is emphasized.

Workshop on Interactive Dialogue in MultiModal Systems. 81-84.
Bruce G. (1987) How floating is focal accent?
In Gregersen K. and H. Basbøll (Eds.),
Nordic Prosody IV, Odense: Odense University Press. 41-49.
Caspers J. (2003) On the function of low and
high boundary tones in Dutch dialogue.
Proc 15th ICPhS, Barcelona, 1771-1774.
Cerrato L. (2002) Some characteristics of feedback expressions in Swedish. In Proceedings of Fonetik 2002, TMH-QPSR 44, vol.
1, 101-104.
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Italian, In Proceedings of Eurospeech 97,
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Conclusions
The results of this study show final rises to occur in about 20% of a small corpus of spontaneous questions directed to an animated agent
in a spoken dialogue system. The results confirm the optionality of a final rise in Swedish
interrogative intonation. The distribution of the
rises in the material also indicated the pragmatic function of the rises as signaling intended
social interaction rather than purely information
seeking. The study of such phrase-final characteristics can have considerable importance for
our understanding of human-computer interaction and for improving the responsiveness of
animated agents.
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Abstract

dressing the general linguistic implications of
such initial phonetic abilities. Therefore more
recent attempts have been instead focused on
investigating, for example, the internal structure of phonetic categories in half-year-old infants (Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, &
Lindblom, 1992), the infant’s ability to recognize word-like patterns from continuous speech
(e.g. (Jusczyk, 1999) or to capitalize on statistical regularities in the speech signal (Saffran,
Aslin, & Newport, 1996). Also research on infants’ vocal production have shifted from focus
on isolated speech sound productions to attempts to relate patterns of babbling with a
wider biologically oriented linguistic frame
(MacNeilage & Davis, 2000). Yet, many of
these studies emanate from a perspective of
adult-full-fledged linguistic behaviour where
the infant is assumed to acquire its ambient
language by engaging in a process of finding
out its phonemic and other traditional linguistic
constituents. Not surprisingly, the infant’s capability of learning the ambient language with
all its variability, have been proposed to rely on
pre-wired linguistic knowledge in terms of
Language Acquisition Device or notions of
‘poverty of the stimulus’. In the present research program, on the other hand, the infant is
assumed to have no innate language-specific
predispositions and the language acquisition is
viewed as a consequence of general sensory
and memory processes and continuity between
low-level sensory information processing and
language capacity.

This paper describes a recently started interdisciplinary research program aiming at investigating and modelling fundamental aspects of
the language acquisition process. The working
hypothesis assumes that general purpose perception and memory processes, common to
both human and other mammalian species,
along with the particular context of initial
adult-infant interaction, underlie the infant’s
ability to progressively derive linguistic structure implicitly available in the ambient language. The project is conceived as an interdisciplinary research effort involving the areas of
Phonetics, Psychology and Speech recognition.
Experimental speech perception techniques will
be used at Dept. of Linguistics, SU, to investigate the development of the infant’s ability to
derive linguistic information from situated connected speech. These experiments will be
matched by behavioural tests of animal subjects, carried out at CMU, Pittsburgh, to disclose the potential significance that recurrent
multi-sensory properties of the stimuli may
have for spontaneous category formation. Data
from infant and child vocal productions as well
as infant-adult interactions will also be collected and analyzed to address the possibility of
a production-perception link. Finally, the data
from the infant and animal studies will be integrated and tested in mathematical models of
the language acquisition process, developed at
TMH, KTH.

Background

From the theoretical outline of the present research project it is assumed that the initial
phases of human language acquisition process
is a general purpose process through which
auditory representations of speech sequences
are linked to other co-occurring sensory stimuli
as an automatic consequence of exposure to
correlated multi-sensory information input.
Since spoken language is often used to refer to

In the advent of the experimental studies on the
language acquisition process the primary focus
was on the infant’s ability to discriminate or
produce isolated speech sounds (e.g. Eimas,
Siqueland, Jusczyk, & Vigorito, 1971; Locke,
1983). However necessary and important as
initial steps, the study of isolated perceptual or
articulatory phenomena soon falls short of ad60
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objects or actions in the shared outside world,
there is an inevitable implicit correlation between hearing the sounds of words or phrases
relating to these objects and seeing, feeling,
smelling or otherwise perceiving the referents
of the spoken language.
Initially, a sound sequence may be associated
with any object that happen to be presented
with temporal contiguity with the sound, but
continued exposure to richly varying spoken
language soon provides enough information to
narrow the scope or review the sound-object
links (Lacerda, 2003). As this happens, a more
detailed representation of the initially unanalyzed chunks of spoken sounds starts to
emerge, enabling differentiation between identifiable (acquired) sound objects and the remaining unknown sounds.
In the present theoretical framework, this represents the emergence of a general segmentation
procedure that will eventually lead to lexical
representation. At this basic level, the human
representation capacity is likely to be shared by
some other species although humans at some
level obviously depart to using sound representations as objects that can be processed as combinatorial elements while keeping their attached
multi-sensory links. At this level a cognitive
process is unparalleled in the animal world begins to emerge but its ontogenesis is, so far,
unaccounted for. By the coordinated study of
the early segmentation and sound-object association processes in human and animal subjects
and detailed simulation on the experimental
conditions with operative mathematical models,
the current project expects to make a contribution to the understanding of this unique human
capacity.

linguistic competence by about 10-12 years of
age. Retrospective analyses of the language acquisition process often present language learning as an effortless and smooth development
towards the adult language. This approach
misses the important information conveyed by
difficulties and the errors that children actually
do and detaches the speech signal from its ecologic context. Indeed, traditional language development research fails to address some fundamental questions such as:

Research plan
Through a joint effort from three areas of research – early human language development,
animal learning and speech technology - data
will be gathered and used to generate and calibrate mathematical models that may account
for language learning in terms of general multisensory input, memory processes and the infant’s interaction with its environment.

•

Why does the sound of speech seem to
be more attractive for the newborn infant than other sounds? In this neonatal
preference a sign of human specific genetic mechanisms that under normal
circumstances generate behaviour that is
taken for an innate preference for listening to spoken language?

•

How do representations of phonemes,
syllables and words arise and develop in
the human infant? Can these traditionally assumed units, the very core of the
adult linguistic structure, be derived
from continuous speech in the absence
of pre-wired linguistic knowledge?

•

How do adults conceive the infant’s linguistic competence and what phonetic
and linguistic modifications do they introduce to accommodate the infant?

•

Are production preferences reflected in
perceptual biases? For example, how is
the perception of phonemic contrasts affected by the child’s production abilities? How does the interplay between
perception and production develop during the first years of life? How does the
combinatorial pressure of lexical representations relate to the child’s phonological awareness?

Questions like these will be investigated
from a broad developmental perspective using well established techniques such as the
High-Amplitude Sucking technique, to test
the youngest infants, and the visual preference paradigm to study the emergence of
lexical and phonological structure in children up to 2 years of age. The next step will
be to investigate the stability over time and

Infants as models of speech and language
development
Human infants typically engage in speech
communication activities within their first years
of life and usually achieve a well-developed
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generalization ability from the established
auditory-visual representations, testing the
subjects’ ability to cope with different kind
of noise affecting the speech signal, in line
with the phoneme restoration and rhyming
studies.
The subject population will consist of large
cross-sectional samples (about 100 subjects) to address specific perceptual issues
plus a group of 20 infant-adult dyads, for
additional detailed investigation of production and interaction aspects.

ance is measured in terms of % correct responses and d’.
The current project attempts to widen the scope
of speech perception experiments with animals
by trying to create realistic animal models of
certain early stages of the language acquisition
process. It is expected that the animal models
will perform more or less like the infant subjects up to a certain level of initial representation. By studying the levels of complexity for
which the animal models fall short of the human performance the project is expected to
contribute with important insights on the emergence of early cognitive processes.

Animal studies of sensory processing and
memory
As speech scientists began to argue about the
specificity of human speech perception, the results from auditory experiments with animal
subjects became a crucial contribution to the
on-going debate. For instance, animal studies
contributed with important result that certain
acoustic continua were categorized in much the
same way by both humans and non-human subjects (Kuhl & Padden, 1983; Kuhl & Padden,
1982). More recent studies involving animal
subjects have further exposed general mechanisms accounting for the internal organization
of categories of speech sounds, the influence of
phonetic context (Lotto, Kluender, & Holt,
1997) and sensitivity to acoustic trading relations (Holt, Lotto, & Kluender, 2001; Kluender,
Lotto, Holt, & Bloedel, 1998; Kluender &
Lotto, 1994; Lotto et al., 1997). Using animal
subjects in perception studies has proven to offer a unique possibility to exercise complete
experimental control over experience. The general procedure in studies with, for instance,
gerbils allows assessing detection, discrimination and identification of speech stimuli.
In the present project gerbils will be used in
perception experiments since this species has
been used successfully in previous studies.
Methods of training these animal subjects are
based on a go/no-go paradigm. The gerbils are
trained with positive reinforcement to remain
on a little platform in a cage on a “positive”
stimulus and to jump off the platform on a
“negative” stimulus. The gerbils are “at work”
15-20 min. in daily sessions and their perform-

Testing the hypotheses in mathematical
models
Addressing the early stages of the language acquisition process from a broad perspective offers a unique opportunity to understand and design speech communication systems that hopefully may be able to capitalize on the key aspects of the human children’s flexibility and
learning capability rather than attempting to
mimic adult stereotypes.
The ultimate goal of a speech recognition system is to be able to handle speech signals with
human-like efficiency. While the performance
of available systems using speech input may by
reasonable under optimal communication situations, the systems’ lack of flexibility and vulnerability and noise or moderately adverse
communication situations is a significant hinder
to a wider and safer application of such speech
interfaces. There are several factors that account for the mismatch between the expected
and the obtained performance of such speech
communication interfaces. In addition to the
difficulties inherent to the characterization of
the speech signals per se, these engineered interfaces have also been developed to mimic and
match the speech communication performance
of experienced adult speakers, bypassing the
developmental process that eventually led to
the adult communicative competence. And
while this in an acceptable strategy to quickly
approach the ultimate communicative goal it
relies on a deterministic view of the speech signal and of the whole human communication
process that tends to result into rather rigid systems that can hardly cope with realistic variance in, for instance, the speech signal.
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case of learned covariation or auditory enhancement? JASA 109, 764-774.
Jusczyk, P. W. (1999). How infants begin to
extract words from speech. Trends Cogn
Sci. 3, 323-328.
Kluender, K. R. & Lotto, A. J. (1994). Effects
of first formant onset frequency on [-voice]
judgments result from auditory processes
not specific to humans. JASA 95, 10441052.
Kluender, K. R., Lotto, A. J., Holt, L. L., &
Bloedel, S. L. (1998). Role of experience
for language-specific functional mappings
of vowel sounds. JASA 104, 3568-3582.
Kuhl, P. K. & Padden, D. M. (1982). Enhanced
discriminability at the phonetic boundaries
for the voicing feature in macaques. Percept.Psychophys 32, 542-550.
Kuhl, P. K. & Padden, D. M. (1983). Enhanced
discriminability at the phonetic boundaries
for the place feature in macaques. JASA 73,
1003-1010.
Kuhl, P. K., Williams, K. A., Lacerda, F., Stevens, K. N., & Lindblom, B. (1992). Linguistic experience alters phonetic perception in infants by 6 months of age. Science
255, 606-608.
Lacerda, F. (2003). Phonology: An emergent
consequence of memory constraints and
sensory input. Reading and Writing: An Interdisciplinary Journal 16, 41-59.
Locke, J. L. (1983). Phonological Acquisition
and Change. New York: Academic Press
Lotto, A. J., Kluender, K. R., & Holt, L. L.
(1997). Perceptual compensation for coarticulation by Japanese quail (Coturnix coturnix japonica). JASA 102, 1134-1140.
MacNeilage, P. F. & Davis, B. L. (2000). On
the Origin of Internal Structure of Word
Forms. Science 288, 527-531.
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lips and seeing voices. Nature 264, 746748.
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Part of the problems usually faced by speech
recognition systems is caused by the strong focus on the speech signal itself, as the primary
component of the speech communication process. While this is a reasonable starting point for
the development of man- machine speech interfaces, it is obvious that in natural speech communication settings the speech signal is only
part, albeit crucial, of the communication process (Colin et al., 2002; McGurk & MacDonald,
1976) and recent developments of language and
speech systems are beginning to take advantage
of multimodal information to improve the systems’ communication efficiency (e.g. Beskow,
2003). However, in spite of the improvement in
communication performance clearly accrued by
the introduction of additional information
sources, the design of these communication
systems may still be limited by their attempt to
engineer a full-fledged human communication
system while attempting to bypass the long developmental path that eventually led to such an
adult competent performance. Thus, the current
project will attempt to incorporate linguistic
and psychological knowledge of the early
stages of the language acquisition process in
order to design a prototypical system that essentially will be able to learn from multimodal
information sources and integrate them to
achieve flexible and realistic representations of
its environment.
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Quantity and duration in early speech: preliminary observations on three Swedish children
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preceded by short vowels (e.g., burk [brk]
‘can’). Thus, forms such as *[hj], *[lo],
*[lv] and *[brk] are counterintuitive to native Swedish speakers. Even though duration
is a prime quantity correlate, these words also
exemplify that qualitative differences between long and short vowels may be quite salient, more so in some vowel pairs than in
others (e.g., Hadding-Koch & Abramson
1964); for example, the difference between
(long) [] and (short) [a] qualities is visible in
the first two formants in the spectrograms in
figure 1. However, the relationship between
durational and qualitative quantity correlates
is a matter of considerable regional variation
(Strangert & Wretling 2003).

Abstract
The paper presents preliminary data relevant
to Swedish children’s acquisition of the quantity contrast. Since Swedish children are
heavily exposed to lexically conditioned
quantity patterns, and since the contrast involves some fairly robust phonetic correlates,
distinct ambient language influences on early
vocalizations can be expected. To date, however, such effects have been observed only
informally. In the present study, durational
measurements were made on the relevant
vowels and consonants in disyllabic words
produced by three Swedish children aged 30
(two children) and 24 months (one child), respectively. The data suggested adult-like durational patterns in all three children irrespective of age. So far, then, the experimental evidence has encouraged the hypothesis that the
quantity contrast may be in place by 24
months of age or even earlier.

1. Introduction
Quantity appears in many languages with medium-sized on large vowel inventories (Maddieson 1984, p. 129). The domain of quantity
differs between languages, the primary target
being single vowels, consonants or whole
rhymes. In many languages, e.g., Finno-Ugric
languages such as Finnish, quantity is contrastive in both vowels and consonants and
appears independently of lexical stress.
In Standard Swedish, the contrast displays
a complementary pattern in the rhyme of
stressed syllables with either V(C) or
VC(C); cf. the spectrograms in figure 1
which represent the words bada [bda] ‘to
bathe’ and badda [bada] ‘to sponge’ as produced by an adult male Swedish speaker. The
contrast is mostly lexically conditioned even
though phonologically or morphologically
conditioned regularities can also be found.
For example, /j/ and // are always preceded
by short vowels (e.g., haj [haj] ‘shark’ and
lång [l] ‘long’) whereas vowels preceding
/v/ are normally long (e.g., liv [liv] ‘life’).
Also, morpheme-final clusters are usually

Figure 1. Spectrograms of the words bada
[bda] ‘to bathe’ and badda [bada] ‘to
sponge’. Adult male Swedish speaker.
Since every stressed syllable carries quantity, and since the contrast involves fairly robust, multiple correlates, a heavy ambient
language impact on Swedish children’s early
vocalizations can be expected in this regard.
According to recent findings, on the other
hand, an equally pervasive prosodic feature,
the tonal word accent contrast (Bruce 1977,
Engstrand 1995, 1997) does not seem to be
under productive control even by most 18monthers (Engstrand et al. 1991, Engstrand et
al. 2003). It can be speculated that this reflects a difference in relation to lexicon and
grammar; whereas the quantity contrast is
predominantly lexically conditioned, as noted
above, the word accent distinction is largely
predictable from morphological structure. In
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consequence, quantity carries a greater semantic load than do the word accents; this, in
turn, might necessitate a focus on quantity at
early stages of word production.
Informal observations suggest adult-like
durational patterns in 30- and 24-month-olds’,
perhaps even in 18-month-olds’ disyllabic
word productions. However, this possible
ambient language effect has not been empirically verified to date. The present paper offers
some preliminary durational evidence from
two ages: 30 and 24 months. More specifically, we will present evidence to suggest
that, at those ages, children produce words
that are consistent with the adult norm in
terms of durational implementation of quantity.

Segmentation of vowels and consonants
were made according to conventional acoustic
landmarks as exemplified in figure 2, and V/C
ratios were calculated based on the measured
durations. Note that the durational pattern in
figure 2 is similar to that of the adult production of the same word, shown to the left in
figure 1 above.

2. Methods
The subjects for this study were drawn from a
larger database described in Engstrand et al.
(2003). In summary, audio and video recordings were made with children at 6, 12,
18, 24 and 30 months of age, with approximately 8 Swedish and 8 American English
children in each age group. The children were
recorded individually at two separate, 30-45
minutes long sessions separated by an interval
of approximately one week; the material used
in this study comes from the first of these recording sessions. Each child was accompanied by a parent, and age-appropriate objects
and pictures were used to assist parents in
eliciting word types of interest. The parents
were representative of the regional standard
spoken in the Stockholm and Seattle areas,
respectively.
For the purpose of this preliminary study,
disyllabic words produced by three Swedish
children, two 30-monthers and one 24monther, were sampled (16 kHz sampling
rate) and analyzed with respect to the durational aspect of the quantity contrast, i.e., the
duration of vowels and consonants pertaining
to the rhyme of the word’s stressed syllable.
Selected utterances were to be non-cry, nonscreaming, non-whispered, and free from environmental noise. Apart from these conditions, utterances were selected semi-randomly
such that a relatively even distribution of consonant types was aimed at. In some cases, the
video sequence or the parent’s response to the
child’s vocalizations were used to interpret
word meanings.

Figure 2. Spectrogram of the word bada [bda]
‘to bathe’ as produced by the male Swedish 24month-old observed in this study. The durations
of the vowel and stop closure segments are approximately 225 and 100 ms, respectively.

3. Results
The vowel-to-consonant durational ratios
pertaining to the respective children are summarized in table 1. The V:C data are shown
under the heading ‘long vowels’ in the left
part of the table, and the VC: data (‘short
vowels’) are shown to the right. It can be
seen, for example, that the 30 months old boy
displays V:C and VC: ratios of 2.90 and 0.83,
respectively, that the respective standard deviations are 1.67 and 0.38, and that these figures are based on 12 and 20 word tokens, respectively. This means that, on average, this
subject’s long vowels were almost three times
as long as the accompanying consonants, and
that the duration of his short vowels were approximately 80 percent of that pertaining to
the accompanying consonants. The remaining
two subjects display similar durational relationships; it can be noted, in particular, that,
in spite of a six months age difference, the 24monther follows the same general pattern as
the two older children. Considering the relatively modest standard deviations, these effects are clearly reliable. It can be concluded,
then, that the durational ratios evidenced by
these children are basically similar to those
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encountered in adults’ phonetic implementation of the quantity contrast.

Figure 3. Consonant by vowel durations for the
three children. Filled circles: long vowels, unfilled
circles: short vowels.

Table 1. Mean vowel-to-consonant ratios for
words produced by three Swedish children (boy,
30 months, girl, 30 months and boy 24 months).

The ratios shown in table 1 are, however,
uninformative as to the precise location of the
main durational effect. Figure 3 depicts consonant against vowel durations for the three
children. The filled circles refer to the V:C
structures, and the unfilled circles refer to the
VC: structures. In spite of a certain amount of
overlap, the respective data sets are relatively
well separated. In general, long vowels tend
to entail short consonants and vice versa;
thus, there is a clear tendency to the expected
durational complementarity. Also, however,
vowel and consonant variation tend to go together suggesting a tendency to linear increase of syllable duration as a whole. The 30
months old girl shows a notable exception to
this pattern; the almost horisontal regression
line indicates a variation in long vowel durations that leaves the corresponding consonant
durations nearly intact.

Long vowels
Short vowels
Ratio N S.D. Ratio N S.D.
Boy 30
2.90 12 1.67 0.83 20 0.38
Girl, 30
1.83 17 1.17 0.73 16 0.17
Boy, 24 2.11
9 0.59 0.88 22 0.45

Boy, 30

4. Conclusions
Girl, 30

In summary, these children have evidenced
durational ratios that are basically similar to
those encountered in adults’ phonetic implementation of the quantity contrast. Also, there
are clear traces of the expected durational
complementarity. On the other hand, the data
contain a considerable amount of variability
as expected from vocalizations produced by
young children. It should be noted, however,
that phonetic variability is a hallmark of
‘spontaneous’ or ‘unscripted’ speech in general, not only of that produced by young children.
Do Swedish children in the 24-30 months
age range control the quantity contrast according to the adult norm? Clearly, the three
subjects studied here are too few to provide
the conclusive evidence. For another thing,
the Swedish children’s vocalizations will
have to be compared to those produced by
non-Swedish controls. As far as the data go,
however, it is reasonable to maintain the hypothesis that quantity is mastered by children
in the 24-30 months age interval and perhaps
earlier. Further work should aim to analyze
vocalizations produced by additional children
in this age range and, subsequently, to subject
younger children’s vocalizations to similar

Boy, 24
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analyses. In particular, a long term goal
should be to integrate durational data relevant
to the (lexically conditioned) quantity contrast with F0 data associated with the (morphologically conditioned) tonal word accent
distinction (cf. Engstrand & Kadin 2004).
This will hopefully help to clarify the role of
linguistic constraints on ambient phonology
acquisition.
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F0 contours produced by Swedish and American 24-montholds: implications for the acquisition of tonal word accents
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carries the grave accent; and the verb stem låna
[lona] ‘borrow’ is grave, whereas the derivation belåna [belona] ‘pawn’ is acute. This
predictability suggests that children’s productive command of the accent contrast may depend on a grasp of the relevant morphological
operations, which, according to preliminary
evidence, may not be developed until around
the age of 24 months (Strömqvist et al. 1995).
On the other hand, since Swedish children are
massively exposed to grave accent patterns,
grave-like F0 contours might be expected to appear at a relatively early stage of development.
This assumption has been partly supported by
acoustic measurements (Engstrand et al. 1991)
and listening tests (Engstrand et al. 2003).
These studies suggested that some Swedish 1718-month-olds are beginning to produce gravelike F0 patterns in grave word productions as
well as in prelinguistic babbling. However, this
ambient language effect was rather inconsistent
across subjects and vocalizations. In general,
then, it could not be concluded that the accent
contrast has been acquired by children of that
age.
This paper raises the question to what extent the accent contrast has become established
in Swedish 24-monthers. We report preliminary
F0 data on disyllabic words produced by a
number of Swedish and American English children of that age. The expectations were: 1) that
a majority of Swedish word productions carry
the grave accent, 2) that accents are assigned to
words according to the adult norm, and 3) that
words are characterized by appropriately timed
F0 contours similar to those found in adult productions. In contrast, the American English
controls were not expected to systematically
exhibit grave-like F0 contours.

Abstract
Previous studies have suggested that most
Swedish 17-18-month-olds do not have a productive command of the grave vs. acute tonal
word accent contrast. The present paper raises
the question whether the accent contrast is
more firmly established in Swedish 24monthers. Auditory observations on 6 Swedish
and 6 American English children suggest that a
majority of Swedish disyllabic word productions have the two-peaked grave accent, and
that accents are usually assigned to words according to the adult norm. Also, the Swedish
children produced grave and acute words with
F0 contours synchronized with the segmental
tier as expected. Both the grave and the acute
contours deviated markedly from those produced by the American English control subjects; in particular, the Swedish contours were
more dynamic and reached more extreme values than the American English contours. This is
taken to reflect the need to preserve a sufficient
contrast between the phonologically distinct
word accents. It is tentatively concluded that
acquisition of the Swedish word accent contrast
typically takes place during the 18-24 months
age interval.

1. Introduction
Swedish has a contrast between a ‘grave’ and
an ‘acute’ tonal word accent. Whereas the acute
accent is associated with a simple, one-peaked
F0 contour, the grave accent is more complex,
typically having a two-peaked F0 contour with a
fall on the lexically stressed syllable and a subsequent rise towards a later syllable in the word
(Bruce 1977, Engstrand 1995, 1997). Thus, the
grave accent can be regarded as a marked feature of disyllabic and polysyllabic words with
non-final stress. To a large extent, its occurrence is predictable from morphological structure such that most disyllabic stems and compounds carry the grave accent, whereas some
derivations may also be acute. For example, the
phrase grön sak [røn sk] ‘green thing’ has
an acute accent on each word, whereas the
compound grönsak [rønsk] ‘vegetable’

2. Methods
Subjects and recordings were described in detail in Engstrand et al. (2003). In summary, recordings were made with each child at two
separate, 30-45 minutes long recording sessions
separated by an interval of approximately one
week. The audio recordings were made using
Lavalier microphones and transmitted via FM
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wireless systems. All children were accompanied by their mothers during both sessions, except one Swedish girl who was accompanied by
her mother during the first session and by her
father during the second session, Ageappropriate objects and pictures were used to
assist the parents in eliciting word tokens of
interest. The parents were representative of the
regional standard spoken in the Stockholm and
Seattle areas, respectively.
The present study summarizes observations
on measurable disyllabic words produced by 6
Swedish and 6 American children during both
recording sessions. Only words containing
voiced segments were used in this study. In
each language group, half of the children were
girls and half were boys. According to the
methodology used in Engstrand et al. (1991),
F0-measurements were made at the following
five points in time: 1) the acoustic onset of the
first vowel segment, V1, 2) the F0 turning-point,
if any, during V1; if the F0 contour was monotonic throughout V2, the turning-point was assigned the value of the onset, 3) the acoustic
offset of V1, 4) the acoustic onset of the second
vowel segment, V2, and 5) maximum F0 during
V2; if F0 declined throughout the V2 segment,
maximum F0 was assigned the value of the onset. A Fall parameter was defined as the F0 difference between V1 turning-point and offset,
and a Rise parameter was defined as the F0 difference between V2 maximum and V1 offset.
Both parameters can take positive or negative
values; for example, a negative value of the
Fall parameter means that F0 rises in V1; for
grave-like Fall-Rise patterns, both parameters
take positive values. All measurements were
made using the Wavesurfer program package
(see reference list).

tions are summarized in table 1. The upper part
of the table presents mean values of the Fall
and Rise parameters for individual Swedish and
American English children; the number of
measurements underlying these means are indicated in the ‘N’ column. The lower part of the
table shows grand means, medians and standard
deviations pertaining to the respective language
groups; these are based on 27 grave and 9 acute
productions for the Swedish children and 28
productions for the American English children.
‘F’ and ‘M’ stand for girls and boys, respectively, and the accompanying figures (1-3)
identify individual children. For example, the
three upper left data cells show that the mean
Fall and Rise values for this Swedish girl (F1)
are 79 and 66 Hz, respectively, and that these
means were based on 4 individual measurements.
The Swedish grave words consistently display positive values for both the Fall and the
Rise parameters. This means 1) that F0 declines
from a turning-point located somewhere in the
primary stress vowel reaching a relatively low
value at the end of that vowel segment, and 2)
that F0 rises to resume a relatively high position
in the second vowel segment. The extent of
these F0 movements differ between individual
children, but the general pattern is consistent
with grand means of 66 and 60 Hz, respectively, and relatively moderate standard deviations.
The Swedish acute productions were few,
with two children not producing one single instance. They were, however, rather consistent;
again, the Fall parameter values are positive,
but smaller than in the grave productions
(grand mean 22 Hz). Thus, the acute data, too,
suggest a consistent but less prominent F0 decline in the first vowel segment. The Rise parameter values, however, differ sharply – and
obviously reliably – from those pertaining to
the grave words in that they are consistently
negative (grand mean -39 Hz). This means that
the F0 descent initiated in the first vowel continues into the second vowel.
F0 values pertaining to the American children tended to resemble those for the Swedish
acute productions. Thus, Fall parameter values
were moderately positive (grand mean 27 Hz),
and the rise parameters tended to be on the
negative side (grand mean -6 Hz). Thus, the
American data, too, suggest a moderate F0 decline in the first vowel which, on average, continued into the second vowel.

3. Results
Auditory judgments first corroborated the expectation that a majority of the words produced
by the Swedish children were convincingly
grave-like. However, the proportions differed
between individual children, from one child
exhibiting only grave-like productions to other
children with a somewhat greater proportion of
acute words. In general, however, grave and
acute accents were assigned in accordance
with the adult norm. In contrast, none of the
American English word productions sounded
convincingly grave.
The measurement results pertaining to the
Swedish and American English word produc69
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Table 1. Mean F0 values of the Fall and Rise parameters pertaining to, from left to right, Swedish grave,
Swedish acute and all American English disyllabic word productions. F=girls, M=boys.

Swedish
F1
F2
F3
M1
M2
M3
Grand Mean
Median
S.D.

Fall
79
66
99
38
69
48
66
68
22

Grave
Rise
66
67
125
27
29
47
60
56
36

N
4
5
5
5
3
5
27

Fall
0
20
20
49
22
20
20

N
2
3
2
2
9

Fall
44
50
22
10
19
19
27
21
16

Rise
6
-11
-22
10
0
-20
-6
-5
14

N
5
5
5
5
5
3
28

In contrast, the acute F0 peak appears well after
the middle of the corresponding vowel segment
with the fall occupying just a small portion of
the vowel. Thus, the acute F0 contour differs
from the grave contour both in having a late
turning-point in the first vowel and in lacking a
secondary peak in the following vowel.
The American English F0 contour bears a
greater resemblance to the acute than to the
Swedish grave contour, as noted above. Thus,
the initial F0 peak appears relatively late in the
first vowel segment such that the subsequent
fall occupies approximately half of the vowel.
Thus, the American English F0-contours, too,
differ from the Swedish grave contour both in
having a late turning-point in the first vowel
and in lacking a secondary peak in the following vowel. On the whole, however, the American English contour is less dynamic and
reaches less extreme values than the Swedish
F0-contours.

F0 (Hz)

In summary, table 1 suggests that the F0contours of Swedish grave, Swedish acute and
American English words were similar at the
beginning, but not at the end of disyllabic
words. This appears to indicate that Swedish
acute and American English F0 contours differed from Swedish grave contours mainly in
lacking the second F0 peak. That this is not the
case, however, is shown by the graphic display
in figure 1. The graph depicts the grand F0
means pertaining to Swedish grave (filled circles), Swedish acute (unfilled circles) and
American English (filled squares, dashed line).
The F0 values are time-aligned to the first
measurement point. The data points are connected by smoothed lines (that bear a certain
resemblance to authentic F0 contours).
First note that the timing of F0 events differs between the Swedish grave and acute accents. In particular, the initial F0 peak appears
early in the grave contour such that most of the
stressed vowel segment is occupied by the fall.

Acute
Rise
-56
-14
-42
-44
-39
-43
18

American
English

Time (ms)
Figure 1. Average F0 contours derived from mean parameter values shown in table 1. Filled circles: Swedish
grave, unfilled circles: Swedish acute, filled squares, dashed line: American English.
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4. Conclusions
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Handling the “Voiceprint” Issue
Jonas Lindh
Department of Linguistics
Göteborg University
Kersta had become convinced that spectrograms
could indeed be used to identify speakers. In his
paper “Voiceprint Identification” (1962) he refers to the method as “voiceprint” in direct
analogy with the term “fingerprint”. His paper
touches the surface of this visual pattern
matching procedure, but concentrates on presenting the results from an experiment that he
conducted using high school girls as a demonstration of the simplicity in the procedure.
They performed the identification of subjects
very successfully (see Table 1).

What was and is “Voiceprint”/Aural-Spectrographic Identification?
Throughout the years, going all the way back to
the Second World War, speaker identification by
spectrograms has had an influence on Forensic
Speaker Identification. The method has been
criticized and embraced by different people at
different points in time. This paper describes the
issues diachronically, using the most important
references as a thread. Questions are asked to
the phonetic science community concerning their
beliefs and their actions regarding the critics of
the method and what the method has for a kind
of influence on today’s forensic voice identification. It seems as if a common view towards the
early stages in the development of ”voiceprint”
identification, is that not many phoneticians
contributed with a view or opinion (Hollien,
1977). However, this paper presents several
well-known scientists and their papers regarding the issue at an early stage and throughout
the years. It also discusses the proponents’ arguments and credibility.

What happened next?
Several investigations followed, trying to establish how well one can actually identify a
speaker using the method. Experiments on disguise were performed with differing results,
most of them criticizing Kersta and his method.
Bricker and Pruzansky (1966) discovered that
context dependence is important to be able to
perform identification. They also suggested that
an aural perspective might enhance the identification rates.
Young and Campbell (1967) also tested the
effects of different contexts and made a summary of the experiments that had been performed up to date.

Chronological Background
Towards the end of the 1930-ies and the beginning of the 1940-ies the sound spectrograph
was developed as a means of visualizing the
speech signal. During the Second World War the
work on the spectrograph was classified as a
military project because the military saw the
possibility of using the method as a way of
identifying enemy spies from intercepted radio
communications and telephone exchanges.
(Grey and Kopp, 1944)
The focus on speaker identification decreased for a period of time immediately after
the war, but found new interest when the New
York Police started to receive reports of bomb
threats to different airlines. They then turned to
Bell Laboratories and asked if spectrograms
could be used as a means of identifying the callers. Lawrence Kersta, an engineer at Bell, was
assigned the task of investigating the matter.
(McDermott et. al., 1996)
After studying the matter for two years,

Table 1. Summary from Young/Campbell (1967)
Exp

Pollack/ Kersta
Pickett/ (1962)
Sumby
(1954)
84-92
99-100

Res
(%)
Meth Short
Short
words,
words
isolation isolation
and
context

Bricker/
Young/
Pruzansky Campbell
(1966)
(1967)
81-87/89

78/37,3

Words
isolation
and
context

Short
words
isolation
and
context

The differences between studies were substantial. However, the results are difficult to
compare due to lack of documentation.
The suggestion from Bricker and Pruzansky
to use an aural approach as well was tested the
following year (Williams et. al., 1968). It was
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discovered that in these tests subjects had an
error rate of 6% with an aural approach and
21% errors using visual pattern matching.
Probably this was a first indication of including
aural examination.

In the midst of this heated debate the IAVI
(International Association of Voice Identification, later called VIAAS, Voice Identification
and Acoustic Analysis Subcommittee) was
founded (1971) on initiative from Kersta, presenting guidelines for the practitioners of
aural/spectrographic identification. The IAVI
stipulated that to become a practitioner, one
needs two years apprenticeship supervised by
an authorized examiner. Five levels of identification were used: positive identification/elimination, probable identification/elimination and “no opinion”. (McDermott
et. al., 1996)
The critique continued during this period
presenting results showing change as a function
of age as well as disguise by imitators (Endres
et. al., 1971) and emotional states (Williams and
Stevens 1972).
Other researchers, however, published results that seemed to lend support to Kersta’s
method. A group of researchers led by Tosi at
Michigan State University tested Kersta’s
methods in a very extensive study that produced results which very closely matched Kersta’s (Tosi et al., 1972). If they excluded all
“uncertain”, there were only 2% false identification and 5% false elimination, this supporting
the “no opinion” criterion given by IAVI.
Several papers from IAVI members followed supporting the method. Hall (1975)
stated, “Variability does not exist”. Lt.
Smrkovski (1975) published a paper on the importance of experts performing the aural-visual
identification.
The proponents’ activity had increased as a
response to the earlier critique and it was time
for a new response.
Hollien and McGlone (1976) tested the
method and concluded “…even skilled auditors
such as these [faculty] were unable to match
correctly the disguised speech to the reference
(normal) samples as much as 25% of the
time…”.
Hollien (1977) also published a “Status report…” explaining the continuous use of the
method, by making four claims: (1) “Proponents of voiceprints are rarely opposed…”, (2)
“They claim their method meets the Frye test”,
(3) “They claim uniqueness…”, (4) “They
claim that their research demonstrates reliability…”.

The Question of Admissibility
In the case United States v. Fry (1923), an early
version of a so called lie detector test was presented as evidence, the court dismissed the evidence saying that for an expert testimony to be
admissible the method on which it is based
must be "sufficiently established to have gained
general acceptance in the particular field in
which it belongs". This principle has not been
applied in all states and the interpretation of
exactly what it means for a method to "have
gained general acceptance" has often been disputed but the ruling has nevertheless often been
used as a motivation for not accepting voiceprint testimonies. The first attempts at introducing voiceprint testimonies were all dismissed
with reference to the Fry ruling.
(McDermott et. al., 1996)
Disputes
Opinions quickly became divided after the introduction of the voiceprint technique. Proponents (some scientists, but mostly laymen) defended the technique, regarded it as highly reliable and appeared as expert witnesses in various criminal cases. Most scientists, however,
were skeptical regarding it as not sufficiently
tested (e.g. Stevens) or dismissed it completely
(e.g. Hollien).
Bolt et. al. (1969, 1973) published two papers criticizing the method and presented several relevant questions:
- “When two spectrograms look alike, do
the similarities mean “same speaker” or
merely “same word spoken”?”
- “Are the irrelevant similarities likely to
mislead a lay jury…?”
- “How permanent are voice patterns…?”
- “How distinctive are they for the individual?”
- “Can they be successfully disguised or
faked?”
A response concluded more or less “It is our
contention that opinions based on feelings other
than in actual experience are of little value irrespective of the scientific authority of those who
produce such an opinion” (Black et. al., 1973).
This paper did not contain any scientific evidence supporting the method though.
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selves, since the technique employed might determine guilt or innocence and that verdict then
was used to verify the results of the technique.
The extended answer to this reply cleared
out some of the blurs in the first paper, but reported no more evidence to why the method
was employed at all.

The Greatest Proponent
Michigan State University presented several
interesting papers regarding the method, all
proposing it. The ox pulling the scientific carriage was Oscar Tosi. At an early stage of developing the method he had testified against the
use of spectrographic comparison, but in the
case “State ex. rel. Trimble v. Heldman” (1971),
the Supreme Court held that “spectrograms
ought to be admissible at least for the purpose
of corroborating opinions as to identification by
means of ear alone”. Tosi had impressed the
court now stating extreme reliability of the
technique after testing it (McDermott et. al.,
1996).
Later Tosi (1979) published a book where
he gives an up to date reference to all areas involved in forensic phonetics. It also criticizes
the authors mentioned earlier in this paper opposing aural-spectrographic examination. Even
though the book gives a complete picture of
speech acoustics and its reflection in spectrographic representations his conclusions and
opinions are questionable.
Professor Tosi can easily be appointed as
the greatest proponent of the method along
with his colleagues at the Michigan State University, where he was also one of the founders
of the Forensic Science program. Thanks to him
the term “voiceprint” was excluded as a term as
he, opposing Kersta, did not propose the
method’s infallibility.
In 1980 the IAVI was absorbed by the IAI
(International Association for Identification).

Standards for Voiceprint Examinations
According to the FBI survey, voice identification examiners at the FBI had to have a minimum of two years of experience and completed
at least a hundred voice comparison cases.
Combined aural visual examination was employed and decisions used were: very similar,
very dissimilar, no decision (low confidence)
(Koenig, 1986). Further, they had to have “…a
minimum of a Bachelor of science Degree in a
basic scientific field”, completed a two-week
course in spectrographic analysis (“…or
equivalent”) and pass a yearly conducted hearing test. (McDermott et. al., 1996)
The VCS (Voice Comparison Standards) of
the VIAAS (Voice Identification and Acoustic
Analysis Subcommittee, 1991) were very similar and obviously not independent. The criteria
for the VIAAS examiners included a high school
diploma instead of a Bachelor, ten-word comparison vs. twenty and they did not demand the
recording to be an original. (McDermott et. al.,
1996)
The VCS also contain general descriptions
on what to look for in the visual comparisons
such as “…general formant shaping, and positioning, pitch striations, energy distribution,
word length, coupling (how the first and second
formant are tied to each other) and a number of
other features such as plosives, fricatives and
inter formant features”. (Rose, 2002)

What happened next, dispute II?
A period of status quo followed until it was revealed in 1986 that the FBI was using the
method. By this time it had been used for investigative purposes since the 1950:s.
Koenig (1986) reported error rates for the
spectrographic voice identification technique
under forensic conditions stating: “The survey
revealed that decisions were made in 34,8% of
the comparisons with a 0,31% false identification error rate and a 0,53% false elimination error rate.” The report/survey by Koenig was
rather thin in explaining the figures.
In a reply (Shipp et. al., 1987) relevant
questions were asked. First of all, critique was
aimed at the methodology. What procedures do
they (the FBI) actually use employing the
method? The results were based solely on the
feedback from verdicts, contradicting them-

Up to date
The greatest issue today is perhaps the common opinion expressed by media. “The CIA,
FBI and National Security Agency have computers that use special programs to identify
voiceprints. The idea is that every voice has a
unique pattern like a fingerprint.” (CNN website, December 2002, in conjunction with the
Bin Laden voice affair) (Rose, 2003)
Aural-spectrographic voice identification
evidence can still be found. FBI is using it for
investigative purposes and so are the Japanese
police. It is still admitted as evidence in US
courts and at least one case involved voiceprint
evidence in Australia 2002. (Rose, 2002)
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Conclusions
The Frye-test concludes basically that new scientific evidence should have gained “general acceptance” in the relevant scientific field. In 1993
the Daubert-case set a new standard of interpretation now accepted by several American courts
of law, basically stating “good grounds” in validating an expert’s testimony.
Aural/spectrographic/voiceprint identification has several methodological problems that
have not been dealt with in the literature. What
is it that one is supposed to look for? What signals identification? When are spectrograms
similar enough to indicate same speaker? When
are they dissimilar enough?
Even if several experiments have shown that
spectrograms are not reliable to verify identity,
none of the papers conclude how representative
they are for a speaker’s voice. Can one make a
reliable decision using spectrograms? Finally,
has the method ever been an accepted one, according to Frye, which might be a proper measure of a method’s reliability? That depends,
though, on how one is supposed to interpret it.
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evaluating the speech samples (Rodman et al.,
2002).
In order to evaluate the incriminating material, consisting of the evidence at hand, a reference set is needed, containing material from
known speakers. The task is then to determine
whether or not the culprit is any or none of the
speakers in the reference set.
Generally, the test set will be the first data
collected, since that represents the incriminating
material. The reference set is then acquired by
one of several methods (for instance, interrogation) where the identity of the speaker is certain
(Rodman et al., 2002).
A method to aid in this task is under development at North Carolina State University
(NCSU) in USA. This method uses spectral
features to discriminate between speakers.
Previously, several speech features have
been investigated in order to find speaker dependant variables, including intonation patterns
(Nolan, 2002), timing (Eriksson & Westling,
1997) and spectral information (Miyajima et al.,
2001). Even though these have shown promising
results, the opposite have also been found (e.g.
Zetterholm 2003, Rose 2002).
Key for forensic methods is very low intra
speaker (within speaker) variation compared to
inter speaker (between speaker) variation for the
parameters measured. The presumption is that
an individual’s utterance spoken at different
times will be less different than different individuals speaking the same utterance (Rodman et
al., 2002).
As long as the difference between intra- and
inter-speaker variation is large enough, the validity of the method is high. However, the effects
of different languages and recording situations
affect the variation in unpredictable ways, as the
experiments presented in this paper show.

Abstract
By using forensic speaker identification the
number of suspects in a criminal investigation
can be reduced. This paper presents a method of
evaluation of forensic phonetic evidence by using spectral moments. In order to increase the
validity and credibility, the method has been
applied to two languages: English and Swedish.
Results show similar tendencies between the
languages implying that the method is language
independent.

Introduction
Forensic speaker identification is the process of
expert comparison of two or more speech samples in order to determine whether or not they
originates from the same speaker, in a legal setting (Rose, 2002).
This process can be undertaken either by
using a human and a computer jointly or by a
computer alone. A common method is the auralspectral identification, where an expert is using
the aural content plus the spectrographic realization of speech samples to test whether or not
they come from the same speaker (Rose, 2002).
This method has been greatly debated, particularly due to its lack of quantification (see
Rose, 2002 for details). In order to establish
good legal arguments, evidence, such as a voice
analysis, should be accompanied by a statistical
measure of the plausibility of this evidence.
By using human ear and eye to extract portions of the speech signal and then using a
computer to classify the samples and statistically
discriminate between a test sample and a reference set, the identification task can be improved
(Rodman et al., 2002).
Further, forensic speaker identification is
associated with a few issues. Namely, it is open
set identification, that is, there is a chance that
the perpetrator is not among the reference set.
Also, the investigation is usually not time critical, which means that more time can be spent
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Method

1.6

Speech samples
The Swedish data consists of samples from a
database under construction at Umeå University.
Speech originates from 8 females and 3 males,
all native speakers of Swedish but different
dialectal background. Spontaneous speech is
recorded in a sound treated room for optimum
quality in an interview setting. The interviewer’s
voice is then manually extracted from the recording, including any overlap.
The English data consists of 5 speakers taken
from a United States Government database.
There are 3 female speakers and 2 male speakers. Two files were recorded for each speaker.
Each of these files was one and a half minutes
long, and speakers were told to speak freely
about certain predetermined topics.

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.2
0.9

Figure 1: Track for one English speaker uttering
[ɐr]. X-axis is mean and Y-axis is variance. See text
for details.

1.6

Data
Each sound file is then transcribed, and
isochunks are selected from the files. Isochunks
are one or more sounds form the same underlying word or words. The chunk can consist of one
or more phonemes and can spread across word
boundaries.
The files are segmented in the following
way, for this particular experiment: Only segments that are part of the stressed syllable of a
word, and which are not followed by the sounds
[m, n, l or r] are selected. Once this process is
done, each isochunk is extracted from the sound
file and saved into its own file. For English this
would be [ , i, , e, æ, u, , o, , , , , , , r,
er, or, r, r]; and for Swedish long vowels such
as [u , , , e , i , o and æ ].

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.2
0.9

Figure 2: Track for one English speaker (same as in
Figure 1) uttering [ɐr] at a different time. X-axis is
mean and Y-axis is variance. See text for details

Figure 1 and 2 present plots for the tracks for
one speaker uttering the same segment at two
different times. Figure 3 presents a plot for the
track of a different speaker uttering the same
segment.
The Minimum Enclosing Rectangle (MER)
is the rectangle of minimal area, which encompasses the whole track. The rectangle has attributes that can be used to differentiate between
tracks, and therefore, between speakers. The
attributes used in this method are the minimum
x-coordinate, minimum y-coordinate, maximum
x-coordinate, and maximum y-coordinate of the
rectangle; the x and y coordinates of the midpoint, the length of the short side and the length
of the long side of the rectangle, and the angle of
orientation. The first six attributes define the
location of the rectangle in space, and the last

Data analysis
To evaluate each sequence, the Discrete Fourier
Transform of glottal pulse periods are calculated, converting the sequence from the time
domain to the frequency domain. The result is
interpolated with a cubic spline, creating a continuous spectrum. The spectrum is converted to
a probability density function, and this function
is divided by its mass. The first and second
moments (mean and variance about the mean,
respectively) for this newly created function are
then determined. A plot of these moments of
successive glottal pulses is created with the first
moment as the x-axis and the second moment as
the y-axis, creating a track.
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In the tables, a dash represents missing data.
Due to low amount of reference material on
these segments, test data was not available.

1.6

Table 1. The number of correctly classified samples,
in percent, for the phonemes [u
e i o æ ]. 100
percent correct classifications marked in bold.
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Figure 3: Track for one English speaker (different
from Figures 1 and 2) uttering [ɐr]. X-axis is mean
and Y-axis is variance. See text for details.

three attributes define the shape and orientation
of the rectangle (for specific details see Rodman
et al., 2002).
The MER data is then classified using linear
discriminative analysis. The test sample size was
set to ten percent of the total number of samples
for each of the segments for each speaker. The
remaining part is used as reference sample set.
Only ten percent is used as a test sample set
since this mimics the real application of the
method, where the amount of incriminating
material might be small (Rodman et al., 2002).

u
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
33
33
0
75

0
33
100
50
33
33
100
0
0
33
0

0
14
20
40
17
0
0
40
33
22
67

e
80
0
0
100
0
0
36
25
0
40
33

i
25
0
0
33
25
0
67
50
33
0
0

o
25
0
67
0
0
0
20
0
50
33
100

æ
57
0
38
50
0
53
8
0
28
13

Table 2. The number of correctly classified samples,
in percent, for the phonemes be [ , i, , e, æ, u, , o,
, , , , , , r, er, or, r, r]. 100 percent
correct classifications marked in bold.

Seg
ɐ
æ
ɜ
r

Results
Ɛ
er
e

Running test samples through each speaker respective linear discriminant function yields the
probability of a test sample originating from
each of the speakers. The test sample is then
classified based on the highest probability.
The data is analyzed based on segment type.
That is, every segment is only compared to reference set from the same kind of segment.
Table 1 shows the percent of correctly classified samples for each speaker. A high value
means that the MER data for that specific
isochunk is a good discriminator for that particular speaker. Ideally, all test samples will be
classified correctly and yield a 100 percent accuracy.
Table 2 shows the same matrix as Table 1
but for English data (the rows and columns have
been swapped since there are more segments
than speakers). Notable is that the segments are
not the same and the samples sets are different in
size. However, the result is comparable in success rate.

r
i
or
o
r

2
0
50
100
100
67
100
100
67
0
50
0
100
0
-

3
0
0
20
67
0
33
0
0
0
0
100
-

4
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
-

5
100
100
100
50
50
100
0
67
0
0

6
0
0
0
100
0
0
100
80
0
0
0

Discussion
The data for both Swedish and English are behaving in the same manner arguing for a
cross-language validation of the method. However, the discrimination between English
speakers is stronger than for the Swedish.
Focusing on the English data set, it can be
said that the feature space of speaker No 2 is
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further away from the other speakers’ feature
spaces. That is, if speaker No 2 were indeed the
perpetrator in this case, the probability of the test
data coming from her would be higher than for
the rest of the speakers.
Investigation of all classification scores for
the test samples shows some confusion, but
there is some gender correlation. That is, the
confusion rates are only high within the same
age (males are confused with males and so
forth).
The lower amount of correct classifications
in the Swedish data set can to some extent be
explained by the number of samples with creaky
voice quality. Creaky voice may be associated
with a lowered fundamental frequency (Johnson,
1997), which would imply fewer glottal pulses
per time frame. Given the short time period for
the vowel sounds in the Swedish data set (35
msec – 70 msec) sufficient amount of glottal
pulses might not be obtained, due to creakiness.
This would produce MER parameters further
away from a speaker’s modally voiced samples.
This may impact on the results in two ways, both
negative: either the creaky sample is part of the
reference set and would then impact on the accuracy of the linear discriminat function, or the
creaky sample is part of the test data se, which
could then be misclassified.
Also, two or more speakers might have
similar MER attributes yielding a less then perfect discriminatory function. The probability
that a particular segment is correctly classified
will then be smaller. This means that the difference of the results of the discriminant functions using the criminal exemplar will be small
between several speakers. Since linear discriminant analysis will classify a sample to the
speaker with the highest probability, it may
therefore misclassify the sample. This further
implies that a small test set will produce large
classification percentages regardless of them
being right or wrong.
In order to increase accuracy of the method,
other features, besides the MER attributes, are
available; for instance, the quadrature of the
track (see Rodman et al., 2002) or curvature. The
curvature defines in detail the shape of the track.
By using a curvature scale space (CSS) image
representation of the track, which is an image
constructed by the convolution of the track with
the first and second derivatives of a Gaussian
kernel of varying widths, one can tell how the
track “bends” at each point in space. This idea is
currently being pursued by Luis Cepeda at
NCSU.

Conclusions
The method used here and proposed in Rodman
et al. (2002) has been applied to a
cross-language situation. Results show that the
language is not a factor that affects the method’s
accuracy. The applicability and utility of the
method have thus been increased.
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This research question considered in this
paper asks if listeners place voices in the same
age order irrespective of whether the individual
listener assigns perceived ages to the voices that
have a large or a small discrepancy between the
perceived and the chronological age of the
voices.
This paper begins by briefly overviewing research on estimating speaker age before progressing to defining the problem posed in Eriksson et al. (2003). Thereafter, the experimental
design and the data analysis approach used to
investigate the perceived age of the voices used
in the experiments reported in Eriksson et al
(2003) are presented, before the results and
their explanatory ability are discussed.

Abstract
Listeners assign an age to a speaker based on
their voice alone. The accuracy of estimates of
speakers’ ages may not be a great as has been
suggested. This experiment suggests that listeners may be better able to rank-order voices by
perceived age, than providing perceived ages,
per se. However, whether perceived age can act
as a distracter for voice disguise and lead to
correct speaker identification remains an open
question.

Introduction
The ability of listeners to estimate a given
speaker’s age is, according to Braun and Cerrato
(1999), something that is viewed “rather optimistically” (p. 1369). This was also the position taken in Eriksson et al (2003) when
chronological age was one of a number of factors examined as an explanation for the rate of
selection of the various foil distracter voices
used in a two-alternative forced-choice voice
line-up perception experiment for which the
training voice had been imitations of the target
voice.
Eriksson et al (2003) reported a selective listener preference for the voice, Foil 4; a preference that could not be easily explained by mean
F0, the most prominent phonetic features in the
individual phrase of each foil voice, dialect
closeness to the target voice nor chronological
age. Foil 4 was second nearest in age to the age
of the target voice (the voice that had been imitated), yet was selected more frequently than
the voice nearest in age (the natural voice of the
imitator). Further, Foil 3, was selected more
frequently than the voice nearest in age, even
though he was 20 years younger. Foil 3 was
however, dialectally closest to the target voice.
It is possible, however, that the ages of the
voices in the line-up are not perceived in the
order of their chronological age, but are consistently perceived in a different order. Perceived
age may provide part of the explanation for the
preference of voices presented in a voice lineup.

Estimating speaker age
The ability of listeners to estimate a given
speaker’s age has been investigated in studies,
such as Neiman and Applegate (1990), that calculate the correlations between the calendar age
of the speaker and the perceived age, and studies, such as that conducted by Cerrato, Falcone
and Paolini (1998), that have used percentage
correctly identified age groups to assess listener
accuracy.
Schötz (2001) in her study of perceived age
in Swedish used 18 age groups with five-year
age spans. She found that between 50% and
92% of listeners could estimate a speaker’s age
within a maximum error of ±10 years (p. 44).
Braun (1996) wrote that it appeared “better to
use age spans or even general descriptions like
‘very young’, ‘middle-aged’ etc. rather than to
attempt absolute age estimations for forensic
purposes” (p.72). However, using age groups
has the inherent problem of where to place the
boundaries; moving the boundaries slightly can
cause differences in the percentage correct.
Braun (1996) demonstrated a limitation with
correlations between calendar age and perceived
age. She argued, “a constant error, such as the
overestimation of the age of all speakers by a
constant amount (10 years say), would still result in a high correlation even though the as80
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sessment could be considered as very accurate”
(p. 66).
Both of these approaches implicitly assume
(1) that all voices age at the same rate, (2) that
the acoustic changes that are perceived as part
of the aging process are due to aging and not external feature such as smoking, and (3) that all
age-groups are equally able to estimate the age
across the entire human being age range. The
literature (e.g. Ryan and Burk (1974), Horii and
Ryan (1981), Braun (1996), Jacques and Rastatter (1990), and Wright and Stroud (2002))
shows the importance of considering these factors when assess age perceptually. For example,
in relation to smoking Braun (1996) wrote: “if
there is extralinguistic evidence in a recording
that a speaker smokes, several years may have
to be deducted from his perceived age in order
to assess his chronological age with accuracy”
(p. 72).
Considering the impact of these variables
upon accuracy and Schötz’s finding of an perceived accuracy of ±10 years for her Swedish
listeners, chronological age of the speakers used
in the experiments reported in Eriksson et al
(2003) is less relevant to foil selection by listeners than perceived age.

Table 1. The descriptive statistics for the participants who took part in the perception experiment
in Umeå.

N
Female
Male
Total

24
25
49

Age
mean
31.1
31.7
31.4

sd
13.6
12.3
12.8

Table 2. The descriptive statistics for the participants who took part in the perception experiment
in Lund.

N
Female
Male
Total

75
78
154

Age
mean
20.7
20.1
20.6

sd
10.9
10.5
10.7

The voices
The voices consisted of a set of six recordings
of the same text, a political speech. The recordings were an original by Carl Bildt (PSBildt), the natural voice of the professional imitator who provided the imitations used in the
experiments re-analyzed in Eriksson et al
(2003) (PS-AM), and four other male voices,
referred to hereafter, following the terminology
of Eriksson et al (2003) as Foil 1–4. Table 3 reports information about these voices and the
duration and F0 of the recordings.

The perception test
In order to investigate whether the listeners’
non-target voice selections reported in the data
analysis presented in Eriksson et al. (2003) and
Zetterholm et al. (2003b) can be (partically) explained by perceived age and to examine
whether listeners place voices in the same age
order irrespective of ‘actual’ perceived ages, a
new experiment was carried out. The design of
the experiment differed only in the task the experimental participants were to undertake; the
speech material and the order of presentation
were identical to the experiments described in
Sullivan et al (2002) and Zetterholm et al (2002;
2003a). The participants’ task in this perception test was to write down the age of the
speakers.

The experiment
The experiment was constructed using the lineup used in Sullivan et al (2002) and Zetterholm
et al (2002; 2003a). The line-up was constructed from the six recordings of the political
passage i.e. recordings by PS-Bildt (the earlier
experiment’s target voice), PS-AM (the natural
voice of the imitator, who imitations of the target voice acted as the training voice in the earlier
experiments) and the four other male voices
(Foils 1–4). Three separate segments were
spliced out from each of the six recordings. Each
segment was repeated three times in the line-up,
giving a total of 54 speech stimuli in the line-up
(3 repetitions x 3 speech samples x 6 speakers).
These stimuli were saved to CD in random order.
In the experiment the listeners did not hear a
training voice as in the earlier experiments
(e.g. Sullivan et al 2002); they were asked to
write down the age of the speaker for each of
the 54 speech stimuli they would hear.

Participants
Two groups of participants took part in the investigation: One group from Umeå and one
group from Lund. The participants were randomly selected and no listener reported any
hearing damage. Tables 1 and 2 present the descriptive statistics for the participant groups.
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Table 3: The voices, their age and dialect background, and each recording’s duration, F0 mean
and standard deviation.

F0
mean
135
123
132
134
137
118

Estimated Marginal Means

Age Dialect
Duration
Background
PS-Bildt 45c Halland
31 sec
PS-AM 40c Västergötland 34 sec
Foil 1 28 Jämtland
32 sec
Foil 2 20 Västerbotten 38 sec
Foil 3 22 Halland
29 sec
Foil 4 54 Skåne
34 sec
Voice

5

sd
35
35
59
36
19
46

age
1
2

4

3

2

Data Analysis
Each participant’s three estimates of perceived
age for each speech sample and voice were
added together and averaged. The resultant averages for each participant were then rankordered, 1–6, for each speech sample. Kendall’s
Tau was applied to the rank-ordered sequences;
Kendall’s Tau is more appropriate that Spearman’s Rho when there are less than 20 ranks.
An analysis of variance was conducted for
each of the three speech samples individually
and overall with the within-subjects factors the
rank for each of the six voices (rank foil 1, rank
foil 2 etc.), and the between-subject factors
gender (male, n = 97: female, n = 93) and age
(18 and under, n = 119, mean age = 16.3,
sd = 0.62, and 19+, n = 71, mean age = 34.82,
sd = 13.3).

2

Foil 2
Foil 3
Foil 1
PS-AM
PS-Bildt
Foil 4

20
22
28
40c
45c
54

Perceived Age
mean
sd
32.3
5.9
34.3
5.3
40.5
5.9
43.9
5.9
47.0
5.9
49.3
7.4

Rank
mean
1.65
2.08
3.28
4.04
4.66
5.04

4

The main effect for the within-subjects variable of ‘voice’ is significant, Multivariate Pillai’s F(5,182)=671.1, p<0.001. There are linear,
F(1,186)=2934.9, p<0.001, and quadratic,
F(1,186)=30.423, p<0.001, trends to the data.
The ‘voice x age’ interaction is significant,
Multivariate Pillai’s F(5,182)=13.4, p<0.001.
There is no linear trend to the data,
F(1,182)=0.04, p = 0.835, however there is a
quadratic trend, F(1,182)=31.2, p<0.001. Figure
1 shows the ‘voice x age’ interaction.
Examining the three speech samples separately, the following differences in significance
are found. For sample 1, there is no significant
linear trend to the main effect for the withinsubjects variable of ‘voice’; for samples 2 and 3,
no differences in significance are found.
The correlations between perceived and actual ages for the participants ranged from
r=0.17 to 1.0 with a mean of 0.816 and a standard deviation of 0.167.

Discussion and conclusion
Table 4 shows that the average ranking of the
voices’ ages was correct. This together with a
Kendall’s Tau for the ranked voices of t(191)=
0.82, p < 0.001, indicates consistent ranking of
the voices between the participants. Table 4
also shows that Foil 1 has a perceived age that
is greater than his chronological age and that this
perceived age is only slightly lower than the
perceived age of PS-AM. However, this small
difference in perceived age leads to a strong difference in ranking, 3.28 cf 4.04.

Table 4: Overall perceived age and standard deviation, and overall average rank and standard
deviation.

Age

1 AM Bildt
VOICE
voice

Figure 1: The interaction ‘voice x age’.

Results
Table 4 presents the overall mean perceived age
and standard deviation, and the average rank
mean and standard deviation. Kendall’s Tau
correlation coefficient for the ranked voices is
t(191)= 0.82, p < 0.001.
The main effect for the between-groups
variable of ‘gender’ is not be significant,
F(1,186)=1.25, p>0.05. Age is also not significant, F(1,186)=0.06, p>0.05.

Voice

3

sd
0.62
0.73
0.88
0.84
0.88
0.93
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Investigating the rankings in more detail reveals no gender or age effect, yet reveals an interaction of age and voice. Figure 1 shows how
both groups of listeners have similar rankings
for Foils 2 3 and 1; these are the chronologically
younger speakers. However, the younger group
has placed PS-AM and Foil 4 with similar average ranks that are younger than the rank given
to PS-Bildt. The older listeners clearly rank
these voices in their chronological age order.
This agrees with Wright and Stroud’s (2002)
finding that participants are better at identifying
individuals of their own age.
The high selection rate for Foil 4 that was
reported in Eriksson et al (2003) is, however,
no more easily explained by the ranked order of
the perceived age of the voices as this concurs
with the chronological order of the speakers’
ages. For the younger age group Foil 4 has an
average ranking that differs little from PS-AM,
the natural voice of the imitator — the voice
heard prior to the voice recognition tasks reported in Eriksson et al (2003). This could account for some element of Foil 4’s selection.
PS-AM’s low selection rate, in spite of his age
position, suggests he succeeded in disguising the
non-perceived age aspects of his voice.
The selection of Foil 2 has to be attributed
to his dialectal similarity to the target voice as
his perceived age and its rank in the voices in
the line-up motivate this voices non-selection.
This experiment suggests that listeners may
be better able to rank-order voices by perceived
age, than providing perceived ages, per se.
Whether perceived age can act as a distracter for
voice disguise and lead to correct speaker identification remains an open question.
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$EVWUDFW

the conclusion that human impersonation is a
threat to speaker verification.
In the present report, we combine these two
methods in order to study what features are
used by the impersonator and how strong their
influence is on the output score of the verification system.

A professional impersonator has been studied
when training his voice to mimic two target
speakers. Training was performed by listening
and/or using the output score from a speaker
verification system as feedback. Tests after
training showed a significant increase in verification score. An acoustic analysis shows how
the impersonator adjusts his formant positions
for the target speaker. Strong correlation with
verification score is shown for the second formant.

9HULILFDWLRQV\VWHP
The speaker verification system used in this
study is text-dependent and is similar to the one
used by Melin, Koolwaaij, Lindberg and Bimbot (1998). The verification utterances are restricted to digit sequences. A spoken utterance
is segmented into digits by a speech recogniser.
Client and non-client (background) models are
matched to the segmented speech. The background model has been trained by a number of
non-client speakers. The logarithm of the ratio
between the two matching scores, the loglikelihood ratio (LLR), is used as a verification
score. A decision whether to accept or reject the
claimed identity is taken, based on the verification score and a threshold.
The speech signal is sampled by 8 kHz, preemphasised and divided into 10 ms frames using a 25.6 ms Hamming window. Each frame is
fed into an FFT-based, mel-warped, logamplitude filterbank with 24 channels in the
range from 300 to 3400 Hz. The filterbank
spectrum is converted into 12 cepstrum coefficients and one energy parameter. Their first and
second time derivatives are included to a 39component feature vector, which is input to the
verification system.
One Hidden Markov Model (HMM) per digit is
used to model the pronunciation of each client.
The number of states for each HMM is digitdependent and equals twice the number of
phones in each digit. A male and a female
background model were trained using the database SpeechDat (Elenius and Lindberg, 1997).
During verification, the male or female background model is chosen based on which seems
most appropriate considering the speech signal.

,QWURGXFWLRQ
Impersonation of a person, and especially by
means of voice, is sometimes used to amuse a
human public. Imitations often sound quite
convincing. For several reasons it would be interesting to establish what aspects are important
in performing a successful impersonation act.
Besides the entertainment aspect, securitydemanding services protected by speaker verification systems may be vulnerable to mimics
of a true client’s voice. This may be a security
problem and it is important to know how sensitive the systems are and what can be done to
improve their immunity to this type of fraud.
Analysis of a professional impersonator has
been performed by Zetterholm (2003), who
showed that, for instance, the impersonator adjusted his fundamental frequency and the formant frequencies of the vowels during impersonation to approach the target voice.
The ability of naive speakers and one professional impersonator to train their voices to a
randomly chosen target speaker has been studied by Elenius (2001). In that work, the subjects
could train their imitation by listening to repetitions of the target speaker and their own
voice, and also by using the score of a speaker
verification system as feedback. The false accept rate was significantly higher when the impersonators had trained their impersonation
than before the training took place. This led to
*

Names in alphabetic order
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score gradually during the experiment. It is not
possible to determine the best training mode
due to the low number of target speakers and
also since the fixed sequence of the training
modes does not allow for normalisation of
training effects between the sessions.

([SHULPHQW
Experiments have been performed using the
same male Swedish professional impersonator
as in Zetterholm (2003). The utterance to be
mimicked was a four-digit sequence spoken
over a fixed-network telephone connection. Recordings were made at three occasions: before
having trained the impersonation using his
natural voice, during the training session while
adjusting his voice towards a target speaker,
and after the completed training session during
an attempt to maintain the impersonation without feedback. As feedback during training,
three methods were used: (1) audio playback of
the target and the impersonation voices, (2) the
score value of a speaker verification system,
and (3) a combination of these. Each training
session was followed by a test session, which,
in turn, was followed by a training session for
the next feedback mode. The order between the
feedback modes was kept constant, in the above
sequence. There was no constraint on the number of training attempts for any of the training
modes. The experiment was carried out using
the same procedure and graphical user interface
as in (Elenius, 2001).
In all sessions, the speaker verification system
was used to score the success of the impersonations. The recordings were also analysed
acoustically in order to measure voice differences before, during and after impersonation
training.
In the experiment, the four-digit sequence was
kept fixed ("7 6 8 9") in order to simplify the
impersonation and the analysis. Two target
voices were used in the experiment. These
where selected based on scoring 10 utterances
of the impostor’s natural voice against a set of
22 speakers. Their models had previously been
trained on 25 five-digit utterances. The average
score against each speaker was calculated, and
the two speakers with the highest and the median score, respectively, were chosen as targets
for the experiment. Both speakers were male.

Table 1. Average verification scores for the impersonator’s mimic of the two target voices and different training modes.

Session
Natural voice
Audio training
Audio evaluation
Score training
Score evaluation
Audio+score train.
Audio+score eval.

Closest
target
speaker
-4.96
-1.97
0.18
-1.21
-0.75
-0.87
-0.82

Median
target
speaker
-6.96
-3.65
-3.26
-3.05
-2.32
-1.52
-1.81

3KRQHWLFDQDO\VLV
7KHLPSHUVRQDWRU
The impersonator’s dialect is a mix between a
dialect from the western area of Sweden and a
more neutral dialect. The impression is that he
has an ordinary male pitch level and a sonorous
voice quality. In all recordings with his natural
voice, he pronounces the utterance as follows:
[SU: sEks Ota ni:u] with short pauses
between the digits. The articulation is distinct.
7KHFORVHVWWDUJHWYRLFH
The auditory impression of this speaker is that
he speaks with a central Swedish dialect, he has
a rather low pitch level and sometimes a creaky
voice quality, especially in the target utterance
in this study. He pronounces the four-digit sequence as follows: [SU: sEks Ota ni:E]
without pauses, with a slightly stressed last
digit.
7KHLPLWDWLRQV
When imitating this target voice, the impersonator lowers his pitch level. Sometimes he
uses a creaky voice quality and he changes his
intonation to get close to the target speaker. In
some of the recordings he changes his pronunciation of the last digit. However, according to
the score, the verification system seems not to
be very sensitive to this variation.

9HULILFDWLRQUHVXOWV
The verification scores of the two target voices
and the three training modes are shown in Table
1. It is obvious that the impersonator was successful in imitation, especially to the closest
target voice. All imitations in this part have
very high scores. When imitating the median
target speaker, the impersonator increased his
85
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7KHPHGLDQWDUJHWYRLFH
This target speaker has a dialect from Stockholm, a low pitch level and a slightly nasal
voice quality. He pronounces the four-digit sequence as follows: [SU: sEks Ota ni:u]
without pauses and the first digit is slightly
stressed. The articulation is not indistinct, but
not as distinct as that of the impersonator.

9RZHOIRUPDQWDGMXVWPHQWV
FORVHWDUJHWVSHDNHU
2100

Target

1900

Natural
Imitation

1700

] 1500
+
)
1300

7KHLPLWDWLRQV
In the imitations of the median target speaker
the impersonator lowers his own natural pitch
level and changes his intonation. He also
changes his own clear and distinct pronunciation towards the characteristics of this speaker.

1100
900
700
300

400

500

600

700

800

) +]

$FRXVWLFDQDO\VLV
A detailed analysis of the fundamental frequency is given in Zetterholm et al (2004).
Here, we complement that report with results of
the formant analysis.
A correlation analysis between the change in
vowel formant frequencies and the score was
conducted. The formants F1 through F4 were
automatically tracked in the vowel segments
1
using the Praat program. Average frequencies
were computed for each vowel. For relating the
formant deviations with the verification system
score, the frequency values were converted to
mel scale. The reason for this is that the verification system uses this representation and comparisons will be more correct if performed in
the same frequency scale.
The vowel distribution in the F1-F2 plane is
plotted in Figure 1 for each target speaker, the
impersonator’s natural voice, and his evaluation
recordings after the audio-score training. It is
obvious that he adjusts his vowel positions for
better, although not exact, correspondence with
those of the target speakers.

1

9RZHOIRUPDQWDGMXVWPHQWV
PHGLDQWDUJHWVSHDNHU
2100
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] 1500
+
)
1300
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600

700

800

) +]

Figure 1. Vowel formant distribution for the close
(top) and the median (bottom) target speakers and
the impersonator’s natural and mimic utterances.

To have better understanding of the importance
of the formant adjustments for the verification
score, the correlation was measured between
the average magnitude formant deviation in an
utterance and its verification score value. All
target speaker specific utterances by the impersonator were used for this purpose. Figure 2
shows the correlation for the individual formants. The pattern is quite similar for both target speakers. F2 has, as expected, the strongest
correlation. F1 and F3 are less correlated. Surprisingly, the second most correlated formant is
F4. Still more unexpected is the fact that the
correlation is positive, i.e., the system similarity
judgment increases with larger F4 distance
between the impersonator and the target
speaker. This holds for both speakers.

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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score is positive. One explanation might be that
F4 is actively controlled to compensate for
mismatch in other parameters, such as voice
source spectrum or vocal tract length. Another
possibility could be that F4 has little impact by
itself but covaries with a feature having strong
score correlation, e.g. F2. Finally, there is also a
non-negligible risk of formant tracking errors
for some utterances. This will be investigated
by manual inspection. The correlation is close
for the two target speakers, but more speakers
are required to determine whether it is a general
behaviour of this impersonator.
Interesting follow-up work will be to relate listener’s auditory impression of a successful
voice imitation with the score of the speaker
verification system.

)RUPDQWGHYLDWLRQVFRUHFRUUHODWLRQ
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Figure 2. Correlation between the vowel formant
magnitude deviation and the verification score.

$FNQRZOHGJHPHQWV

Figure 3 shows a scatter diagram for F2 and F4
deviation against verification score for the median target speaker. The same effect is clearly
visible also in this plot.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot and regression lines of the
second and fourth formant magnitude deviation
from the median target speaker against verification
score.
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The results show that this impersonator changes
his natural articulation towards the two target
voices, which results in significantly increased
verification scores in both cases.
There is particularly strong correlation with
score for the second formant, which indicates
its high importance for a successful impersonation.
An interesting observation is that the correlation between F4 deviation and verification
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ABSTRACT

Consequently,
our
knowledge of the
phonetics of spontaneously spoken Danish is sparse. Furthermore, the phonetic investigations of
Danish have focussed
largely on Danish as
it is spoken in and
around Copenhagen.
There are of course
dialectological investigations of Danish, but
their focus is rarely on acoustic investigations.

This paper presents the results of an acoustic
investigation of the vowel sounds in three regional variants of Danish in spontaneous speech.
The material for elicitation represents a conceptual fusion of word lists and interviews. A
total of 18 subjects from three regions have
been analysed. The expected regional differences have not been found. We find, however,
clear indications that a general restructuring of
the high and mid front unrounded vowels may
be under way, relative to the older Copenhagen
norm, and that different vowel quality is a fact
for non high short versus long vowels, at least
for some speakers.

The average Danish language user will recognize a number of regional variants of Danish.
We will refer to these variants as ‘regiolects’
because ‘dialect’ traditionally applies to variants of Danish which typically are older and
much more dissimilar to modern Copenhagen
Danish. Whenever speakers of different regiolects communicate they will notice, among a
number of differences, that some vowels are
different. Some of these differences are lexically determined: a word like persille ‘parsley’
would be pronounced [pæs i l ] in Western
Danish regiolects but [pæs el ] in Copenhagen regiolect. Some differences are due to
different allophonic rules. For instance, there is
a general tendency to pronounce /u(:)/ as [o(:)]
when it occurs after /r/ in Copenhagen regiolect,
and likewise a tendency to lower // to [ ] between /j/ and /r/ in the Western Danish regiolects as opposed to [æ] in Copenhagen regiolect. Such differences are well known, though
not all described in detail. These differences are
not the subject og this investigation, and they
are carefully avoided.

INTRODUCTION
In stressed syllables Danish has 16 monophthongal vowel sounds, most of which can occur both short and long; long vowels may occur
with or without stød. Some of these 16 different
sounds are allophones but 14 create immediate
surface contrasts. Add to this [], occuring in
unstressed syllables only. Further, there are 21
falling diphthongs, ending in [j w ], and as many rising diphthongs as there are [j]+vowel sequences.
The acoustic analyses in [1] and [2] (long
vowels only) serve as our frame of reference.
The description in [1] is based on recordings of
eight males and one female between 22 and 47
years of age when recorded in 1952. And [2] is
based on recordings of ten males and nine
females (adults, age not specified) recorded in
1958-59. These are the latest systematic accounts of the acoustic properties of Danish
vowels. A recent acoustic investigation of the
long unrounded front vowels in Standard
Danish [3] indicates that the manifestation of
/e:/ and, particularly, /:/ has changed. /:/ has
narrowed to the point where it merges with /e:/.
Until recently almost all phonetic investigations
of Danish have been based on read speech.

What is not known, is if there are more general
differences between the regiolects regarding the
realization of the various allophones. This is the
main aim of this investigation. We intend to
give an acoustic description of the mono-
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phthongs of three Danish regional variants, and
to see whether there are any systematic acoustic
differences in the realizations of the ‘same’ allophones in these three regiolects. We exclude
allophones caused by the presence of /r/. (/r/ is a
pharyngeal approximant in prevocalic position,
and postvocalically it weakens to a semivowel,
[], if it does not merge completely with the
preceding vowel. Vowels neighbouring /r/
would accordingly create segmentation difficulties.) We base our analysis on spontaneous
speech, for two reasons. First, it is obvious that
there is a difference between spontaneous and
read speech, though when it comes to the phonetic realisations of the phonemes, there is no
knowledge of the quantitative differences. Second, during primary school all Danish pupils
are taught to read aloud in a way that is shaped
by the local teachers ideas of correct language
forms and by the orthography, which in itself is
based on Copenhagen regiolect. For those who
speak other regiolects than Copenhagen Danish,
this means that reading aloud almost inevitably
triggers the use of a norm that is different from
their everyday language.

pibe
hygge
kabale
kaffe
kop
globus
kuk
håbe
lænestol
bedstefar

'pipe'
'cosy'
'patience'
'coffee'
'cup'
'globe'
'coo-coo'
'hope'
'armchair'
'granddad'

Figure 1: Example of a drawing and the test
words it was designed to elicit.

not to impose on them the added stress of
being host to us.
2. We put an effort into creating a relaxed and
informal atmosphere during the interview.
3. Subjects from the provinces are interviewed
by a person who speaks the same regiolect.
Most people living outside the capital are to
varying degrees capable of speaking in ways
shaped by Copenhagen regiolect. Whenever the
situation calls for it, they will shape their
language according to Copenhagen regiolect,
and an interview with two researchers from the
capital is likely to be such a situation, unless we
do something to prevent it. We avoided using
any of the target words, until the subjects had
introduced them. This is to ensure that they use
only words that are familiar to them and part of
their vocabulary, and that they do not just mimick our pronunciation. Of course, this means
that we may miss some target words because
the subjects use other lexical items for some objects, or render them with phrasal constructions.

MATERIAL
We want to describe the vowels as they occur in
ordinary spontaneous speech. However, in the
light of our particular interests it is not feasible
to base our analysis on free spontaneous speech
because phonemes do not occur with equal frequency. To ensure adequate coverage of all the
vowel sounds, we have developed a method
which is a conceptual fusion between word lists
and interviews. Our point of departure is a list
of words that contains our target vowel sounds.
These words are rendered in drawings, which
we make the subjects talk about. The words are
carefully chosen so that we may safely assume
that they will be familiar to most of our speakers. A second requirement is that they must lend
themselves easily to graphical illustration. For
some vowels words abound, others are much
more troublesome.
We use a number of strategies to ensure that the
subjects stay close to their everyday language:

SPEAKERS AND RECORDINGS
The three Danish regiolects are:
1. Copenhagen regiolect, as spoken by native
inhabitants of Copenhagen
2. Southern/central Zealandic regiolect, as
spoken by native inhabitants of Næstved
3. West/mid Jutlandish regiolect, as spoken by
native inhabitants of Herning.
Copenhagen regiolect is chosen because it is
prestigeus and a well described norm with
which the two regiolects can be compared. The

1. We record the subjects in their local area.
We do not go to their private homes, in order
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other regiolects are chosen because they are our
respective mother tongues, thus enabling us to
communicate with our subjects without imposing an undesired linguistic norm on them. Næstved and Herning are modern provincial cities of
comparable size (50,000 and 65,000 inhabitants
respectively). They serve as economical and
educational centres in their regions. Copenhagen has a population of approximately 1 million inhabitants.

later stage we intend to compare words with
different degrees of stress. For each vowel we
mark onset and offset in order to measure
duration, and we mark a suitable place near the
middle for measuring formant frequencies.
Formants were determined with Praat's Formant
(Burg) facility, with suitable arguments for
individual speakers. All data were manually
inspected and suspicious values checked and

18 persons were interviewed: 3 males and 3
females from each of the 3 regions. All subjects
were between 18 and 28 years of age. To be
considered ‘native inhabitant’ we require the
subjects to be born, raised, educated (at least
through primary school) and still living in the
particular region. We have not taken any social
parameters into account.

i:e:E:æ:
F1 (log)

ieEaA

y:ø:Ø:
yøØ

u:o:å:
uoåÅ

In Copenhagen the subjects were recorded in a
sound treated recording room at the university.
In Næstved we used a library room at a public
school, and in Herning a music room at a municipal youth club, after closing time. The recording rooms used in Herning and Næstved
were not sound treated, but carefully chosen to
ensure quiet surroundings. Subject and interviewer sat at one table, while the other author,
from a distance at another table, monitored the
recording technically, and - more importantly also kept a word count to ensure a sufficient
number of repetitions of each test item. This
meant that the interviewer could devote his
attention entirely to the social demands of the
situation, making sure the subjects felt at ease.

F2 (log)

i:e:E:æ:
F1 (log)

ieEaA
y:ø:Ø:
yøØ
u:o:å:
uoåÅ

F2 (log)

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The CD recordings were transferred to a PC using Exact Audio Copy [www.eac.de]. They have been intensity level adjusted and edited into
manageable file chunks using Cool Edit Pro
[www.syntrillium.com]. Praat 4.0.13 [www.
praat.org] was used for the acoustic analysis. A
number of Praat scripts and Perl programs were
written to automate the processing of the
material. The first stage was to identify all
target words and classify and label them
according to target allophone and stress. We
distinguish five degrees: ordinary stress, weak
stress, no stress, extra stress and strong
emphasis. Initially, we only want to look at
syllables produced with ordinary stress. At a

i:e:E:æ:
F1 (log)

ieEaA
y:ø:Ø:
yøØ
u:o:å:
uoåÅ

F2 (log)

Figure 2: Average F2-F1 plots of short and long vowel
sounds from Næstved (top), Herning (mid), and
Copenhagen (bottom).
Filled squares: [i: e: : æ:]. Open squares: [i e
].
Filled circles: [ : :].
Open circles: [
].
Filled triangles: [ : : :].
Open triangles: [
].
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corrected if needed. Because our interest was
foremost in investigating the layout of the
vowel system we recalculated the formant
frequencies of the female speakers using a fixed
scaling factor of 0.877 (For further details see
[4]). This enabled us to calculate "average"
values based on both men and women.

fullfill a set of objective criterea (see above) but
were otherwise chosen more or less at random.
Their renderings of the target words were sorted
according to degree of stress and extra prominence. Judgement of the 'correctness' of the
pronunciation was not used as a criteria to sort
the data. Thus our results include the variation
seen in fully stressed renderings of the selected
vowels.
Compared to the earlier findings of [1] and [2]
we see a number of differences. First of all the
tendency for the vowels to be cramped together
in the upper part of the vowel space has increased. This means that from a typological point of
view the Danish vowel system is increasingly
marked, and there is fair reason to belive that
this system is prone to change.

The formant measurements reveal a surprisingly high agreement between speakers from the
three regions, and we therefore consider them to
be the same, except for minor differences regarding F3. The only other noteworthy difference is a tendency for the speakers from Herning to diphtongize the /o:/ as either [ou] or
[u]. This is not reflected in our measurements
because our analysis is based on one measurering point per vowel. We chose just one measuring point because diphtongization was not
expected in any of our target words. When we
set out to do this investigation, we decided not
to include the allophones caused by the
presence of /r/. In hindsight this is the most regrettable decision, since listening to our material has made us strongly suspect that the /r/
colouring may be one of the clearest regionally
determined phonetic (phonological) differences.

The earlier investigations did not find any systematic differences between short an long vowel
manifestations. In our data we do find such
differences. /i/, /y/ and /u/ appears to have the
same quality short as well as long. For the other
qualities the short vowel is more open than the
long one. Whether the difference is large
enough to be significant for the speakers remains to be investigated.
Furthermore quite a number of our subjects
merges some of the categories as seen in table
1. These mergers may also indicate that changes
are under way.

When comparing our results with [1] and [2] it's
worth remembering that this comparison not
only includes a historic or diacronic dimension,
but also a difference in style (word lists and test
sentences vs. nonscripted speech) and a difference in normativity: The speakers of [2] were
carefully chosen to ensure subjects with a
"proper pronunciation" and the recordings in
both [1] and [2] were sorted to avoid mispronunciations. In our investigation subjects had to
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Table 1. Nuber of subjects showing mergers.

Vowels Næstved Herning Copenhagen Total
[e]/[]
2
2
1
5

[]/[æ]
[ø]/[œ]
[u]/[o]
[o]/[]
[e]/[]
[ø]/[œ]
[o]/[]

1
2
1
1
2

4

2
4
1

2
5
2

3
11
1
2

2
3
1

5
7
4
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Abstract

clear. Nevertheless, preaspiration has become
established as a normative feature of stops in
several Scandinavian languages and dialects
(Helgason 2002), most notably in Icelandic and
Faroese, which suggests that it must have properties that are perceptually salient. The present
experiment aims to demonstrate that despite its
apparent auditory deficiencies (Bladon 1986),
preaspiration does function as a cue for the
fortis ~ lenis stop distinction in Swedish.

This paper investigates the perceptual significance of preaspiration in Swedish. Six minimal
word pairs were recorded from a male speaker
of Central Standard Swedish who had been observed to produce word-medial fortis stops with
considerable preaspiration. Each word pair
contrasted a sequence of a CV + long fortis
stop and a CV + long lenis stop. The CV sequences were then excised from the signal,
normalised and presented to 16 listeners,
whose task it was to identify the word from
which the sequence had been excised. The results show that words with a fortis stop are
much easier to identify on the basis of vowel
information alone than are words with a lenis
stop. This is taken to suggest that preaspiration
noise (with a concomitant early voice offset) is
highly relevant as a stop cue in Swedish.

Method
The experiment involved having Swedish
speakers listen to CV stimuli that had been excised from CV + stop sequences, to see whether
the vowel in the CV stimulus contained stop
type cues. To create the stimuli, recordings
were made from a speaker of Central Standard
Swedish. The speaker read the following six
minimal word pairs in isolation:

Introduction

klibba ‘cling to’
labba ‘do labs’
rädda ‘rescue’
radda ‘a lot of’
snagga ‘cut short’

The word-medial fortis vs. lenis distinction
in Swedish has been shown to be more than a
simple voiceless vs. voiced contrast (Gobl & Ní
Chasaide 1988, Fant et al. 1991, Tronnier 2002,
Wretling et al. 2002, Helgason 2002). When producing fortis stops, Swedish speakers tend to
initiate glottal abduction before the stop closure
is made. As a result, a sequence of a vowel and
a fortis stop is often produced with a period of
breathy voice and/or aspiration lodged between
the vocalic portion and the stop occlusion (cf.
Figure 1). This has been referred to as preaspiration. Preaspiration is speaker-dependent
and some speakers seldom preaspirate, or have
very short preaspirations.
A sequence of a vowel and a lenis stop does
not contain such preaspiration. Instead, modal
voice is typically maintained throughout the
production of the vowel, and voicing continues
to be maintained during the production of the
stop (cf. Figure 1, top right).
Many linguists will agree that preaspiration,
as such, is an obscure phonetic detail that is difficult to detect in auditory analysis, and its relevance for perception is thus not immediately

~
~
~
~
~

klippa ‘cut’
lappa ‘mend’
rätta ‘correct (vb.)’
ratta ‘steer’
snacka ‘talk’

In each of these word pairs, the word on the
left contains a lenis stop and the word on the
right contains a fortis stop. The speaker who
provided the stimulus material had been observed to produce stops with considerable preaspiration. The stop contrast produced by this
speaker can be characterised as voiced stop vs.
voiceless preaspirated stop
The stimuli were constructed in the following way. For each word, any information in the
signal after the onset of the medial stop closure
was deleted. As a simple illustration of this, we
can imagine that the stimulus resulting from,
for instance, labba is just la-. The vowel durations of the resulting stimuli were then normalised to approximately 130 ms (±3 ms).
The difference between the original recording and the manipulated stimuli is demonstrated in Figure 1. The two upper spectrograms
are original productions of two of the test words
produced by the stimulus providing speaker.
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Figure 1. Spectrograms of the original productions of the words radda (top left) and ratta (top right). The
stimuli created are shown below: ra- from radda (bottom left); and ra- from ratta (bottom right).

The two lower spectrograms show the same
words with only the initial CV information retained and the vowel duration normalised to
130 ms. These exemplify the stimuli used for
the experiment. Stimuli that were obtained from
words with a lenis stop will henceforth be referred to as lenis stimuli and those from words
with a fortis stops as fortis stimuli.
A total of 16 subjects were recruited for the
experiment, 8 male and 8 female, ranging from
27 to 63 years of age. They were from various
parts of Sweden, but all lived in Central Sweden (Stockholm or Uppsala) at the time of the
experiment, and most spoke a variety of Swedish that would most readily be identified as
Central Standard Swedish by native speakers.
For the perception test, a two-alternative
forced choice paradigm was used. The subjects
listened to the stimuli using headphones and
were allowed to repeat the stimuli at will. They
indicated their choices in a spreadsheet document. They were discouraged from backtracking and altering previously made choices. However, this was not prevented by the experimental set-up nor by the experimenter, and so some
subjects did tend to backtrack and correct their
previous choices.

Table 1. Response rates for all subjects pooled.

Hits
Fortis stimuli 185
Lenis stimuli 144

Misses
7
48

Total
192
192

For the 192 fortis stop stimuli, there were 185
hits (i.e. an impending fortis stop was correctly
identified) and 7 misses (i.e. an impending fortis was identified as lenis). For the 192 lenis
stimuli, 144 were hits and 48 misses. The recognition rate for the fortis stimuli was thus
96.2% and for the lenis stimuli it was 66.6%.
Fortis

Lenis

Number of subjects

16

12

8

4

0

Results

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12

Hit rate

For all subjects pooled, 384 responses were
elicited, 192 from fortis stop stimuli and 192
from lenis stop stimuli.

Figure 2. Histogram of hit rates for fortis (dark
bars) and lenis (light grey bars) stimuli.
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The majority of subjects had a perfect hit
rate for the fortis stimuli (see Figure 2). Thus
11 out of 16 subjects always identified the fortis
stimuli correctly as coming originally from syllables containing fortis stops. Four subjects had
one miss, and thus identified 11 out of 12 fortis
stimuli correctly. The remaining subject had
three misses for the fortis stimuli.
Generally, the subjects had lower hit rates
for lenis stimuli than the fortis ones. Four subjects had a perfect hit rate for the lenes. The
remaining subjects had varying hit rates, ranging from 3 to 11 hits for the 12 stimuli.
Fortis

breathiness, is largely responsible for prompting the perception of an impending fortis stop,
to the exclusion of a lenis stop percept.
The observed difference in hit rates has a direct correspondence in the prevailing norms for
stops production in Swedish. Some speakers of
Swedish seem to use preaspiration more or less
as an integrated feature of their fortis stop production while others tend to use it more sporadically. Speakers who preaspirate sporadically sometimes have preaspiration before fortis
stops and sometimes not. As a result, those
speakers often have modal voice throughout a
vowel preceding a fortis stop. Therefore, having
modal voicing throughout the vowel is not a
useful stop type indicator — the impending
stop may be either fortis or lenis. The presence
of preaspiration, however, is unambiguous and
can only indicate an impending fortis stop.
Thus, when present, preaspiration is a reliable
cue for identifying an impending fortis stop.
The fact that some subjects seem to be able
to identify an impending (but absent) lenis stop
may be a result of the experimental set-up.
These subjects may be extrapolating from the
fact that preaspirations are so obviously indicative of an impending fortis stop that a lack of
preaspiration must be indicative of an impending lenis stop. If this hypothesis is correct, the
correct identification of impending lenis stops
is the result of a top-down processing rather
than the information available in the signal.
Thus the subjects have learned to identify an
impending lenis stop on the basis of fortis stop
identification.
Although it now seems clear that the preaspiration phenomenon triggers a fortis percept
for Swedish listeners, it is less clear which
acoustic aspect of preaspiration is most salient
for perception. For voiceless preaspirations, listeners are likely to make use of the friction
noise itself. However, the early cessation of
voicing as such makes for a shorter vocalic portion in the utterance, which may provide a durational cue. Thus listeners may also be relying
on the shortness of the vocalic portion in the
fortis stimuli. A more complex experimental
set-up might be devised whereby one could assess the relative contributions of these two factors, aspiration noise and vocalic duration. This
might be a fruitful avenue to explore given the
apparent tendency in languages for vowels before voiceless consonants to be shorter than
vowels before voiced consonants (see e.g. Chen
1970).

Lenis

12

Hit rate

10
8
6
4
2

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16

0

Subject

Figure 3. Hit rates for fortis (dark bars) and lenis
(light grey bars) stimuli for each of the 16 subjects.

For all subjects, the hit rate for the fortis
stimuli was higher or equal to the hit rate for
lenis stimuli (see Figure 3). The 4 subjects who
had a perfect hit rate for the lenis stimuli also
had a perfect hit rate for the fortis stimuli. The
remaining 8 subjects all had a lower hit rate for
the lenis stimuli than for the fortis stimuli.

Discussion
The results show that, on the basis of information from the preceding vowel alone, it is easier
for listeners to identify an impending fortis stop
than an impending lenis stop. The vowels in the
fortis stop stimuli in this experiment contain
fairly reliable information that tells the listener
that a fortis stop is impending. Such reliable
information is not present in the lenis stimuli
and therefore listeners find it more difficult to
identify an impending lenis stop.
As described in the method section, the
stimuli for the experiment were obtained from a
speaker who preaspirates his fortis stops quite
markedly. It is suggested here that preaspiration, manifested as aspiration noise and/or
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For preaspirations that are wholly or partially voiced, the picture becomes even more
complex. There is every reason to consider the
breathy voiced portion of a vowel-to-stop transition to be part of the preaspiration percept.
Wayland & Jongman (2003) list a number of
candidates that may be relevant for the perception of breathiness. These include the relative
amplitude of the first harmonic (H1), additive
noise, spectral tilt, tracheal coupling, fundamental frequency, and acoustic intensity.

tionship (cf. discussion in Wayland & Jongman
2003). However, there is really no reason to exclude any of these possible cues when discussing the breathiness percept. The amplitude of
the first harmonic, noise, tilt, tracheal coupling,
etc. are all likely to contribute to the breathiness
percept in differing degrees.
This experiment has shown that listeners
can identify impending fortis stops quite reliably on the basis of the preceding vowel alone,
at least for the type of stimuli used in this experiment. Similar identification of impending
lenis vowels is far less successful. The simplest
interpretation of this is that there is information
in the fortis stimuli that allows those stimuli to
be unambiguously identified as fortis. Such disambiguating information seems not to be present in the lenis stimuli, and hence the lenis
stimuli are variously interpreted as either fortis
or lenis. As it is demonstrably present in all the
fortis stimuli, preaspiration is the most obvious
candidate for providing this disambiguating information.
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Figure 4. Spectra taken at a point 30 ms prior to
stop closure in the words klibba (left) and klippa
(right), showing the amplitude of H1 relative to H2.

The first two of these candidates seem to be
the most relevant for perception. The relative
amplitude of H1 (measured, for example, as the
difference in SPL between H2 and H1) has been
identified as a consistent acoustic correlate of
breathiness. Almost all the fortis stimuli in the
present experiment had a period of breathiness
during the preaspiration phase. In these breathy
portions, H1–H2 is consistently higher than at
comparable places in the lenis stimuli (see Figure 4). From the point of view of perception,
several studies from a number of languages
have indicated that the relative amplitude of H1
is a fairly robust cue for breathiness (see overview in Wayland & Jongman 2003).
Experiments assessing the salience of aspiration noise in the perception of breathy voiced
vowels have been less conclusive. Some experiments have indicated that there is a fairly
strong relationship between additive noise (or
lack of periodicity) and perceived breathiness
while others have failed to show such a rela95
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Prosodic phrasing and syntactic structure in Greek
Antonis Botinis, Stella Ganetsou, Magda Griva and Hara Bizani
Department of Linguistics, University of Athens

Abstract

Table 1. Prosodic phrasing and syntactic
boundaries of test sentence productions.

This is a study of prosodic phrasing in relation
to syntactic structure as a function of female
and male speaker’s gender as well as normal
and fast speech tempo in Greek. The results
indicate: (1) prosodic phrasing has a 95%
identification rate; (2) prosodic phrasing has a
major effect on final tonal boundaries; (3)
speech tempo has a major effect on pause productions but only a marginal effect on tonal
productions; (4) speaker’s gender has a major
effect on both tonal and pause productions.

a Ótan bíkame, mésa sto jípeðo jinótane xamós.
When we got in, inside the stadium a riot broke out.
b Ótan bíkame mesa, sto jípeðo jinótane xamós.
When we got inside, in the stadium a riot broke out.
c Ótan bíkame mésa sto jípeðo, jinótane xamós.
When we got inside the stadium, a riot broke out.

In the perception experiment, the three distinctive sentence productions were organised in
consecutive stimuli, in a random order of ten
repetitions, separated by a two seconds interval. Ten students of the Linguistics Department
at Athens University were asked to tick on one
of the three alternative test sentence options for
each stimuli, in accordance with the perceived
phrasing distinction.
In the production experiment, five female
and five male students of the Linguistics Department at Athens University produced the
speech material in ten repetitions at normal and
fast speech tempo. The speech material was
directly recorded in to a computer disc and analysed with the Waveserfer software package.
Tonal measurements were taken at onset
and offset of sentence productions as well as
left and right boundaries of the speech material
corresponding to all three phrasing productions. Temporal measurements of silent pause
productions were also taken at the latter points.

Introduction
This study is within a multifactor research context in sentence structure linguistics. We examine the relation between sound and meaning as
a function of lexical, syntactic, semantic and
prosodic interactions in an integrated experimental phonetics, theoretical linguistics and
computational linguistics framework (see
Botinis 2003, Botinis, Gawronska and Haida
2003, Botinis, Baltazani and Haida 2004).
Phrasing continuous speech into a variety
of meaningful linguistic units is one of the basic functions of prosody, which is assumed to
be characterized by distinctive functions and
related phonetic forms. In this study, one perception experiment was set to examine the
identification of phrasing and one production
experiment to investigate its phonetic form as a
function of normal and fast speech tempo as
well as female and male speaker’s gender.
Our primary interest in this research paradigm is the production of basic experimental
knowledge in order to develop powerful linguistic models, which may be used in a variety
of applications in language technology, language education and language pathology.

Results
Table 2 shows the results of the perception experiment. Figure 1 shows prosodic analysis of a
female speaker, the normal tempo of which
was used for the perception experiment. Figure
2 shows the production experiment results.
Table 2. Results of the perception experiment.

Experimental methodology
The speech material of both perception and
production experiments consists of a compound sentence with three distinctive phrasings, which define the syntactic boundaries of a
main and a subordinate clause, indicated by a
comma in Greek orthography (Table 1).

Produced
a
b
c
96

Perceived
Fast
Normal
a
b
c
a
b
95
3
2
95
2
2
95
3
3
95
3
2
95
2
3

c
3
2
95
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(a) normal tempo.

(b) normal tempo.

(c) normal tempo.

(a) fast tempo

(b) fast tempo

(c) fast tempo.
Figure 1. Distinctive phrasing productions at normal and fast tempo by a female speaker.
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Figure 2. Tonal (left) and temporal (right) results of (a) phrasing productions as a function of (b)
each distinctive phrasing, (c ) normal and fast speech tempo and (d) female and male speaker’s
gender. Sentence boundaries are indicated by %, and lexical boundaries by #.
In Table 2, the three distinctive phrasing
productions (a, b, c) were identified by 95%
across both normal and fast speech tempo.

In Figure 1, the test sentence was produced
with two prosodic phrases in all three distinctive phrasing productions (a, b, c).
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Discussion and conclusions

The final tonal boundary of the preceding
prosodic phrase is a major tonal rise, which is
the most prominent one across the prosodic
phrase. There are tonal variations aligned with
lexical stress distinctions except for the final
one of the corresponding prosodic phrase.
In Figure 2(a) (left), the analysis of the total
speech material shows a tonal rise production
on the final edge of each lexical boundary,
which is the effect of the three distinctive
phrasing productions. The left edge of the lexical boundaries shows a lowered tonal pattern,
which is the effect of a phrasing tonal resetting.
In Figure 2.1 (right), however, pause productions do not show any variation with reference
to the syntactic constituency boundaries.
In Figure 2(b, left), the distinctive phrasing
productions have a significant effect (at least
0.05 level) across all tonal measurement points
except for the initial and final sentence boundary ones . In Figure 2(b, right), the main effect
of the phrasing productions is mostly confined
to the respective phrasing boundaries except
for one prosodic production (c), which may
have a double pause distribution effect.
In Figure 2 (c, left) the main tonal effect of
speaker’s speech tempo is a minor one, confined to the left edge of the lexical boundaries
associated with the prosodic phrasing productions, and this effect is significant (at 0.05
level). The main temporal effect of speech
tempo, on the other hand, is highly significant
(at 0.0001 level) as normal speech tempo has
over double pause durations than fast speech
tempo (Figure 2c, right).
In Figure 2 (d, left), the main effect of
speaker’s gender is highly significant (at
0.0001 level), as the tonal production of female
speakers is on the average about 60% higher
that of male ones. In Figure 2 (d, right), the
main effect of speaker’s gender is highly significant, as male pauses at prosodic phrasing
boundaries are on the average about 20%
longer than male ones. The total sentence durations, however, do not have any significant differences as shown in Table 3.

The results of the present study indicate that,
on the one hand, prosodic phrasing is a distinctive linguistic category with identification rate
at 95% and, on the other hand, all investigated
factors of prosodic phrasing, speech tempo and
speaker’s gender have a significant effect on
both tonal and temporal productions of the analysed speech material.
Prosodic phrasing has both a tonal production effect and a pause production effect correlated with prosodic boundaries. Pause production is most evident at normal tempo. The effect of prosodic phrasing has both local and
global effects and may cause deaccentuation of
lexical stress productions.
Speech tempo has a major pause production
effect and a minor tonal production effect. At
normal speech tempo, prosodic phrasing may
have an optional pause production effect. Fast
speech tempo, on the other hand, may be correlated with higher tonal production and this has
been observed in earlier research on Greek
(Fourakis, Botinis and Katsaiti 1999).
Speaker’s gender has a major effect on tonal production, which is about 60% higher for
female speakers than male one. The effect of
speaker’s gender on temporal production has
hardly drawn particular attention in international research. In this study, male speakers
produce longer pauses than female speakers
whereas the results of recent research indicate
that female speakers may produce segmental
vowels significantly longer than male ones.
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Table 3. Test sentence durations as a function
of speech tempo and speaker’s gender.
Tempo
Normal
Fast

Female
2987
2154
p<0.0001

SD
351
165

Male
2964
2141
p<0.0001

SD
279
190

NS
NS
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Development of complex syllable onsets: evidence from
durational measurements
Fredrik Karlsson
Department of Philosophy and Linguistics, Umeå University
posing an underlying representation that are
identical to the adult output form and the one
proposed by Spencer (1988) allowing for a
influencing perceptual filters, generate different
hypothesis concerning the acoustic properties
of original and processed word pairs.
According to the first group of models, the
differences between the output form of the
child and adult representation is necessarily
caused by a not-yet fully-developed production
system. In this scenario, two different internal
representations might be expected to give rise
to acoustic differences in the output pairs.
Furthermore, an acoustic feature is expected to
be present in the appropriate contexts once the
artikulatory proficiency has been developed.
In contrast, according to the Spencer model,
homonyms might also be caused by perceptual
processes in the child, causing identical internal
representations of the two target words. In this
case, there is no a priori reason for there to be
significant differences between the output
forms of the two words since they would have
equal opportunity of being affected by production processes. These groups of models allow
for acoustic features to emerge at different
stages in development according to the level of
specification of the child’s underlying form of
the target word.
Czigler et al. (2000) compared the syllable
onset durations in target words with initial
s+plosive clusters with words with a syllable
onset consisting of one consonant, in a casestudy of one female child, aged 1:11- 2:5. The
results showed a gradual progression through
time in duration of the the syllable onset of
target words with a voiceless plosive, but no
clear trend in the duration of the target word
with a complex onset. Czigler et al. (2000)
noted that the complex onsets were all reduced
to the voiceless, unaspirated plosive. They
furthermore noted that the increase in duration
of the target words with a single initial plosive
was caused by the the child starting to produce
the initial plosive with aspiration. Therefore,
the difference between productions in this case,

Abstract
This paper investigates the emergence of
complex syllable onsets through measurements
of their duration compared to the duration of
corresponding singleton syllable onsets. The
results show that there is a difference in the
progression in syllable onset duration that is
dependent on subject age and onset structure.

Introduction
It has been reported in the litterature that young
children produce different target words that are
perceived by adults as identical (e.g. Spencer
1988, McLeod et al. 1996, Czigler et al. 2000).
Yet it is unclear what mechanism lies behind
these productions.
The observation that child speech contains
more durational variation than adult speech
(Kent 1979) has resulted in many viewing this
solely as an effect of the maturing speech
production system rather than as an effect of a
coupling of internal and a maturing speech
production system.
Braine (1976) and Macken (1980), among
others, have questioned whether when investigating the early stages of child speech
development it can be assumed that children
have an adult-like representation of the
produced word. Spencer (1988) extended this
idea when he posited a model of the speech
development process that proposes a perceptual
filter which constructs an input representation
in the child. In production, this input representation is encoded through realization processes
as a 'output underlying represent-ation'. Due to
the structure of the model, it allows for the
possibility of differences between the child's
internal representation and the 'output underlying representation'. These differences may be
due to interfering processes in the perceptual
filter and, at the production end, in the encoding phase.
The two types of models of speech
production described above, the models pro-
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with the target word, b) the production did not
co-occur with an external sound, and c) the
production was made in a normal speaking
style: prolonged, shortened, shouted and
whispered productions were removed from the
dataset.

might largely be explained by the emergence of
contrast in aspiration.
One difficulty of investigating /p/–/sP/ contrasts is that the full production sequence of the
plosive is difficult to study acoustically in
isolated productions due to the silent nature of
the occlusion phase. The initial plosive may be
less stable in duration in the child's production
than the acoustic measurements show.
The study presented here therefore investigated the contrast between the duration of
syllable onset in monosyllabic targets words
with a initial /sn/ or /sl/ onset and the
corresponding word with a single element onset
in a group of female speakers.

Data analysis
The children's productions of individual words
were extracted from the audio recording of the
session. All recordings where the speech of the
parent coincided with that of the child were
removed. The remaining recordings were
phonetically segmented and transcribed using
WaveSurfer (Sjölander & Beskow 2000). The
data were subsequently syllabified and extracted using the EMU speech database system
(Cassidy & Harrington 1996). The statistical
analysis were made using the R statistical
package and the EMU-R interface.

Method
Audio recordings of children were elicited
using a set of target words in a mixed longitudinal and cross-sectional design form.

Statistical analysis
Syllable onset was modeled using a mixedeffects linear model with 'onset structure' and
'Subject age' as independent variables. The
factor 'Subject' was treated as a random effect.
The model was fitted using the 'nlme' statistical
package for R which does not depend on the
dataset being balanced. (Pinhero and Bates
2002, p 25)

Speech samples
The target word set consisted of five Swedish
words; 'sår' [so:r], 'lår' [lo:r], 'slår' [slo:r],
'når'[no:r] and 'snår' [no:r].
Procedure
Eightfemale, monolingual Swedish children
(77-149 weeks) were recorded at monthly
intervals. The recordings were made to DAT
tapes in a sound treated recording studio. In
each session, the target words were elicited by
the child's parent using hand drawn, black and
white picture prompts. The children's parents
were instructed to aim for an as spontaneous a
production as possible, using primarily
questions about the depicted object.
As a secondary method, the parents were
instructed to ask questions containing the word
in non-final position (delayed repetition), such
as “Is it a <target> or a car?”.
In the cases where the child failed to make a
production using the delayed repetition method,
the parents were instructed to try to elicit an
direct imitation using questions containing the
target word, e.g. “This is a [sno:r]. Can you say
[snor:]?”.

Results
Table 1 presents the frequency of occurrence in
the collected dataset for each combination of
subject and onset type. The total number of
productions investigated was 667.
Table 1. Frequency of occurrence in the
productions by each speaker (F1-F9) of the two
syllable onset structures present in the investigated
target words.

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F7
F8
F9

Data inclusion criteria
A produced utterance was included into the
analyzed dataset when a) the interaction
between the child and the parent was consistent
101

Simple Onset
69
53
60
75
133
13
67
46

Complex Onset
30
17
15
26
28
7
18
10
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Inspection of the frequencies presented in table
1 shows that the groups created by the levels of
the factor 'Onset structure' is not balanced.
A design plot of the dataset is presented in
figure 1. The plot shows the mean syllable
onset duration, grouped by the two onset
complexity conditions, the investigated target
word and subject. Figure 1 indicates that there
is a tendency for the target words with a
complex onset ([slo:r] and [sno:r]) to be
produced with a higher mean onset duration
than the targets with a simple onset ([no:r],
[so:] and [lo:r]). Furthermore, the right bar of
figure 1 indicates that there is a substantial
variability in mean onset duration across
subjects. Therefore, a single mean across subjects may not be assumed in the statistical
modeling.
Table 2 presents an ANOVA table of a test
of a mixed-effects model of produced syllable
onset duration as described by subject age, with
the category of the target word syllable onset
structure as a fixed effect and subject as a
random effect. The results from the ANOVA
test showed a significant positive main effect of
subject age and syllable onset structure
category at the 0.01 level. No significant effect
was found for the interaction of the two
variables.

F7

160

slor

Den
DF

F-value

Age

1

522

131.44 <.0001

Ostruct.

2

522

5.71 0.0035

Age:Ostr.

1

522

0.63

140

snor
nor
so
sor

F9

120

lor

F3

80

100

Mean syllable onset duration (ms)

Simple

F2
Onset Structure

Subject

Grouping factor

Figure 1. A design plot of the dataset. Mean syllable
onsets durations are shown divided into groups by
the factor target onset structure types (left bar), the
investigated target words (middle bar) and subject
(right bar).

Table 2: ANOVA table showing the results of a test
of a model of 'Onset duration' by subject age, with
target word syllable onset structure category as a
fixed effect and subject as a random effect.
Num
DF

Complex

F4
F1
F5
F8

p

0.43
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Discussion and conclusion
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A comparison between four common ways of recording
and storing speech: Implications for forensic phonetics
Peder Livijn
Department of Linguistics, Stockholm University

Abstract

with higher cut off frequencies and/or heavily
distorted signals.
Different frequency ranges introduce still
another source of artefacts. For instance, a conventional cassette tape has a frequency range
between approximately 100 and, ideally, 8000
Hz. This means that all energy below and
above those frequencies is lost. The present experiment aimed at establishing the acoustic effects imposed on a speech sample by different
recording and storage media. This was done by
simultaneous recordings of a phonetically rich
speech material. The media were selected on
the basis of their use in forensic-phonetic situations. A more general goal was to explore the
utility of experimental phonetics to problems of
this nature by reproducing the kinds of speech
samples that a forensic phonetician might be
asked to judge.

Forensic phoneticians often have to deal with
suboptimal recordings. A lot of work has been
done to find the identifying characteristics of
speakers’ voices. For this purpose, it is important to know the limits of the methods used.
Media such as mobile phones or conventional
tape recorders are often involved in forensic
cases. This experiment aims at demonstrating
the acoustic effects of channelling speech samples via such media. The results show that media such as micro cassettes and mobile phones
are suboptimal from a forensic phonetic point
of view.

Introduction
It is well known that the transfer functions of
telephone lines or the different frequency
ranges of storage media alter the acoustical
properties of speech. For instance, Tosi (1979)
and Künzel (2001) report that band-pass filtering of speech recorded over telephone lines results in a raised F1 centre frequency. This is because the approximately 300 Hz filter cut-off
results in an upward shift of the lowest energy
peak. Künzel also claims that the higher cut-off
of the telephones band-pass filter (3000 Hz)
introduces a pseudo-formant at around 3 kHz.
However, this has been considered as a technical error by Nolan (2002). Nevertheless, the
question deserves further attention.
Another reason for looking into this kind of
problem is the current debate around so-called
‘voiceprints’ (see Kersta, 1962). A voiceprint
can be considered as an acoustic equivalent of a
fingerprint, and many people claim to be able
to identify speakers from spectrograms. This is,
however, a controversial standpoint and, thus, it
is of some interest to try to estimate the amount
of influence on formant frequencies of recording situation, storage medium and related
factors.
F0 is lost in transmissions over such devices
but, using modern speech analysis techniques;
it can be recreated to a 1-2 Hz accuracy based
on the distance between harmonics (A. Eriksson, p.c.). However, this is more problematic

Method
A version of ‘The North Wind and the Sun’,
slightly modified to contain all 18 Swedish
vowels, was recorded using one AKG SE-300B
condenser microphone, one AKG D3700S dynamic microphone, a Panasonic RN-122 micro
cassette recorder, and a SonyEricsson T610
mobile phone; see figure 1 for an overview of
the experimental set-up.
The recording was made in an anechoic
room. Before the reading of the actual test material, some additional speech was recorded for
calibration purposes. Both microphones were
located at 40 centimetres from the subject’s
head, and the mobile phone and micro cassette
recorder were held as they would be in normal
use, i.e., close to the mouth but at slightly unnatural angles because of the interference between the mobile phone and the other equipment (see below). The AKG SE-300B microphone was connected to a PC and sampled at
44,1 kHz (16 bit). The AKG D3700S microphone was connected to a conventional cassette
deck (Sony TC-D5M) to resemble a police interrogation. This recording was sampled onto a
PC using the settings specified above.
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Results
Informal listening to the recordings indicates
that the media introduced different timbres.
This is because of the different transfer functions and/or frequency resolutions of the media.
This is shown in table 1.
Table 1. Ideal frequency resolution for the four recording methods (REF = Reference, CAS = Cassette, MCA = Micro cassette and MOB = Mobile
phone). All values in kHz.
REF
0 - 22,1

CAS
0,1 - 8

MCA
0,25 - 4

MOB
0,3 - 3

Apart from sounding slightly distorted, the recordings also contained various amounts of
broad band noise from different sources. In the
MCA case, for example, the noise comes both
from the electrical motor that drives the recording device and from the low quality, builtin microphone. For the CAS recording, too, the
noise comes from the mechanics of the tape recorder, and in the case of the MOB recording,
noise is introduced both by the digital GSM
network and by the analogue telephone line.
Spectral skewness was used as a measure of
amount of noise, as noted above. As can be
seen in table 2, the REF signal has a skewness
value of 7,8 and the MCA, the noisiest medium, has a skewness value of 3,9. The numbers in table 2 should be interpreted such that
the higher the number, the less broad band
noise present.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the recording
set-up used in this experiment.

The micro cassette recorder signal was also
sampled onto a PC as described above. The micro cassette recorder resembled the kind of micro-cassettes normally used in conventional answering machines.
The mobile phone signal was recorded via a
normal analogue telephone at the other end of
the telephone line. The telephone had been customised to have the sound from the loud
speaker recorded directly to DAT (Sony TCD
D8) at 48 kHz, 16 bit, and was sampled to the
PC as described above.
Care was taken to ensure that the mobile
phone did not interfere with the other recording
equipment. This was done by trial and error
such that the mobile phone was gradually
turned in different directions with an operator
monitoring the amount of distortion.

Table 2. Spectral skewness as a measure of amount
of broad band noise in the different recordings.
White noise would have a skewness value of 0; the
higher the value, the less noise is present in the recording.

Analysis
Recordings that did not contain any GSMrelated distortion in any of the four channels
were first internally normalised (average
RMS), long term average spectra were created
and spectral centre of gravity and skewness
were computed. Spectral skewness was calculated as a measure of the amount of broad band
noise in the signal.
F0-F3 were measured at three locations
(start, middle and end) for all 18 vowels. Means
and standard deviations were calculated for
each vowel. All analyses were made using the
Praat program package.

REF
7,8

CAS
4,3

MCA
3,9

MOB
5,3

Although the MOB recording had the narrowest
frequency range, it contained less noise than
the others recordings (with the exception of the
REF recording). This might be a result of the
digital signal transmission of the mobile phone
which, as opposed to the other analogue systems, introduces digital quantisation noise but
no broad band noise.
Formant frequencies were measured at three different locations for each vowel. This resulted in 12
measurements per item (F0-F3 x 3 measurement
points). In table 3, the centre frequencies of F1-F3 at
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cording. No significant differences were found
in the F0 analyses. These data are based on all
18 vowels in the experiment.

the middle measurement point pertaining to /a/, /i/
and /u/ exemplify the results of the formant measurements. It can be seen that the MCA recording

has the largest deviation in almost every category. Note, however, the considerable difference in F2 and F3 for /a/. This is likely to be an
artefact which is, however, interesting in itself
in view of the purpose of the experiment; in
this case, the distortion was apparently too bad
for the formant tracking algorithm to deal with.

Table 4. P-Values (one-tailed t-test) pertaining to
differences between F1-F3 in the REF recording vs.
the other recordings. Plus or minus signs indicate
whether average frequency values are higher or
lower than those for the REF recording.

Table 3. Formant frequencies (F1-F3) for the three
Swedish vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ as measured in the
middle of each vowel in the four different recordings. The highest value (i.e. largest deviation
from REF) is highlighted for each vowel. All values
in Hz.
Stimuli

REF

CAS

MCA

MOB

/a/ F1

556

598

654

633

/a/ F2

809

787

1869

876

/a/ F3

2538

2535

3069

2535

/i/ F1

440

416

540

480

/i/ F2

1579

1689

1638

1580

/i/ F3

2428

2462

2609

2428

/u/ F1

455

451

501

475

/u/ F2

1451

1493

1451

1544

/u/ F3

2443

2470

2556

2612

Formant

CAS

MCA

MOB

F1

0,28 –

0,00 +

0,01 +

F2

0,33 +

0,00 +

0,25 +

F3

0,47 –

0,00 +

0,27 –

As can be seen in table 4, the CAS recording
displays lower F1 and F3 frequencies than the
REF recording; these differences are, however,
not significant. The same goes for F3 in the
MOB recording. As expected from previous
reports, most frequencies are shifted upwards
when recorded using the kind of media used
here; in the MCA case, they are sometimes
shifted upwards quite drastically as seen in table 3.

Discussion and Conclusions
Although it can be easily heard that telephone
lines or different kinds of magnetic tape cassettes can introduce radical distortions in
speech samples, the end result is still intelligible. This reflects the great amount of redundancy supporting linguistic comprehension of
distorted speech signals. From a technical point
of view, however, the distortions are easy to
identify.
The results of this experiment support Künzel (2001); in addition, however, and in contradiction to Künzels results, they suggest that F2
and F3 are also affected.
On the basis of his results, Künzel (2001)
suggested that formant analysis should not be
used in forensic speaker identification. Although Nolan (2002) takes the opposite stance,
the present data suggest that it might be advisable to follow Künzel’s recommendation in this
respect. An example from the MCA recording
can be used to clarify this point. The largest
differences observed in this experiment were
those between the first three formants of the
MCA and the REF recordings. For instance, the
most extreme F1 difference was 144 Hz, i.e.,
more than 13 percent. Corresponding F2 and F3
percentages were 12,4 and 10,6, respectively.
These differences cover the range of individual
variation in a large proportion of male speak-

It is interesting to note that most of the formant
frequencies for the MCA and MOB recordings
are consistently higher than those pertaining to
the REF recording.
An overall comparison between the four
categories shows that the largest deviation from
the REF recording, in terms of average formant
frequencies, is found in the MCA recording,
followed by the MOB recording and the CAS
recordings in that order. Thus, the CAS recording is closest to the reference.
As noted above, modern F0 analyses are
able to recreate lost fundamental frequencies.
This was corroborated by the present analysis;
although F0 deviated from the REF recording
with up to 26 Hz (average F0 REF vs. MCA),
no significant differences could be found. In a
couple of cases, however, the distortion became
to difficult even for the F0 algorithm used by
Praat such that all F0 information was missing
in 5 stimuli (4 of which were from the MCA
and one from the MOB recordings, respectively).
In table 4, a series of one-tailed t-tests
shows the significance of the differences between the formant frequencies obtained from
the sub-optimal recordings and the REF re106
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ers. Thus, speaker identification solely based
on formant frequencies obtained from such recordings (as advocated by, e.g., Kersta, 1962)
is bound to be unreliable.
Künzel (2001) also reported a pseudoformant at around 3 kHz. However, this finding
was not replicated in this experiment. Thus, as
suggested in Nolan’s (2002) response to Künzel, it may be a technical artefact.
As expected, the micro cassette recorder not
only introduced the most amount of broad band
noise but also the largest formant frequency
shifts. A conventional cassette tape recorder
introduces slightly less noise than the micro
cassette, but, on the other hand, its formant values are closest to the original. Due to its partly
digital transmission, the mobile phone introduces the least noise but shifts formant frequencies more than does the cassette. In other
words, it is not advisable to record speech intended for formant frequency analysis onto a
micro cassette recorder; such analyses cannot
be reliably used in speaker identification.
Properly used, the cassette tape recorder
appears to preserve formant frequencies relatively intact (note, however, that the present
recordings were made under ideal acoustic circumstances, which, most often, is not case with
recordings that a forensic phonetician might be
asked to analyse).
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Spanish and Swedish interpretations of Spanish and
Swedish emotions – the influence of facial expressions
Åsa Abelin
Department of Linguistics, University of Göteborg, Sweden

Abstract
This study presents an experiment in crosslinguistic multimodal interpretation of emotional
expressions. Earlier studies on multimodal
communication have shown an interaction between the visual and auditive modalities. Other,
cross-cultural, studies indicate that facial expression of emotions is more universal than
prosody is. Cross-linguistic interpretation of
emotions could then be more successful multimodally than only vocally. The specific questions asked in the present study are to what degree Spanish and Swedish listeners can interpret Spanish emotional prosody, and whether
simultaneously presented faces, expressing the
same emotions, improve the interpretation.
Audio recordings of Spanish emotional expressions were presented to Spanish and Swedish
listeners, in two experimental settings. In the
first setting the listeners only attended to prosody, in the second one they also saw a face, expressing different emotions. The results indicate
that intra-linguistic as well as cross-linguistic
interpretation of emotional prosody is improved
by visual stimuli. Cross-linguistic interpretation
of prosody is more poorly accomplished than
inter-linguistic, but seems to be greatly augmented by multimodal stimuli.

Introduction
The aim of this study is to investigate how
speakers of Spanish and Swedish interpret vocally and multimodally expressed emotions of
Spanish. More specifically the following questions are asked:
Can Swedish as well as Spanish speakers accurately interpret Spanish emotional prosody?
Is there an influence between the auditive and
visual channel in cross-linguistic interpretation
of emotional expressions?
Several studies have been made on the expression and interpretation of emotional prosody:
for a review of different studies on emotional
prosody, see e.g. Scherer (2003) where different
research paradigms, methods and results are
discussed.
108

The present investigation concerns the interaction between non-verbal and vocal expression of
emotions. One question is if emotional expressions – non-verbal or prosodic, are universal.
Many researchers, beginning with Darwin,
(1872/1965) have shown that some facial expressions are probably universal. In many cross
linguistic studies of emotional prosody it has
been shown that emotional expressions are
quite well interpreted, especially for certain
emotions, for example anger, while other emotion words, for example joy, are less well interpreted (cf. Abelin and Allwood, 2000). One
possible explanation for this is that the expressions of some emotions vary more than that of
other emotions; another possibility is that some
emotions are expressed more in the gestural dimension. There could be evolutionary reasons
for this (Darwin, 1872/1965). These studies
also show that speakers are generally better at
interpreting the prosody of speakers of their
native language.
In the field of multimodal communication, there
have been some studies of emotions, see e.g.
overview in Scherer (2003:236), showing that
judges are almost as accurate in inferring different emotions from vocal as from facial expression. Massaro (2000), working under the assumption that multiple sources of information
are used to perceive a persons emotion, as well
as in speech perception, made experiments with
an animated talking head expressing four emotions in auditory, visual, bimodal consistent and
bimodal inconsistent conditions. Overall performance was more accurate with two sources
of consistent information than with either
source of information alone. In another study
de Gelder and Vroomen (2000), asked participants to identify an emotion, given a photograph and/or an auditory spoken sentence.
They found that identification judgments were
influenced by both sources of information, even
when they were instructed to base their judgment on just one of the sources.
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Matsumoto et al (2002) review many studies
on the cultural influence on the perception of
emotion, and mean that there is universality as
well as culture-specificity in the perception of
emotion. What has been particularly studied is
facial perception, where almost all studies show
good interpretations of the six basic emotions.
Universality in combination with display rules,
i.e. culture specific rules for how much certain
feelings are shown when there are other people
present, is generally accepted in psychology.
Normal human communication is multimodal
and there has been a vast amount of studies in
multimodal communication that shows interaction between the senses in perception (e.g.
Massaro, 2000). This research has shown that
speech perception is greatly influenced by visual perception. There is reason to believe that
emotional expressions are also interpreted in a
holistic way.
Assuming that there is interaction between the
senses, and that facial expression of emotion is
more universal than prosody is, then crosslinguistic interpretation of emotions should be
more successful multimodally than only vocally.
The hypotheses are:
Swedish listeners can interpret Spanish emotional prosody to the same extent as Spanish
listeners can interpret Swedish emotional prosody, (which is to a lesser extent than native
speakers)1.
The cross-linguistic interpretation of emotional expressions is improved by multimodal
stimuli.

Method
In the present article a method of elicitation is
used where speakers are enacting emotional
speech from the stimuli of drawings of facial
expressions, originally used in therapy. The
emotional expressions were elicited and recorded. Thereafter the speech material was presented to listeners for interpretation of the emotions expressed. The interpretations can be described as belonging to the attributional stage in
Scherer’s (2003) Brunswikian lens model of vocal communication of emotion. The listeners
first listened to voices alone. Then they listened
to voices in combination with looking at a facial
expression, but were told to judge the voice.
The results were compared to other studies.
1

Elicitation of speech material
Recordings were made of a male speaker of
Spanish expressing eight different emotions.
The method of elicitation was the following: the
speaker was presented with the stimuli of
schematic drawings of faces expressing eight
different emotions.
The speaker was instructed to try to experience
emotionally what the face was expressing and
then express this emotion with the voice, while
uttering the name ”Amanda”. The expression
was recorded into the software PRAAT. After
each recording of an emotion the speaker named
the emotion he had just expressed, and this label
was used as the correct answer in the following
listening experiments. In this way the facial
stimuli can be used for speakers of several languages, and cannot be said to be culture specific.
In evoking vocal expression directly from facial
stimuli, the possibility to get a greater control
over the prosodic emotional expressions of
speakers of different languages was assumed;
this could be less probable if the speakers
where to express emotions with the stimuli of
emotion words. The emotions expressed by the
Spanish speaker were, according to himself, the
following: 1. sad and tired, 2. angry, 3. sad 4.
sceptical, 5. delighted, 6. afraid, 7. depressed, 8.
very happy (cf. Figure 1).
Elicitation of listener’s responses
The listener group consisted of 15 Swedish native speakers. They were first presented with
the speech material over a computer’s loud
speakers, and named the different emotions
they heard, one by one. They speech material
was presented once. Later on the listeners were
presented with the speech material at the same
time as they saw the faces presented on a computer screen, and they named the different emotions as they heard/saw each expression2. The
faces were presented with the emotional expression that was produced for this particular
face. They were told that the emotions expressed were partly different from in the first
experiment.
Comparison with earlier experiments
The results of the experiment were compared
with results from a prosodic study (Abelin &
2Utilizing the Psyscope software.

Cf. Abelin & Allwood, 2000.
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Allwood, 2000) of a Swedish speaker who was
interpreted by Spanish and Swedish speakers. In
that experiment we did not use multimodal stimuli. Table 1 shows the number of subjects in the
different experimental conditions, which will be
compared.

Inter and intracultural interpretations of prosody
100
90
80
70
60

Table 1: Number of speakers and listeners in the
different experiments

angry
sad
happy
afraid

50
40
30

Swedish
listeners
Spanish
listeners

Swedish
voice
32

Spanish
voice
15

Spanish
voice + face
15

25

10

10

20
10
0
Spanish interpretation of
Swedish voice

Spanish interpretation of
Spanish voice

Swedish interpretation of
Swedish voice

Figure 2: The diagram compares cross-linguistic
and inter-linguistic interpretations of four emotions expressed by Spanish and Swedish speakers.

Results
The Swedish interpretations of the Spanish
speakers prosodic expressions of the emotions
are shown below in Figure 1. There are clear differences in how well the Swedish listeners interpreted the different emotions of the Spanish
speaker. The two expressions of sadness were
interpreted much more accurately than the other
emotions – but only to 53% accuracy. The other
emotions were interpreted quite poorly.
Swedish interpretations of Spanish voice
60

50

40
sad and tired

% correct

Swedish interpretation of
Spanish voice

angry
sad

30

sceptical
happy
afraid

depressed
very happy

20

10

0
interpretation voice

Figure 1: Swedish interpretations of Spanish
prosody produced from facial stimuli. To the
right are the classifications of the faces made by
the speaker.

Figure 2 compares cross-linguistic interpretations of four basic emotions. It shows that:
Cross-linguistically sadness is interpreted best,
for both languages,
Anger is well interpreted by Spanish speakers
listening to Swedish, but poorly interpreted by
Swedish speakers listening to Spanish
Happiness and fear was interpreted quite
poorly cross-linguistically by both groups
The Spanish group was generally better at interpreting the Swedish speaker than vice versa.
The most successful results are the Swedes
interpreting the Swedes and the least successful
are the Swedes interpreting the Spanish speakers.
The Spanish speakers were in fact better at interpreting Swedish anger and sadness than
Spanish anger and sadness. One possible explanation to this is that the Swedish speech stimuli was longer.
Spanish and Swedish interpretations of Spanish voice and voice + face
120

100

The results for the interpretations of only prosody, in Figure 1, are now compared with the results of Abelin & Allwood (2000), where Swedish and Spanish speakers interpreted Swedish
emotional prosody. The comparison is made for
four of the emotions: angry, sad, happy, afraid, in
Figure 2.

80

sp interpr. voice
sp interpr. voice+face
sw interpr. voice
sw. interpr. voice +face

60

40

20

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 3: Percent correct interpretations of Spanish voice and voice+face of the eight different
emotions. Spanish and Swedish listeners.

The following six conclusions can then be
added.
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Prosody alone is more difficult to interpret
than multimodal stimuli. Prosody with simultaneous facial expression produces a much better
interpretation for all but one emotion (very
happy).
Some emotions were easier to interpret than
others.
There were some emotions that were more difficult to interpret in all modalities, while others
were easier in all modalities, cf. sad, happy,
afraid, depressed.
The emotion that is recognized relatively well
in vocal expression is sadness.
Interpretation of emotional expressions is always more successful when the stimuli are multimodal, also for the Spanish listeners
The Swedish listeners, who were poor at interpreting the Spanish voice, seem to be greatly
aided by the face; the difference between the oral
and multimodal interpretations were larger for
the Swedish than for the Spanish listeners
For multimodal stimuli none of the language
groups was generally better at interpreting the
stimuli

and auditory signals are present, than when only
the auditory signal is present.
Some emotions are more easily interpreted, both
intra- and cross-linguistically, prosodically and
multimodally, e.g. sadness.
Swedish listeners could not, in the comparison
of the two studies, interpret Spanish emotional
prosody to the same extent as Spanish listeners
can interpret Swedish emotional prosody. There
were also differences between the emotions.
There is a possiblitity that the facial expression
of emotion is more universal than prosodic expression. The prosodic production of emotional
expressions per se could be universal, at least for
certain emotions, but the emotional prosody is
never heard in isolation, but always in combination with the speech prosody of each particular
language. Another possibility, which will also be
studied further, is if certain emotions are more
dependent on prosodic information and other
emotions more dependent on facial expression.
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Abstract

Experimental methodology

In this study we investigate produced and perceived pauses in relation to thematic units of
Greek radio news, defined by both listeners
and readers. The results indicate: (1) perceived
pauses are more than both produced pauses
and thematic units; (2) the number of thematic
units by listeners and readers does not differ
substantially; (3) an agreement of ≥ 80%
among listeners and readers results in a substantial drop of thematic units; (a) neither
short and long pause nor hypertheme and hypotheme categories are adequately perceived.

The speech material under experimentation
consists of twenty (20) one-minute radio news
in Greek, half of which were produced by female and half by male speakers. The speakers
are media professionals with standard Greek
pronunciation and the speech material was directly recorded and stored on a PC computer
disc for further processing with reference to
three experiments carried out in this study.
In the first experiment, all produced pauses,
both silent and breath ones, were measured in
milliseconds with the Waveserfer software
package. In the second experiment, one group
of ten Greek students of the Linguistics Department at the University of Athens listened to
the speech material as much as they liked and
classified the perceived pauses as either short
or long ones, on their own individual subjective
basis. In the third experiment, another group of
ten Greek students of the Linguistic Department at the University of Athens segmented the
speech material into hyperthemes (i.e. topics)
and hypothemes (i.e. subtopics).
The third experiment involved two tasks, a
listening and a reading one. In the listening
task, the speech material was written in continuous text in standard Greek orthography
with all punctuation marks but paragraph ones.
Two experimental groups of ten postgraduate
Greek students at Athens University Linguistics Department each, who had at their disposition either both text and speech or only speech,
were asked to segment the speech material in
hyperthemes and hypothemes, in accordance
with both text and speech or only text linguistic
information.

Introduction
This study is within the framework of a multifactor research paradigm in text and dialogue
linguistics. We examine lexical syntactic, semantic and prosodic factors in an integrated
experimental framework of experimental phonetics, theoretical linguistics and computational
linguistics. Examples of our research is reported in Botinis, Gawronska, Katsika and
Panagopoulou (2003), Botinis, Gawronska,
Bannert and Sandblom (2003), Botinis, Bakakou-Orphanou, Tsimokas and Patsalou (2004).
In this paper, we will report three experiments with reference to short radio news in
Greek. First, an acoustic analysis of produced
pauses. Second, an auditory analysis of perceived pauses. Third, both a listening and reading analysis of thematic segmentation. In accordance with the experiments three main
questions are addressed: (1) what is the relation
between produced pauses and perceived
pauses? (2) what is the relation between the
durations of produced pauses and the perceived
length of the respective pauses? (3) what is the
relation between produced/perceived pauses
and thematic units segmentation?
Our research intends to the accumulation of
basic linguistic knowledge in text and dialogue
areas, which is expected to lead to the development of powerful models with potential applications in language technology areas such as
text and speech parsing, information extraction,
speech synthesis and automatic translation.

Results
The results of the experiments are presented in
Figures 1-3. It should be noted that the total
number of pauses and themes is based on at
least one listener’s single perceptual response.
Agreements among listeners from 10% to
100% (indicated 1-10) is also calculated and
presented in Figures.
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Figure 1. Frequencies of the production and perception experiments: (a) produced and perceived
pauses, (b) perceived short and long pauses, (c) thematic segmentation by listeners and readers, (d)
hyperthematic (hyper) and hypothematic (hypo) segmentation by listeners and readers. Total frequencies well as related and unrelated to produced pauses frequency are indicated.
Figure 1a shows the total number of produced and perceived pauses as well as the related and unrelated to each other pauses is presented. The produced pauses are more than the
perceived pauses. In total, the produced pauses
are 444 and the perceived pauses are 587. Furthermore, all 444 produced pauses are perceived (by at least one listener) and thus 444
perceived pauses are related to produced
pauses whereas the remaining 143 perceived
pauses are auditory pauses with no relation to
produced physical pauses.
Figure 1b shows the total number of perceived short and long pauses as well as related
and unrelated perceived pauses to produced
ones. The perceived short pauses in total are
more than the long ones. The long pauses, on
the other hand, are more related to produced
pauses than the short pauses. Furthermore, the
perceived short pauses, which are not related to
produced pauses, are considerably more than
the perceived long pauses.

Figure 1c shows the total number of perceived themes by listeners and readers. The
total number of perceived thematic units by
listeners and readers is approximately the same.
Most thematic units, on the other hand, by both
listeners and readers, are related to produced
pauses. The unrelated to produced pauses
themes by readers are however more than that
by listeners.
Figure 1d shows the total number of perceived hypethemes and hypothemes by listeners and readers. The total number of hyperthemes by listeners and readers is approximately the same. More hyperthemes are however related to produced pauses than hypothemes. Hypothemes by listeners, on the
other hand, are more than hypothemes by readers. More hypothemes than hyperthemes by
listeners are unrelated to produced pauses. Hypothemes by listeners are also more in comparison to both hyperthemes and hypothemes
by readers.
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Figure 2. Pauses and themes frequency agreements (1-10): (a) total (pause) as well as short and long
perception of produced pauses, (b) total (pause) as well as short and long pauses perceived, (c) total
(themes) as well as hyperthemes (hyper) and hypothemes (hypo) by listeners, (d) total (themes) as
well as hyperthemes (hyper) and hypothemes (hypo) by readers.
Figure 2a shows perception agreement of
produced pauses among ten (1-10) listeners.
Perceived short and long pauses as well as perceived pauses in total (irrespective short or
long) are shown. The general pattern of perceived pauses in total is a right-headed one,
according to which this agreement is overwhelmingly above any other perceptual agreement, represents almost half of the frequency
of pauses (200 out of 444). The agreement of
perceived pauses as either short or long ones is
however rather evenly distributed.
Figure 2a shows agreement of perceived
pauses among ten (1-10) listeners. Perceived
short and long pauses as well as perceived
pauses in total are shown. The general pattern
of this Figure is much the same as the previous
one with a right-headed pattern of agreement
among the ten listeners. Minimal agreement
among listeners (1) corresponds however to
more perceived pauses in comparison to the
previous figure, which is an indication that
there is more agreement of perceived pauses in
relation to produced ones.

Figure 2c shows agreement of perceived
themes among ten (10) listeners. Perceived hyperthemes and hypothemes as well as perceived themes in total are shown. With reference to the total perception of themes, the general pattern of this Figure is much the same as
the previous ones (2a, 2b), with a right-headed
pattern of agreement among the ten listeners.
The right-headed pattern of this Figure is also
evident with reference to hyperthemes but not
the hypothemes.
Figure 2d shows agreement of perceived
themes among ten (10) readers. Perceived hyperthemes and hypothemes as well as perceived themes in total are shown. With reference to the total perception of themes, the general pattern of this Figure is much the same as
the previous ones (2a, 2b, 2c), with a rightheaded pattern of agreement among the ten
readers. The right-headed pattern of this Figure, much like the previous Figure (2c) is also
evident with reference to hyperthemes but not
the hypothemes.
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Figure 3. Perception of pause and thematic categories by listeners: (a) total number (100%) and
80% agreement among listeners and (b) pause-to-theme relations based on 80% calculations.
Figure 3a shows the perceived pauses and
themes in total as well as at least 80% agreement among the ten listeners. The 80% agreement drops substantially with reference to all
pause and theme categories.
Figure 3b shows pause-to-theme and
theme-to-pause related and unrelated data. The
number of pause-to-theme unrelated data is
bigger than vice versa. Long pauses and hyperthemes, on the other hand, are more related
than short pauses and hypothemes.

broadcast news is one of the most optimal
types of material with reference to thematic
segmentation and we would expect much more
agreement of thematic identification, at least
among listeners in the first place.
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Discussion and conclusions
The main results of the present study indicate
the following: First, more pauses are perceived
than produced. Second, listeners and readers
segment continuous speech and continuous text
respectively in both hyperthematic and hypothematic units with considerable variability.
Third, higher hyperthematic units have more
segmentation constancy among both listeners
and readers than lower hypothematric units.
Although we do have provided experimental evidence for thematic segmentation of
speech and text, the large variability among
both listeners and readers remains an open
question. We assume that, in a speech communication process, a linguistic category, in principle, has both acoustic and perception correlates which are available to listener. Perception
studies on stress and focus in Greek, which are
related to lexical level and sentence level
speech production, respectively, may come up
to well over 90% identification (e.g. Botinis
989; Botinis, Fourakis and Gawronska 1999,
Botinis, Bannert and Tatham 2000). In less optimal contexts, such as postfocus ones, identification of stress distinctions may however drop
to about 70% (Botinis 1989). One-minute radio
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Abstract
This work presents an evaluation of the word
level precision of an automatic segmentation
algorithm, NALIGN. Measurements of the portion of temporal overlap between automatic and
manual word level segmentations show that a
precision of 90 to 95% can be achieved, partly
depending on the type of speech material. These
precision figures are furthermore only marginally lower than the gold standard obtained comparing independent manual segmentations.

Introduction
Automatic alignment of speech and written representations of the spoken material; or put differently automatic segmentation of speech; enables speech researchers to do extensive quantitative studies that would have been very time
consuming and expensive otherwise. However,
a prerequisite for using automatic segmentations
in quantitative research is that the quality of the
segmentation is known. The researcher needs to
know the agreement to be expected between
automatic and manual segmentations, if there
are systematic errors affecting the outcome of
the investigation, etc.
This work presents an evaluation of the
quality of the word-level segmentation of an
automatic segmentation algorithm, NALIGN.
The evaluation includes the precision of the
aligner, measured as the portion of temporal
overlap between automatic and manual segmentations, as well as qualitative analyses of systematic errors.

Method
Speech material
Speech material collected within the GROG
project (e.g. Carlson et al., 2002; Heldner &
Megyesi, 2003) representing two different
speaking styles, a read-aloud monologue and a
spontaneous dialogue1 was used in this evaluation. The read-aloud monologue data consists of
a rendering of a children’s book by a male professional reader at a publisher of talking books.
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The recording is 17 minutes long and contains
about 2700 words. The spontaneous dialogue
material is made up of a radio broadcast, where
a well-known female Swedish politician is interviewed by one male and one female interviewer. The interview lasts 25 minutes and contains approximately 4100 words.
Automatic segmentation
The automatic segmentation of the speech material was achieved by means of NALIGN, an
alignment algorithm developed at CTT by the
first author (e.g. Sjölander, 2003). NALIGN
uses a Hidden Markov Model based method to
generate word and phoneme level transcriptions
from a verbatim orthographic transcription and
a sound file. As speech contains various nonword phenomena with temporal extent, such as
pauses, breaths and sighs, the aligner also inserts symbols for silences between words
where needed. Other important features are that
NALIGN can handle long sound files (> 1 h);
and that processing time is proportional to the
length of the sound file.
Manual segmentation
To establish a reference for the automatic segmentation, as well as a gold standard for the
alignment precision (see below), the authors independently segmented the entire speech material. The manual segmentation was guided primarily by auditory perceptual criteria. Each
word (as segmented by NALIGN) was presented in isolation, and the word boundaries
were adjusted so that the audible traces of preceding or following words were minimized.
Alignment precision
The alignment precision was measured as the
portion of temporal overlap between the automatic segmentation and the manual segmentations. The precision was estimated on a frameby-frame basis (every 10th ms) including the silences inserted by the aligner, as well as on a
word-by-word basis excluding those silences.
The measurement of the portion of temporal
overlap is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the measurements of temporal overlap. The three label tiers beneath the waveform contain the manual segmentation (top); the output of the aligner (middle); and overlapping and
non-overlapping portions (bottom). Non-overlapping portions are marked in dark grey.

The frame-by-frame overlap was measured
as the duration of overlapping frames divided
by the duration of all frames, including overlaps
in silent portions (such as the overlap in <silence> in Figure 1).
The second measure, the word-by-word
overlap, was used for more detailed analyses of
words with different properties. The word-byword overlap was measured as the duration of
overlap in the words, divided by the duration of
all words in the manual segmentation. That is,
overlaps in silent portions (e.g. the overlap in
<silence> in Figure 1) were excluded from the
numerator as well as from the denominator.
A gold standard for the alignment precision
was established by measuring the frame-byframe overlap between the manual segmentations by the first and second authors.

Results
The results of the measurements of alignment
precision using the frame-by-frame measure are
shown in Table 1 together with the gold standard of overlap between manual segmentations.
These figures show that the overall precision of the automatic segmentation was fairly
high. The temporal overlap between automatic
and manual segmentation was 90 to 95% depending on the type of speech material and the
human transcriber. That is, the precision was
lower in the spontaneous dialogue than in the
read-aloud monologue. Moreover, the alignment
precision was only marginally lower than the
gold standard.
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Table 1. The alignment precision in the readaloud monologue and spontaneous dialogue
data measured using the frame-by-frame measure of overlap. The rows labeled NALIGN vs 1 st
and 2n d auth show the alignment precision relative to the manual segmentations by the first and
second authors. Gold standard is the overlap
between the manual segmentations.

Read-aloud Spontaneous
monologue dialogue
st
NALIGN vs 1 auth
95.9%
93.4%
NALIGN vs 2nd auth 95.4%
90.4%
Gold standard
96.6%
94.9%
Error analysis
Qualitative examination of the discrepancies between manual and automatic segmentations revealed that there were several recurring types of
errors related to the silences inserted by the
aligner. There were several cases where the
aligner underestimated the duration of words
preceding a silence, and consequently overestimated the duration of the following silence (as
in the word ‘försvann’ in Figure 1). There were
also a number of inaccuracies involving erroneous insertions of silences. These errors occurred
in the beginning or in the end of words, during
voiceless stops or during portions with creaky
voice. Thus, the aligner also underestimated the
duration of words with stops or creaky voice at
the word edges. There were also a few cases
where word labels were wrongly placed relative
to silences, typically a word placed before
where it ought to have been after the silence.
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Finally, the overall impression given by the
error analysis was that words adjacent to a silence represent the worst cases with respect to
alignment precision.
Words adjacent to silences
The silences inserted by the aligner thus account for several recurring error types. Furthermore, these silences are frequent. About
32% of the words in the read-aloud monologue
and 38% of the words in the spontaneous dialogue are either preceded, followed or both preceded and followed by silences. To assess the
influence of silences, the precision (here using
the word-by-word overlap between the aligner
and the manual segmentation by the second
author) was measured separately for words
preceded and followed by silences in the automatic segmentation, and for words neither preceded nor followed by silences. These results
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The precision (using the word-by-word
overlap) in words preceded or followed by silences, and in words neither preceded nor followed by silences, in the read-aloud monologue
and spontaneous dialogue data.

Read-aloud Spontaneous
monologue
dialogue
Silence before
91.4%
87.3%
Silence after
92.4%
85.3%
No adjacent silence
95.3%
92.1%
These analyses revealed that the precision was
about 3 to 5% lower in words adjacent to a silence compared to words neither preceded nor
followed by a silence. The most substantial effect
was found in the spontaneous dialogue. However, there were no clear-cut differences between
the words followed and those preceded by silences. Furthermore, the words adjacent to silences account for 51% of the total error in the
read-aloud monologue, and for 61% of the total
error in the spontaneous dialogue.

Discussion and conclusions
This study has shown that the overall word
level precision of the automatic aligner is fairly
high. In fact, the precision is only marginally
lower than the gold standard obtained by comparing the segmentations by two human segmenters using perceptual segmentation criteria.
Thus, the loss of precision is minor, while the
gain in time and effort is considerable. As can be
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expected, automatic segmentation is more difficult in spontaneous speech than in read-aloud
speech.
We have also isolated an important source
of the remaining error, namely the transitions to
and from silences. These transitions result in
several systematic errors and represent a substantial portion of the total error. Improving the
precision in words adjacent to silences would
therefore improve the overall precision considerably. A reason for these systematic errors is
probably that the Hidden Markov Models represent average spectra of phones, as well as of
silences. Thus, the aligner boundaries between
phones and silences will be at an intermediate
position on the slope between the two, often
leaving audible traces of the phone in the silence. Combining the HMM method with detection of periodicity or a threshold for sound
energy is probably a reasonable path to follow
to improve the situation.
Although this evaluation has only dealt with
the precision of the word level segmentation by
the aligner, we expect a similar precision for the
phoneme level segmentation. The evaluation is
based on around 6800 words, thus the starting
points of 6800 word initial segments and the
endpoints of 6800 word final segments have
been evaluated. The fact that only segments at
the edges of words have been evaluated together
with the observations of systematic errors related to silences between words may even result
in a higher phoneme level precision. Future
work could verify this by explicit investigations
of phoneme level precision.
To conclude, this study has shown that the
automatic segmentation algorithm NALIGN is
well suited as a basis for large quantitative
studies already in its present shape. The few
systematic errors that occur leave room for future improvements. Currently NALIGN is used
within the GROG project for duration and intonation modeling (e.g. Heldner, Edlund, &
Björkenstam, 2004; Heldner & Megyesi, 2003),
and within the NICE project for automatic generation of the database used in a unit selection
synthesizer (e.g. Sjölander & Gustafson, forthcoming).
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Notes
The classification of speaking styles was far
from clear-cut. The read-aloud monologue contained examples of dialogues with one speaker
acting more than one character, and the spontaneous dialogue contained longer stretches of
uninterrupted or monologue-like speech. It is
also worth noting that the interviewee, i.e. the
politician, did most of the talking in this recording.
1
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Acoustic and perceptual analysis of discontinuities in
two TTS concatenation systems
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Göteborg University
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Background Discontinuities
It is fair to say that L&H’s (now Scansoft’s) RealSpeak and AT&T’s NextGen are two of the
most natural sounding unit selection systems.
The transitions between connected units
sometimes contain discontinuities, thus creating
one of the greatest problems concerning the
output in these kinds of systems. The discontinuities are often perceived as ‘jumps’, i.e. a
disturbance. The analyses in this paper investigate the acoustic properties of the ‘jumps’, if
they are perceived as disturbing and in that case
how disturbing.
The results show that the selection criteria
do not include enough information on single
acoustic parameters, such as formants. Since
listeners perceive discontinuities in formants,
especially F2, as disturbing, one of the conclusions is that the next step in developing these
systems must be to include more information on
these parameters separately (especially formants 2 and 3) to improve the selection process.
Of course other things like increasing database
size and better structuring of data etc. can also
improve the selection process as well as better
grapheme to phoneme conversion, but those aspects are not dealt with here.

Introduction
As a follow-up to the author’s earlier published
“Preliminary Observations on Discontinuities”
(Lindh, 2002), a presentation of the outcome
from the complete analyses is presented here.
The paper is a report from an investigation
of the problems that appear when trying to
concatenate units to create a natural sounding
Text-to-Speech system. The focus is on finding
cues to where, acoustically, discontinuities occur and how well test subjects perceive them
and how disturbing they find discontinuities to
be as a function of various acoustic features.
The most recent research on the subject has
been concerned with finding new spectral distance measures for the unit selection process or
finding new ways to smooth the fundamental
frequency to avoid discontinuities. The analy120

ses show that the factor that is perceived as
most disturbing is a discontinuity in F2 and that
most discontinuities in F0 are neglected by
subjects.
Some improvements have been discovered
concerning new distance measures though
(Donovan 2001, Vepa et al., 2002, Stöber et al.,
2001, Plumpe et al., 1998), but most of them
are shown to be insufficient in handling all kinds
of discontinuities (Klabbers and Veldhuis
2001).
The Two Systems
In RealSpeak, the units (diphones) are scored
with a cost according to their prosodic/phonetic
mismatch with the target description of the utterance to be synthesized. The prosodic/phonetic cost is computed on the basis of
a combination of symbolic and numeric features. The candidate units from the speech database are then evaluated for the ease with
which they can be concatenated. By using additive costs in a dynamic programming algorithm
the path of candidates is chosen that best represent the spoken utterance (Coorman et al.,
2000).
NextGen is a system developed within the
Festival framework (CSTR, Univ. Edinburgh,
Scotland). Text normalization, linguistic processing such as syntactic analysis, word pronunciation, prosodic prediction (phrasing and accentuation) and prosody generation (translation
between a symbolic representation and numerical values for fundamental frequency F0, duration, and amplitude) is done by a Flextalk object
that borrows heavily from Bell Labs’ previous
TTS system, Flextalk. From ATR’s CHATR
system, the online unit selection (with modifications) is adopted. Speech is synthesized using
AT&T Harmonics plus Noise Mod (HNM)
synthesizer. (Beutnagel et al., 1998) CHATR
uses phonemes as units, but the NextGen team
has modified the CHATR system and uses half
phones instead (Conkie, 1999 and Black et. al.
1994 and 1997).
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Discontinuities
A simple way of describing a discontinuity in a
speech synthesis system would be to say that
there is something in the output signal that
could not easily or naturally have been produced by a human speaker. Another definition
is used however for the purposes of the following analyses: A ’spectral’ discontinuity was
defined as an abrupt change in one or more of
the acoustic parameters where such changes are
not expected in normal speech. Two ways of
quantifying discontinuities were tried – the absolute magnitude of the change and the mean
differential of the parameter during the change.
Figure 1 shows an example of a typical F0 discontinuity. F0 changes direction abruptly and
rises from 177 Hz to 183 Hz within a short
time span (10 ms). The absolute change (ΔF0)
is thus 6 Hz and the differential (dF0/dt) 0.6
Hz/ms.
200

160
0

0.139184
Time (s)

Figure 1. The diagram shows a typical F0 discontinuity.

Method
The method adopted is based on finding the
source of the discontinuities perceived while
testing the two systems acoustically and perceptually. At first, large sets of test sentences
were synthesized and then analysed acoustically to discover discontinuities. The same sentences were then used in a listening test (described below) where test subjects had to detect
discontinuities and give a score representing
how disturbing they found each discontinuity.
The sentences were then reanalysed acoustically measuring F0 (fundamental frequency),
formants (1, 2, 3 and 4) and intensity (SPL) in
the areas where discontinuities were perceived.
All positions where subjects detected something were analysed and when it was possible
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measurements for change per unit were calculated.
Material
For both systems the female voices for American English were used.
The sentences were chosen randomly at first
and then picked from several different evaluation tests (Allen et al., 1987) to get a reasonable
amount of material to work with and avoid semantically predictable sentences.
Sentences were downloaded at a sample rate
of 22 kHz and then analyzed with the programs
Praat and KTH Wavesurfer. (<www.praat.org>
<www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer>)
Listening Test
Ten subjects were presented a paper copy with
information, one example and the test. The sentences were written on the sheet in random order. The subjects were then told to read each
sentence first and then listen to it and underline
the part where they could perceive some kind
of discontinuity. To be able to evaluate how
severe the perceived discontinuity was the
subjects had to give a score, similar to the MOS
scale (Goldstein, 1995), underneath the underlined part to describe how disturbing they
found each discontinuity.
In the test 38 sentences were presented.
Each sentence was only played once and the
subjects were told that it was better to underline more than less if he/she was uncertain about
the location of the perceived discontinuity.
Subjects all had an academic background in
linguistics/phonetics and a good knowledge of
English, even though their first language is
Swedish. None of the subjects have any known
hearing disorders and ages ranged between 25
and 55.

Results and Discussion
While there are several problems involved in the
acoustic measurements there are interesting figures concerning the validity of specific parameters involvement in the disturbance of the synthetic speech output.
There were many discontinuities in the F0
parameter acoustically, but most of them went
unnoticed by the listeners or were given low
disturbance scores. In everyday speech fundamental frequency changes rapidly depending on
context, syllable and phrase position and stress.
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Statistical analysis
Several statistical tests were performed in order
to evaluate the contributions to perceived disturbance by the various acoustic discontinuity
measures. Multiple regression analysis was used
with the mean disturbance scores as the dependent variable and discontinuity functions of F0,
F1, F2, F3, F4 and SPL (as described above) as
independent variables. In half of the tests, F0–F4
was expressed in Hz and in the other test F0 was
expressed in semitones and F1–F4 in Bark. The
space available in this report does not allow a
presentation of all the results of these tests.
Table 1. Model Summary. The result of a regression analysis. Explained variance using
these parameters is 73%.
Unstandardized Standardized t
Coefficients
Coefficients
Raw
Beta
(Const.)
.455
8.570
ΔF0 8.593E-03
.121
1.701
ΔF2 1.662E-03
.474
5.955
ΔF3 2.409E-03
.300
4.049
ΔF4 1.692E-03
.287
3.405
ΔSPL 1.692E-02
.090
1.295

Sig.

.000
.094
.000
.000
.001
.201

3.5
3.0
2.5

Actual scores

2.0
1.5
1.0
.5

0.0
0.0

.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Predicted scores

Figure 2. Visual representation of the prediction
by given parameters compares to the actual
scores given by subjects.
Only the combination of parameters and units
that best fit the data will be presented. It turned
out that using the absolute values and expressing
the frequencies in Hz gave the best fit to the data.
The results of one such analysis is presented in
Table 1. The explained variance of the model
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presented in the table is 73%. The reason for including ΔSPL although its contribution is not
statistically significant is that it was used in an
attempt to model the data that gave slightly better results with this parameter included. Model
and data are presented in Figure 2. All factors
do not contribute equally to the disturbance
scores. In a stepwise regression analysis model
1, ΔF2 alone, explains 49% of the variance.
Adding ΔF3 to the model raises the explained
variance 64%. Including ΔF4 raises explained
variance to 71%. Adding ΔF0 and ΔSPL only
adds another 2%.

Conclusions
The next step in developing these systems must
then be to differ among the parameters, and develop tools for how to include them into the
different algorithms used to choose good concatenation segments when not adjacent in the
speech database. This probably includes an increase of the database size, but also development of better formant trackers and new ways
to handle prosody as something more than
stylized pitch movements.
Formant frequencies are connected to the
phonological processes surrounding them. Introducing them into a different environment
than from where they were taken will be perceived as unnatural.
Another approach could be to increase the
database size for vowels and decrease it for several voiceless segments which are more or less
constant and much more difficult to perceive
discontinuities in. One could start with developing costs where concatenation within vowels
are more or less forbidden, unless absolutely
necessary, and at the same time decrease importance of F0 continuity, since listeners obviously
do not take much notice of discontinuities in
this parameter.
Klabbers and Veldhuis (2001) reported
some success in decreasing the amount of spectral discontinuities by using results from a listening test to detect discontinuities and then
“extending the diphone database with contextsensitive diphones to reduce the occurrence of
audible discontinuities”. That is an option, but
it does not deal with the problem of increasing
database size into infinity, which only can be
eliminated by finding appropriate measurements for each sensitive parameter individually.
The two authors also made tests with all of the
best performing distance measures, including:
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Euclidean distance between (F1, F2)
pairs, or the Euclidean formant distance,
which is often used in phonetics.
Symmetrical Kullback-Leibler distance,
which originates from statistics.
Partial Loudness, which comes from the
area of sound perception.
Euclidean distance between Melfrequency cepstral coefficients, which
comes from automatic speech recognition.
Likelihood ratio, which is used in speech
coding and automatic speech recognition.
The mean-squared log-spectral distance,
which also comes from automatic
speech recognition.

Kullback-Leibler showed to be best at predicting audible discontinuities. (Klabbers and
Veldhuis 2001)
None of the distance measures will solve the
problem though, since the problem has reached
a dead end. At this point efforts should be made
to divide the different parameters instead of
squeezing them into one single distance measure. All of them are discovered to produce discontinuities. To avoid that, proper formant
trackers must be developed (for a lot of other
reasons as well) and the distance measures
evaluated to find out how and how well they
correlate with human auditory perception.
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Temporal factors in the production of Norwegian as a
second language: Some preliminary results
Wim A. van Dommelen
Department of Language and Communication Studies, NTNU, Trondheim
with a South-East Norwegian dialect.
Recordings were made in the department’s
sound-treated studio using high-quality equipment. Subsequently, the recordings were divided into single utterances and stored with a
sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz.
For the present preliminary investigation of
durational factors, the following four sentences
were selected:
(1) Jeg serverte spaghetti med tomater.
(‘I served spaghetti with tomatoes.’)
(2) To barn matet de tamme dyrene.
(‘Two children fed the tame animals.’)
(3) En rotte løp over matten.
(’A rat walked across the mat.’)
(4) Noen av de dyre mattene var svarte og
gule.
(’Some of the expensive mats were black
and yellow.’)
Using the Praat program (Boersma and
Weenink, 2004) the following durations were
measured: sentence, pause, and word duration
plus duration of the long vs short /a(:)/ vowels
and postvocalic plosives in tomater, matet vs
matten, mattene.

Abstract
Using speech material from the project ‘Languages in Contact’ this paper presents some
results on the production of Norwegian spoken
by immigrants. The material investigated consists of sentences read by speakers from six different languages and a control group of Norwegian native speakers. The preliminary measurements reported on here involved speech
rate, pauses, the duration ratio content/function
word and the dyads V:C and VC: in words
containing /a(:)/. Mean and range values for
the various measures are discussed to compare
L2 with L1 performance.

Introduction
The present paper is an exploratory study of
some factors in the production of Norwegian as
a second language. Certainly due to the relatively small number of native speakers of Norwegian, there seem to exist only a few experimental investigations of the acoustic aspects of
Norwegian spoken by non-natives (Almberg
and Husby, 2002; Husby, 1995; 1997). In view
of the important role of temporal organization
in speech in general and in foreign-accented
speech in particular (e.g., Bannert, 1995;
Munro and Derwing, 1998; Tajima, Port and
Dalby, 1997), this study tries to shed some light
on the role of durational aspects in non-native
Norwegian.

Results
Number and duration of pauses
Inspection of the recordings at the utterance
level revealed, not unexpectedly, differences
between immigrants and natives with regard to
fluency of production. Whereas the latter group
had no difficulty in reading the sentences without any breaks, the productions of the nonnatives were in a number of cases interrupted
by pauses, hesitations and repairs. The following presentation of the results focuses merely
on the occurrence of pauses during articulation.
Table 1 displays mean pause duration and the
mean number of pauses per utterance for each
language group.
It can be seen that mean pause duration varies between approximately 100 ms (for German
and Russian speakers) and 360 ms (Chinese
speakers). In view of the relatively small number of observations (e.g., 4 subjects x 4 utter-

Method
This investigation is part of the larger project
Språkmøter (Languages in Contact) looking
into the role of both pronunciation and grammatical factors in the production and perception
of Norwegian spoken by immigrants. The
speech material collected so far consists of both
spontaneous speech and sentence material.
Speakers from the following six languages
were recorded (number of speakers in parentheses): Chinese (7), English (4), French (6), German (4), Persian (4) and Russian (4). Six native
speakers served as a control group, 3 of them
having a dialect from the Trøndelag area and 3
124
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ances= 16 tokens for the English group) it is
important to see mean pause duration in connection with the number of occurrences. For
example, the on average 352 ms long pause for
the English speakers is based on about one
pause per two tokens, whereas the Chinese natives on average inserted two longer breaks per
utterance. Taking the product of mean pause
duration x number of occurrences as a measure
for the degree of difficulty encountered in mastering Norwegian, the following ranking appears (in descending order): Chinese, Persian,
French, English, German, and Russian.

16

Speech rate (phonemes/s)

14

Table 1. Mean pause duration and mean number of
pauses/utterance in utterances spoken by L2 speakers.

Ch
En
Fr
Ge
Pe
Ru

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Ch

Duration Number of pauses
360
2.1
352
0.6
216
1.2
106
0.3
310
1.3
105
0.3

En

Fr

Ge

Pe

Ru

No

Figure 1. Mean speech rate for utterances spoken by
L2 speakers (filled bars) and Norwegians (open
bar). Vertical lines indicate range.

Ratio content word/function word
In speech production, speakers can be expected
to vary their way of articulation depending on
the linguistic function of words and phrases.
For example, in continuous speech function
words will undergo stronger reduction than
content words. Such a reduction will, among
other things, affect their temporal structure. In
the following we will investigate whether there
are differences between L1 and L2 speakers in
this respect. To that aim, a pair of a function
word followed by a content word was chosen
for each of the four test sentences: med tomater, de tamme, over matten, and var svarte.
Temporal ratios of content word/function word
were calculated for all speaker groups.

Speech rate
To investigate the speech rate of the utterances,
the number of canonical phonemes per sentence
was divided by utterance duration, thus yielding number of phonemes per second as a measure. By subtracting pause duration from sentence duration, net articulation time formed the
basis for these calculations. In the case of occasional phoneme insertions or deletions, the
number of phonemes was adjusted.
As is apparent from Figure 1, the Norwegian natives have the highest speech rate
among the seven groups of subjects (mean of
12.2 phon/s). Having mean rates of 11.9 and
12.5 phon/s, respectively, the Trøndelag and
South-East Norwegian speaker groups are
rather close to each other. Also, the range of
rate values across the six natives is relatively
small (10.0-14.3 phon/s).
Among the groups of L2 speakers considerable differences can be observed. The mean
group values vary from 8.1 phon/s for the Chinese subjects to 11.0 phon/s for the Germans.
If we assume speech rate to reflect degree of
difficulty in pronunciation then these results
can be said to parallel those for the occurrence
of pauses (slowest rates for Chinese and Persian speakers, followed by French, English,
Russian and German speakers).

Table 2. Content Word/Function Word duration
ratios for L2 and L1 speakers. Mean, minimum and
maximum values across four sentences.

CW/FW
Ch
2.2
En
3.8
Fr
3.1
Ge
3.2
Pe
3.7
Ru
3.2
No
3.8
Trøndelag
4.0
South-East
3.6
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min
1.0
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.7
1.5
2.0
1.5

max
3.4
7.5
7.1
5.6
8.6
7.6
5.8
5.8
5.7
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Table 2 presents ratios averaged across the
four sentences and the range (minimum
/maximum values across the sentences lumped
together). As to the mean values, most of the
L2 ratios are relatively close to the value of 3.8
for the group of six Norwegians. Typical for
the L2 speakers seems to be the occurrence of
high maximum values (e.g., 8.6 for the Persian
and 7.5 for the English subjects). A markedly
low ratio was observed for the Chinese group,
indicating a smaller degree of reduction of the
function words.

natives (mean: 141 ms; range: 85-192 ms). The
only exception to this is the mean measured for
the French speakers (109 ms). Noteworthy,
however, is the range of values found for the
non-natives, which in some cases is considerable. The most extreme occurrence of a large
range was found for the Chinese subjects, with
a minimum duration of 54 ms (in matet) and a
maximum of 284 ms (in tomater).

V

breathy V / preasp

En

Fr

200

Vowel duration
Inspection of the V(:)C dyads in the test words
tomater, matet, matten, and mattene showed
that the realizations by the Norwegian, English
and, to a lesser degree, Russian subjects, contained a 'preaspiration' phase. The character of
this transition from the vowel into the following plosive varied from breathy phonation to
relatively strong voiceless friction. This portion
was measured separately from the first part of
the vowel. The results are displayed in Figures
2 and 3, showing group means for the durations
of long and short /a(:)/, respectively, pooled
across sentence-medial and sentence-final position.

180
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breathy V / preasp

Figure 3. Duration of the vowel /a/ and
preaspiration from L2 (filled bars) and L1 speakers
(open bar). Vertical lines indicate range.

300

250

In contrast to the results for the long vowel,
mean short /a/ vowel durations are clearly different for speaker groups in Figure 3. Here, all
L2 groups have vowels that are longer than
those spoken by the Norwegian control group.
This is true for both the total portion of vowel +
preaspiration (Norwegian mean 89 ms) and, in
particular, 'pure vowel' duration (49 ms). As
was the case with the long vowels, L2 productions are characterized by noticeable ranges.
Particularly long realizations occurred among
Persian, Chinese and Russian subjects (maximum values of 194, 187 and 185 ms). Note the
preaspiration in the words spoken by the English and the Russian speakers. Especially the
former group produced a long preaspiration
phase, actually being longer than the native one
(mean durations of 63 ms and 40 ms, respectively).

200
Duration (ms)

Ge

150

100

50

0

Ch

En

Fr

Ge Pe

Ru

No

Figure 2. Duration of the vowel /a:/ and
preaspiration from L2 (filled bars) and L1 speakers
(open bar). Vertical lines indicate range.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the L2 speaker
groups produced mean /a:/ vowel durations
(i.e., vowel + breathy part/preaspiration) that
were quite similar to the durations found for the
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V:/C vs V/C: ratios
Taking absolute vowel durations as described
above might not be a fully appropriate measure
to judge differences between L1 and L2 realizations because it ignores the influence of speech
rate. Therefore, to obtain a less rate-dependent
measure, V:C and VC: duration ratios were calculated. Consonant duration was measured as
the total duration of consonantal closure and
burst plus (oral or nasal) aspiration. The results
are displayed in Table 3.

The results show considerable variation in L2
and, to a lesser degree, also in L1 productions
of Norwegian. The variations in L1 complicate
the issue of determining duration parameters
that potentially contribute most to the perception of a foreign accent. The data suggest that
vowel quantity measured as V:/C vs V/C: duration ratio could be a reliable parameter to distinguish between productions lying within and
outside the norm.

Table 3. (a) V:/C duration ratios, (b) V/C: duration
ratios for L2 and L1 speakers.

Acknowledgements

(a)
Ch
En
Fr
Ge
Pe
Ru
No
Trøndelag
South-East

V:/C
1.36
1.53
0.90
1.24
1.10
1.17
1.32
1.35
1.28

min
0.47
0.98
0.54
1.06
0.80
0.82
0.88
1.29
0.88

max
2.33
2.23
1.16
1.56
1.31
1.78
1.80
1.42
1.80

(b)
Ch
En
Fr
Ge
Pe
Ru
No
Trøndelag
South-East

V/C:
1.22
0.95
0.77
0.67
0.76
0.93
0.55
0.52
0.57

min
0.59
0.66
0.42
0.37
0.49
0.77
0.49
0.49
0.50

max
2.15
1.66
1.14
1.07
1.14
1.33
0.67
0.55
0.67
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As could be expected, the Norwegian
speakers distinguish clearly between the two
measures (mean values: 1.32 vs 0.55). Though
there are some differences between the Trøndelag and the South-East Norwegian subjects in
this respect, the dichotomy of quantity categories is clear-cut for both subgroups. Looking
into the behavior of L2 speakers, the most native-like values are found for the German subjects (1.24 vs 0.67). The French subjects’ V/C:
ratio (0.77) is not very much different from the
Norwegian value. Their value of merely 0.90
for V:/C, however, indicate their differing from
the native pattern. A deviation in the other direction can be observed for the Chinese. Their
V:/C ratio of 1.36 is fully in congruence with
the L1 value. On the other hand, the value of
1.22 for V/C: is far too high compared to the
one of 0.55 observed for the L1 speakers.
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Minimizing foreign accent in multiple language
learning (MiFA)
Robert Bannert
Department of Philosophy and Linguistics, Umeå University, Umeå

Abstract

Special phonetic competence is necessary but
also a target-oriented learning material or
program. The only phonetic information to be
found in textbooks concerns the relationships
between letters (graphemes) and sounds
(phonemes and allophones). This is of course
far from sufficient. Thus the learner is left to
his fate which has as its consequence that the
pronunciation becomes wrong from the very
beginning and soon fossilizes as a foreign
accent. Experience shows that a foreign accent
is very hard to get rid of later. Many peoples’
reaction to a strong foreign accent is negative
on a subjective and often unconscious level.
In Sweden, beginners’ courses have been
started at many universities recently. In the
German speaking countries, on the contrary,
Swedish courses have a long tradition and
student interest in learning Swedish as a third
or fourth language is increasing. These student
groups of learners have special prerequisites for
learning the target language which is done in a
multiple learning situation. The learners
already have experience of the formal learning
of a first foreign language (L2), normally
English, which obviously affects their learning
of a third language. Furthermore, the students
are really highly motivated, target-oriented and
also have experience of other learning at
academic level. Thus they are clearly
distinguished from other groups learning
Swedish and German, respectively, like
Folkuniversitetet or Volkshochschule and
Berlitz in Germany.
Swedish and German are very closely
related languages. This is especially true of
their phonology and phonetics. The vowel- and
consonant systems show relatively few difficult
phonemes. However, at the phonetic level the
manifestations of these phonemes may differ
considerably. Even some phonological
processes operate in both languages.
Phonotactics and syllable structure differ in a
few respects only. On the other hand, prosody,
specifically the rhythm and melody of speech,
differ to a great extent. The famous Swedish
word accents acute and grave represent

The teaching of a foreign language to adults
very often lacks appropriate assistance for the
learning of pronunciation. Insights into the
learning processes are necessary in order to be
able to design a special learning programme.
The project aims at investigating these
processes for university students engaged in
beginner level courses of German in Sweden
and of Swedish in the German speaking
countries in the context of multiple language
learning. Both languages are linguistically
closely related to each other, especially where
phonology is concerned. A typical foreign
accent
very
often
hampers
smooth
communication. Therefore minimizing the
foreign accent appears to be a challenge,
especially when these two kindred languages
are concerned.
The project research will be carried out as
a longitudinal study. Various kinds of speech
material will be recorded at certain intervals,
digitalized and collected in the database MiFA,
analysed and labelled for cross searching. Our
results will add new knowledge and insights
into the learning of pronunciation of two
kindred languages in the context of multiple
language learning. A large quantity of data will
allow for a quantitative evaluation of different
hypotheses, foremost the role of the first and
the second language.

1. Background and problem
Teaching foreign languages to adult people, in
general, does not contain much help when the
learning of pronunciation is concerned. This
may have different reasons, among others, the
teachers do not think that they have enough
time to engage in pronunciation training while
they feel stressed to teach grammar (rules and
patterns) and vocabulary or they may feel
uncertain when facing numbers of problems
that occur and they do not know how to cope
with them individually. It is not an easy task to
guide learners to acquire a good pronunciation.
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”exotic” elements in the phonological system.
They show an intricate interplay between focus
accent, word structure, word composition and
morphology which is nearly impossible to
distangle for non-experts. It appears, maybe
due to this reason, that there is no good method
to effectively teach Swedish prosody on
scientific grounds and in the interplay of
morphology, word structure and semantic
focus.

Due to a grant from Vetenskapsrådet, it was
possible to conduct several initiating pilot
studies for the project. Recordings of students
in Umeå and Freiburg were made and analysed
using and expanding the list of Learning targets
(below). Students were interviewed about their
introspection of the learning processes and
”Think-aloud” protocols were written. A demo
version
of
the
database
(www.ling.umu.se/mifa) was programmed
showing the labels to be used and the statistics.
Socio- and psycholinguistic background
variables were collected. Thus the project is
based on a secure and safe ground.

2. Aim
The aim of the project is to study the learning
processes of the students in an empirical and
longitudinal investigation. We want to answer
the following questions, among others:
(1) What role does the first language (L1) play
for the learning of the target language’s
pronunciation? Special concern will be given to
each learner’s dialect or regional variety of the
Standard languages.
(2) What role does the pronunciation of the
second or third language play the students have
aquired?
(3) Which phonological and phonetic targets
are easy and which are difficult related to the
structural similarities in both languages?
(4) How evolves the pronunciation of each
individual during the language course?
The answers to these questions will
constitute the scientific basis on which new and
well adopted learning material can be
developed later by didactic and pedagogical
experts for both groups.

4. Theoretical approach
First we define the standards for pronunciation.
For Swedish we adopt the description of
Standard Swedish by Elert in Hedelin (1997).
However, we recognize both types of /r/, apical
and uvular. This is valid for German too. For
German the standard is described in the
DUDEN (2001). Each deviating feature in the
performance of the students will be coded
according to the lists of learning targets and
phenomena of transfer and interference shown
below. Each deviating sample in the speech
signal will be labelled according to these codes.
Thus it is easy to cross search the whole
material and do a thorough inspection and
statistics of the observations. This will allow us
to make quantified statements about the
learning processes.

5. Research plan

3. Research situation

An empirical and longitudinal investigation
will be conducted over three years. The speech
material in both languages will be collected in
the database MiFA in Umeå. After termination
of the project the database will be made freely
accessible to the research community.
Material. Various kinds of speech material
of the target languages will be collected:
recordings of read and free speech monitored
by pictures and memory. The German material
will be collected in Umeå and Stockholm
and/or Uppsala, the Swedish material in
Freiburg in Germany. The recordings will be
made individually four times per term using a
DAT recorder. Recordings of read and free
speech will also be made of each learner’s first
language (L1), including dialectal or regional
variety, and their second language (L2). To this
speech material interviews will be added

Research on second language learning has
centred around the question whether or not the
first language affects the target language.
Experience tells us that transfer and
interference do occur when pronunciation, i.e.
the learning of phonology and phonetics is
concerned. While the literature is abundant of
studies of syntax and morphology, the learning
of pronunciation has not been studied to a
greater extent. Hammarberg has studied certain
aspects of Swedish as a second language (1985,
1988, 1997). He (1993) made a study of third
language acquisition investigating his coauthor. Since the middle of the seventies,
Bannert has done research on several aspects of
learning Swedish pronunciation (1979a, b;
1980, 1984, 1990) and on the German sound
systems and prosody (1983, 1985, 1999).
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Table 1. Learning targets, phenomena of transfer/interference in pronunciation(phonology
and phonetics)
Swedish (=L3)

German (=L3)

FF1 vowels
FF11 quality: [y, O, ¨, u, A]
FF12 quantity:
FF121 long vowel (V:)
FF122 long consonant (C:)

FF1
FF11
FF12

FF2 consonants
FF21 simple: /˛, Ó, r, ˇ, Í, ß, ˜/
FF22 clusters /-mn, -Nn, -rj/

FF2
consonants
FF21
simple /{, C, x, S, z, /, pÌf,
tÌs/
FF22
retroflex [ˇ, Í, ˜, ß]
FF23
clusters /S + C, Spr, Str,
Sr/l/m/n, pfr/

FF3 processes
FF31 final /b, d, g/ (final devoicing)
FF32deletion of unstressed, final /e/
FF33 assimilation of the place of
articulation of the nasal efter -e/deletion
FF34 vocalising of post vocalic /r/
FF35 voiceless obstruent clusters

FF3
processes
FF31
final /b, d, g/ (final
devoicing)
FF32
deletion of unstressed, final /e/
FF33
assimilation of the place of
articulation of the nasal efter -e/deletion
FF34
vocalising of post vocalic /r/
FF35
voiceless obstruent clusters

FF4 relationships grapheme - phoneme:
<å, o, u, z, c, j, -gn>, <k,g> before
palatal vowel

FF4
relationships grapheme phoneme: <o, u, c, z>

FF5 prosody
FF51 accent distribution in words
FF52 manifestation of the word accents
FF53 the second long syllable
FF54 ”two peaks contour”
FF55 focus accent
FF56 sentence intonation
FF57 glottal stop

FF5
FF51
FF52
FF53
FF54
FF55
FF56

FF 6 reading error

FF 6 reading error

showing the learners’ introspection and feelings
about the learning processes (”think-aloud
protocols”).
Students. Students will participate on a
voluntary basis, their identity will be protected
and their anonymity will be garanteed. We will
follow learners during four terms in both
countries. The first group of beginners in
Sweden will start at the beginning of the
academic year 2005/2006 (end of August). In
Germany, beginners and second term students

vowels
quality: [y, O, a˘, e˘, aÌç]
quantity: long vowel /V:/

prosody
accent distribution in words
manifestation of accent
long syllables
focus accent
sentence intonation
glottal stop

will start at the summer term 2005 (April) and
end at the winter term 2006/2007 (February).
The number of volunteers participating in the
investigation is estimated at 20 to 25 persons
for each language and term.
Analyses. The large amount of recorded
data will be digitalized, analysed and
systematized in our database. In the first place
an auditory analysis will be made which will be
supported by an acoustic analysis in certain
cases, e.g. when intonation is concerned. We
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Hammarberg B. (1985) Learnability and
Learner Strategies in Second Language
Syntax and Phonology. In: Hyltenstam K.
och Pienemann M. (utg.). Modelling and
Assessing Second language Acquisition, pp.
153-175. San Diego, CA: College-Hill
Press.
Hammarberg B. (1988) Studien zur Phonologie
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Zweitspracherwerbs.
Stockholm:
Almqvist och Wiksell International.
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will use the analysis programmes ”praat” and
WaveSurfer for labelling which will be carried
out using our labels listed above. The learners’
linguistic behaviour, forms and structures and
regularities will be correlated with the learning
targets of L1 but also with L2. All research
work will be carried out at the Phonetics
Laboratory at Umeå University.
6. Scientific network
Two external experts will be associated to the
project: In Sweden, professor Björn
Hammarberg, Department of Linguistics,
Stockholm University; in Germany, professor
Ursula Hirschfeld, Department of Speech
Science and Phonetics, Martin-LutherUniversity Halle/Saale.
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Standard deviation of F0 in student monologue
Rebecca Hincks
Centre for Speech Technology, Dept. of Speech, Music and Hearing, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
Unit for Language and Communication, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
voices and thus a speaking style that was perceived as pleasant and interesting to listen to.
Previous studies of prosody in monologue,
for example Bruce and Touati (1992) have
looked at pitch range rather than standard deviation; see also Carlson et al. (2004). The
study of pitch range is useful for looking at individual phrases, but to find out how much
variation is present in the speech over long periods of time, the standard deviation is a better
measure. In this paper I look at the standard
deviations of F0 for both 10-second segments—
covering roughly five phrases, depending on
the speaker—and up to a full ten minutes of
speech.
It is important to acknowledge from the beginning that using an appropriate amount of
pitch variation does not in itself make an appealing presentation. Rhythm and intensity
should also be varied in the production of lively
speech. Speakers should work to establish contact with their listeners and be aware of their
body language. Most important of all of course
is the content of the presentation: it should be
well-structured, appropriate for the audience
and confidently mastered by the speaker. This
study thus focuses on only one aspect of the
delivery of a presentation.

Abstract
Twenty ten-minute oral presentations made by
Swedish students speaking English have been
analyzed with respect to the standard deviation
of F0 over long stretches of speech. Values have
been normalized by division with the mean. Results show a strong correlation between proficiency in English and pitch variation for male
speakers but not for females. The results also
identify monotone and disfluent speakers.

Introduction
Hincks (2003) presented ideas for how language technologies could one day give support
to oral production in ways analogous to current
spelling and grammar checkers. I proposed that
speakers preparing to make an oral presentation
might rehearse not only with a stopwatch in
hand but also with a recording and analysis device that could give feedback about, for example, prosody. General advice about public
speaking is to use a lively voice that varies in
intonation and rhythm. This is not always easy
for speakers to accomplish, particularly when
they are presenting in a foreign language. In a
recent study, Pickering (2004) showed that
non-native teaching assistants at an American
university were unable to manipulate their
prosody to create intonational paragraphs and
that they used narrower pitch ranges than their
native-speaking counterparts.
The study of intonation in discourse usually
involves a fine-grained analysis of the cooccurrence of semantic content and prosodic
cues. This work tells us a lot about how we use
our voices to express meaning, but it does require a human presence. For the purposes of
computer-assisted language learning, we would
like to find fully automatic ways of giving valuable feedback. The question underlying the research reported on in this paper is whether one
can use the standard deviation of F0–a value
easily derived from CTT’s WaveSurfer, for example–as a measure of speaker liveliness. My
hypothesis was that higher standard deviations
in a speaker’s speech would indicate livelier

Data collection and analysis
Students from four different courses in Technical English at KTH were recorded as they made
the oral presentations that were a graded course
requirement. The recordings were made with a
MiniDisc recorder and a small clip-on microphone. Other data that were collected include
information about the students’ exposure to
English, and for three of the four classes, written feedback on the presentation from teachers
and classmates.
From a total database of 35 recordings,
twenty files were chosen to meet the following
requirements: all native speakers of Swedish,
equal numbers of males and females, and representing a matched range of ability in English as
shown by the students’ scores on the required
placement test in English that all had taken before the courses started.
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A maximum of ten minutes of each presentation was divided into 30-second sound files
for handling and analysis. Extremely long
pauses of 10 seconds or more and interruptions
in the presentation were edited out. I chose 10second long segments of speech as the unit for
final analysis because it was a long enough
time unit to still include quite a bit of speech
even if the speaker had made a couple of
pauses. The speech was segmented without regard for phrase or word boundaries.
Pitch extraction was performed using
WaveSurfer with the pitch window set at 25400 Hz for males and 25-500 for females. Each
pitch analysis was visually inspected to mark
the location of pitch points that were derived
from sources in the classroom such as laughs,
coughs, chair scrapings, and in some cases, vibrations from audiovisual equipment. When the
pitch data then was transferred to a spreadsheet
program, where each cell corresponded to 10
ms of speech, the cells corresponding to nonlinguistic events could be edited out.

Speaker 63NW3, shown in Figure 2, has a
more erratic development. His teacher com0.55
0.50

Speaker 85OM4

Pitch dynamism quotient
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Consecutive time periods of 10 seconds

Figure 1. Profile from a strong, cohesive presentation.

ments point to his hesitation, lack of thematic
development, the fact that he spoke for only
seven minutes, and the general impression that
he was not very well prepared for his talk. His
graph is correspondingly less cohesive, especially in comparison to the graph in Figure 1.

PDQ: pitch dynamism quotient
Means and standard deviations of F0 for each
10-second segment of speech were calculated.
Normalization between speakers was performed by dividing the standard deviation by
the mean. For purposes of discussion, we can
call the value so obtained, where the standard
deviation is expressed as a percentage of the
mean, the pitch dynamism quotient, or PDQ.
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Speaker 63NW3

0.40
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0.30
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0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

Results and Discussion

0.00

Individual profiles
Individual PDQ values for 10-second segments
ranged from a low of 0.09 to a high of 0.53.
Figures 1 and 2 show examples of the development of PDQ for the course of two presentations, both by males, where the first figure
represents a very strong presentation, and the
second a weaker one.
The written teacher evaluation for the presentation in Figure 1 judges it to be “wellstructured,” “confident,” “easy to follow,”
“very coherent,” and the speech as “wellmodulated” and with “varied intonation.” The
graph shows a rhythmic development where up
to four points at a time form inclines and declines. The pitch variation reaches a maximum
two thirds of the way through the presentation,
and settles down to end after the recommended
ten minutes.

1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58
Consecutive time periods of 10 seconds

Figure 2. Profile from an inconsistent and poorly
prepared speaker.

Global values
Figure 3 shows the mean PDQs for each entire
presentation, by speaker. Speakers are shown in
order of ability in English, where the first digits
in the identifying code show their result on the
100-pt placement test in English, and the final
digit the course they were attending. The
weaker students are thus on the left of the
graph, and the stronger on the right. Males are
in light grey, and females in dark grey. The
mean PDQ value for all males was 0.20; the
mean value for all females was 0.25.
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In Figure 3 we can note that male speakers
with a better command of English have higher
total PDQ values than weaker students. This

presentation was clearly unsuccessful. She is
uncertain of her subject matter and of the pronunciation of key words in the area. She uses
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Figure 3. Global PDQ values for the entire presentation, by speaker. Weaker students on the left.

Consecutive time periods of 10 seconds

Figure 4. Profile from a monotone, though proficient speaker.

would be consistent with observations made by
Mennen (1998) and Pickering (2004). The correlation between test result and global PDQ for
male speakers is 0.47, indicating the capacity of
more proficient male speakers to use more
variation in F0 as they speak in public. In contrast, the females show no correlation between
global PDQ and language ability. It may be that
the more Swedish-like intonation of the weaker
female speakers is causing their PDQ values to
be high. For example, Swedish females often
employ a speaking style using high-rising terminals that are sometimes transferred to their
English, and this could contribute to higher
PDQ values.

an extremely high amount of filled pauses and
re-starts, and sounds painfully uncomfortable in
the position of speaking in public. 52VJ2’s
high PDQ value disproves the initial hypothesis
that better speakers would use more variation in
their speech.
0.55
0.50

52VJ2

Pitch dynamism quotient

0.45

Outliers
The two outliers in Figure 3 are 52VJ2 and
89EH4. The latter, a male with the second
highest English score in the whole database,
produces the lowest average PDQ of the group,
only 0.15. Does the total PDQ value indicate a
problem with his presentation? In her written
feedback, his teacher commented that while his
language was “fluent and easy to follow,” his
delivery was “a little deadpan,” that “more
animated facial expressions would be good,”
and that the presentation would be improved by
“showing more enthusiasm.” His profile is
shown in Figure 4; note the low values and flat
curve.
Speaker 52VJ2, a female, is in the opposite
position to 89EH4. She is one of the weaker
students, yet shows by far the highest mean
PDQ value of the whole group, 0.34. Her individual profile is shown in Figure 5. Though her
teacher’s feedback is not available as data, her
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0.15
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0.00
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58
Consecutive time periods of 10 seconds

Figure 5. Profile of a highly disfluent speaker

Conclusions and future work
This paper has looked at the standard deviation
of F0 from two different perspectives: as a
global score based on processing up to ten minutes of speech, and as a series of values derived
at 10-second intervals throughout the presentation. The global scores and graphic profiles
have been examined in relation to speaker proficiency in English and teacher feedback to see
how observations about intonation relate to the
value I have termed the PDQ, for pitch dyna134
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mism quotient. In the future I plan to test
whether there is a relationship between the
scores derived for 10-second segments and listener perceptions of liveliness and confidence.
An interesting finding so far has been the
correlation between general language proficiency and pitch variation for male speakers.
The moderate correlation of 0.47 strengthens to
0.92 if speaker 89EH4’s results are removed;
this could perhaps be justified on the basis of
his teacher’s comments that he clearly could
have used his voice better. Other studies have
noted differences in pitch range between male
natives and non-natives, for example the six
native speakers of Mandarin and six Americans
in Pickering’s (2004) study. However, to my
knowledge none has made within-group comparisons of second language users of varying
proficiency. The question then arises why these
results are not at all shown for females. It
would be interesting to run my analysis on English speakers of other native languages to see
whether
similar
results
hold
crosslinguistically. I also plan to analyze presentations made by native speakers of English to see
what sorts of values they obtain. Finally, it
would be very interesting to compare a single
speaker making the same presentation in two
different languages.
The envisioned application of this work is
the speech-checker described in Hincks (2003).
That paper described a number of functions
such a checker could have; this paper focuses
on feedback on prosody, specifically pitch
variation. The initial hypothesis that speakers
should try to achieve as much variation as possible was quickly disproven by seeing how disfluent passages could reach high scores. It
seems more likely that there is an optimum
range of values around 0.25 where speech is
lively but not disfluent. It is also likely that for
the purposes of an eventual feedback mechanism, this range should be adapted for speaker
proficiency, allowing higher acceptable values
for the more able speakers. This could be done
by adding information about rate of speech,
which has been used as a measure of second
language ability (Hincks 2001, Townshend et
al. 1998). I hope that perception tests will establish the boundaries of a range of satisfactory
PDQ values, in order to be able to give precise
feedback about problematic passages in the
presentation. However, it seems that one can
safely say that for the two outliers analyzed in
this paper, the global scores are enough to give

warning signals: to the high scorer: you need to
practice more; and to the low scorer: you need
to liven up your delivery.
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Designing a virtual language tutor
Preben Wik1
Centre for Speech Technology, Department of Speech, Music and Hearing,
KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
improvements and tailor lessons based on your
previous history and interaction with the tutor.
As with much CALL software, the VLT can be
a valuable addition to traditional classroom
teaching, in that it is available when the student
has time, rather than when the teacher has time,
allowing for ‘one-on-one’ practice, and taking
advantage of the computer’s ‘infinite patience’.
In addition to this, a talking animated agent can
provide the user with an interactive partner
whose goal is to take the role of the human
agent (Beskow et al. 2000).

Abstract.
This paper gives an overview of some of the
choices that have been considered in the process of designing a virtual language tutor, and
the direction we have decided to take based on
these choices.

Introduction
Combining computer assisted language learning (CALL), speech technology, and embodied
conversational agents (ECA), is a research field
still in its infancy.
In January 2004 a research project was initiated at the Centre for Speech Technology
(CTT) with the objective of creating a Virtual
Language Tutor (VLT), utilizing existing tools
created at CTT. The target of this project is to
create a piece of language learning software
that contains an agent (an animated 3D-figure)
that you can talk to, and that talks back to you.
The tutor allows you to practice dialogues, corrects your pronunciation and pays special attention to the particular weaknesses/needs you
may have. The tutor would get to know you
better the more you use it, keep track of your

Types of users
Early in the design process several types of users were considered:
• Swedish children learning English
• Adult immigrants learning Swedish
• Adult Swedes wanting to improve aspects of English (e.g. corporate English,
technical English)
• Native Swedes with language disabilities wanting to improve their Swedish

Figure 1. A screenshot of the VLT giving feedback on phone duration.
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Seeing that the VLT may be useful for several
groups of people with different predispositions
and needs, the target from a developer’s point
of view is to design a system that is general
enough to work for any type of user, with any
linguistic background.
Separating general tools from user specific
tools becomes an important issue. This way adaptation to a new user group becomes a matter
of changing some user specific modules while
all else can remain unchanged. Similarly, by
separating linguistically universal tools from
language specific ones, adaptation to a new target language will be facilitated. By keeping this
distinction clear, the aim is to make a universal
language tutor, with placeholders for language
specific modules, and user specific applications.
A clear distinction between structure and
content is also desirable, in order to allow content providers without programming skills, (e.g.
language teachers) to create new and additional
material for the VLT

ing appropriate feedback in the area of pronunciation errors.
In this scenario, the speech must both be
recognized (in order to know what has been
said), and later analyzed, in order to know how
it was said. This is done by separate components. A detailed description of each element
involved in the VLT is beyond the scope of this
paper, but an overview of the various parts included will be given below, and can be seen in
figure 2.
The VLT is built around a broker architecture. The broker receives messages from one
module and passes it on to another module.
This architecture allows for modules to be written in different programming languages, and
the application to be distributed over several
machines. The broker keeps track of which
modules are loaded and what machines they are
on.
Talking Head
Animated 3-D figures, i.e. talking heads have
been developed at CTT (Beskow 2003). They
lip-sync with synthetic or natural speech, as
well as convey extra-linguistic signs such as:
frowning, nodding, eyebrow movement etc.

VLT Demo Architecture

Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) converts
speech to text. This is a difficult and error
prone task. Ambiguity in the speaker’s input,
audio quality, the voice of the speaker etc. are
factors that may cause recognition errors. An
additional challenge for a VLT is that ASRs
usually perform poorly on deviant speech,
which is precisely what most language learners
have. This poses a problem for the whole system, since the ASR is the first part of the system, where user input is evaluated. Special considerations must therefore be taken when using
ASRs in a language learning environment (Witt
1999).

Figure 2. Schematic view of the modules that
comprise the structure of the VLT.

Dialog Manager
The Dialog Manager (DM) deals with questions such as: “What should the agent do if the
user’s input is X”. A common way to avoid an
infinite list of possible actions is to let the agent
act in a restricted and limited domain.
The domain of a language teacher is possible to subdivide so that each type of exercise is
viewed as a separate domain. For example, in a
dialog practice ‘At the restaurant’, the domain
will be related to dinner menus and ordering.

With the universal VLT in mind, we decided to
make an example application for one particular
type of user, with a specific linguistic background and with a specific target language.
Adult immigrants learning Swedish has been
chosen as the target group. The demo will be
built incrementally, adding features and wider
aspects of language as the project proceeds. We
decided to start our focus on detecting and giv137
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•

When practicing pronunciation the dinner menu
is irrelevant.
One solution currently considered is to
build many small DM agents within the agent,
and let environmental variables decide which
one(s) should participate in the evaluation. For
example, while practicing dialogue, a mixed
initiative DM is necessary. At other times,
when the VLT knows what to expect from the
student (e.g. in 'Say after me' types of drills), a
different type of DM can be used, and more robust speech recognition can be made.

•
•

Insertions - An extra vowel is sometimes inserted in certain consonant clusters
Omissions - French people will for example often remove an initial ‘h’ saying
‘otel’ rather than ‘hotel’
Substitutions - The l/r substitution for
Chinese and Japanese for example

Examples of prosodic errors are:
• Wrong vowel length - for example
‘beach–bitch’
• Stress at the wrong place - for example,
the word 'telephone' exists in English,
Spanish, and Swedish but the stress is
placed on a different syllable in each
language. Eng. telephone Sp. telefono
Sw. telefon.

Data Base - Student Profile
A student profile database is integrated in the
system. The present implementation only stores
personal information such as: name, age, sex,
height, and linguistic background. By logging
the performance of the student as he uses the
system, information that may be stored in the
future include: known vocabulary, lesson history, performance history, specific pronunciation, grammatical difficulties etc.
Some other elements used by the VLT will
also benefit from being stored in a database
format. Tailor-made lessons can for example be
produced by combining information on studentspecific pronunciation difficulties, with a table
of potential words to practice, connected with
extra information on the phonetic characteristics of each word.

In order to automatically detect all the various
types of errors, we need to first make a list of
all ways to make mistakes, and then, for each
item in the list, look for computational methods
to analyze the signal with this error in mind.
We may end up with an incomplete list of
procedures, i.e. some pronunciation errors may
prove difficult to automatically detect. There
could be technical reasons for failing to find a
computational method, but there may also be
insufficient theoretical knowledge about these
errors to even know where to look for a computational solution.
Humans are able to detect minute variations
in accent. A person may be considered as having a foreign accent because of minor deviations in phone quality or prosody, compared to
a native speaker. Native speakers are however
not a uniformly speaking group. Individual
variations and local dialects may deviate more
from a ‘standard’ than a foreign accent does,
and still be considered more correct. What
types of variations in speech production are
perceived as normal and acceptable, is an open
research area. A Nordic network (VISPP) has
recently been established to address these questions.
Methods for comparing vowel length, and
lexical stress, as well as good algorithms for
creating a phone classifier of some kind, are
currently being evaluated.
Evaluating phoneme duration was the first
aspect of the pronunciation analyzer implemented in the demo. Measuring vowel length is
done by using a CTT aligner tool (Sjölander
2003). It determines and time-marks phone

Pronunciation Analyzer
A general toolbox for pronunciation analysis is
under development.
In general, pronunciation errors are likely to
occur for the learner of a new language, if a
distinction that carries meaning in the new language (L2), does not exist in the learner’s native language (L1) (McAllister 1995, Flege
1998). The L2 learner’s competence to perceive
and produce difficult and new phonetic contrasts has also been shown to depend on their
mother tongue (Öster 1998). A cross-reference
mapping of linguistic features for each language is therefore desirable in order to make
predictions about what kinds of difficulties a
student is likely to have.
There are several different ways to make
pronunciation errors. One often divides them
into phonetic errors and prosodic/rhythmic errors.
Examples of phonetic errors are:
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borders, based on a transcription of what is being said and the waveform of the utterance. The
time segments are then normalized, and compared with a reference. Deviations in duration
from the reference are visually displayed with
rectangular bars below each phone, as seen in
figure 1. If they are higher than a certain
threshold they are coloured red, otherwise they
are coloured green. The VLT will also give
spoken feedback based on the result from the
pronunciation analysis. It will either give variations of ‘good’, ‘well done’ etc. or give a remark if any phoneme duration was above the
threshold.
A database of average phoneme lengths, or
the rules used to determine phoneme lengths in
synthesised speech, is also being evaluated as
possible reference instead of pre-recorded
words.
According to Bannert (1990), the single
most important factor for being understood in
Swedish, is lexical stress. We are looking at
various methods to determine lexical stress in a
similar way as segmental length, but looking at
pitch and intensity as well as duration.

McAllister R. (1995) Perceptual foreign accent
and L2 production, Proc of the X111th International congress of Phonetic Sciences,
Stockholm.
Sjölander K. (2003) An HMM-based system
for automatic segmentation and alignment
of speech, Proc of Fonetik 2003 Umeå University, Department of Philosophy and Linguistics PHONUM 9, 93-96
Witt S. (1999) Use of Speech Recognition in
Computer-Assisted Language Learning,
PhD Thesis, University of Cambridge
Öster A-M. (1998) Spoken L2 teaching with
contrastive visual and auditory feedback, Proc.
of ICSPL, Sydney
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Segment durations within the domain of accentual F0
movement in Finnish
Kari Suomi
Department of Finnish and Saami and Logopedics, Oulu University, Oulu

Abstract

varies as a function of dialect, and therefore in
the following reference will only be made to
studies involving speakers of the same Northern variety of Finnish. Ylitalo (to appear) observed that the duration of V2 is 87 % longer
than that of V1 in words of the structure
Second-mora
lengthening
in
CV1CV2.
CVV.CV words can be calculated by comparing the duration of the VV with that of V1 in
CV1CV words: since the duration of the VV is
more than twice that of the V1, the second mora
in VV can be said to have lengthened. In Ylitalo (to appear) the lengthening was 60 %. If a
word’s second mora is a consonant, e.g. C2 in
word structure CVC2|.CV it is lengthened only
if it is voiced. Thus if e.g. [n] has a longer duration in kan.ta than in ka.na, the lengthening can
be interpreted as second-mora lengthening.
Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) observed a lengthening
of 68 %. But voiceless consonants are not
lengthened in this position, thus in e.g. kat.se
vs. ka.te there was no lengthening of [t̪].
The lengthenings just mentioned were observed in unaccented or at most moderately accented words; Suomi et al. (2003) observed
practically no durational differences between
unaccented and moderately accented words.
That is, the lengthenings were not due to accentual lengthening. Nevertheless, Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) argue that the motivation of secondmora lengthening (especially that of V2 in
CV1CV2 words) even in unaccented words is to
make room for the eventual tonal realisation of
accentuation. Suomi et al. (2003) found out that
the rise-fall gesture was tonally and temporally
highly uniform across the different word structures that they studied (CV.CV, CV.CVV and
CVV.CV), and Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) argue
that this could not be the case if V2 in CV1CV2
words were not considerably lengthened.
This paper summarises an experiment that
further explores second (and first) mora lengthening and its relation to the tonal and durational
realisation of accent. For lack of space, many of
the arguments will be motivated only very
briefly, or not at all. A more detailed report will
appear elsewhere.

Besides those durational differences due to the
binary quantity opposition in both vowels and
consonants, there are many systematic effects
on segment durations within the domain of accentual F0 movement in Finnish. Some such
effects are shown in this paper, and it is argued
that their motivation is to contribute to a uniform realisation of accent irrespective of segmental word structure.

Introduction
Finnish has a binary quantity opposition in both
vowels and consonants. Primary word stress is
fixed on the first syllable. Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo (2003) observed that the alignment of
the accentual tonal rise-fall movement follows
a moraic pattern: the rise during a word’s first
mora, the fall during the second mora and later.
Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) observed that word
stress has the same alignment: segments have
reliably longer durations when they occur
within the domain of a word’s first two morae
than when they occur elsewhere in the same
foot. In Finnish, a syllable’s first vowel phoneme, or the syllable nucleus, constitutes the
syllable’s first mora, and all segments following the nucleus in the coda position count as
additional morae. Thus if “|” is used to indicate
the end of the word-initial bimoraic domain,
some sample word structures can be represented as follows: CV.CV| (e.g. ka.to),
CVV|.CV (kaa.to), CVC|.CV (kat.to), and
CVC|C.CV (kart.ta). Thus if a word’s first syllable is light, the bimoraic domain extends to
the second syllable, otherwise it does not.
Since phonetically long segments in Finnish
are analysed as sequences of two identical phonemes, it would be expected that their durations
would be roughly twice those of segments representing single phonemes. This is in fact often
the case, e.g. in katto the duration of the medial
[t̪] is twice that of the medial consonant in kato.
But there are factors that cause deviations from
this ideal circumstance. One of these factors
can be interpreted as lengthening of a word’s
second mora. The extent of this lengthening
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words. The talkers’ productions were recorded
directly to hard disk (44.1 kHz, 16 bit).
For each target word, the durations of all
segments were measured, and F0 was measured
at the beginning, middle and end of the voiced
portion of both syllables of the target words.
The thesis of this paper is that the motivation of certain major effects on segment durations within the domain of accentual F0 movement in Finnish is to enable a temporally uniform tonal realisation of accent irrespective of
segmental word structure. The results of the
durational measurements will be summarised
first, after which it is shown that because of the
durational effects, the accentual F0 movements
are highly uniform across the different word
structures investigated. The sample words ka.te
and kat.se, ka.na and kan.ta will represent the
four word types, and capitalization will indicate
accented words.

The experiment
Methods
Talkers were six volunteers, female first-year
students of logopedics at Oulu University aged
around 20 years, all speaking the same northern
variety of Finnish. The materials consisted of
20 word pairs like ka.te and kat.se, ka.na and
kan.ta, the longer member of each pair containing one extra segment compared to the shorter
one. All words are nouns in their uninflected,
i.e. nominative singular form. In half of the
pairs the third segment from word onset was, in
both words, a voiceless consonant (as [t̪] in
ka.te and kat.se), in the other half a voiced consonant (as [n] in ka.na and kan.ta). The third
consonant in CVC.CV words was invariably
voiceless. For each word, two sentences were
constructed. One sentence for kate ‘cladding’
was “Sanoin että KATE poistettiin, en sanonut
että KATTO poistettiin” (’I said that the
CLADDING was removed, I did not say that
the ROOF was removed’). In this sentence type
the target word was intended to be contrastively
accented, in order to elicit a strongly accented
version. The other sentence for kate was
“Sanoin että kate POISTETTIIN, en sanonut
että kate POLTETTIIN” (’I said that the cladding was REMOVED, I did not say that the
cladding was BURNED’). In this sentence type
the target word was followed by a contrastively
accented verb, the same verb occurring in the
first sentence type, in order to hopefully elicit
an unaccented or at most moderately accented
version of the target word. Similar pairs of sentences were constructed for each target word. It
was the first occurrence of the target word that
was measured in the latter type of sentences.
Consequently, the sentences representing the
two degrees of prominence on a given target
word were segmentally highly controlled, e.g.
for kate they were “Sanoin että kate
POISTETTIIN, en sanonut että…” and ”Sanoin
että KATE poistettiin, en sanonut että…”. The
80 constructed sentences (20 word pairs x 2
degrees of prominence) were then randomised,
with the restriction that a given target word was
not allowed to occur in consecutive sentences,
and to the beginning of the final randomised
list, five similar practice sentences were added.
Talkers were instructed to speak the sentences
in a way they deemed natural, to highlight the
capitalised words, and only the capitalised

Results
Durations
The results of the durational measurements for
the unaccented word types ka.na and kan.ta are
shown in Table 1, and those for kate and katse
in Table 2.
Table 1. Mean segment durations (in ms) of the unaccented word types kana and kanta, and per cent
differences in segment durations between the two
structures.

Word

Constituent segments
C1

V1

C2

kana

92

70

60

kanta

92

101

71

% diff. 0 % 44 %

C3

V2
112

61

18 %

52
-54 %

Table 2. Mean segment durations (in ms) of the unaccented word types kate and katse, and per cent
differences in segment durations between the two
structures.

Word

Constituent segments
C1

V1

C2

kate

79

62

91

katse

80

80

80

% diff. 1 % 29 % -12 %

C3

V2
101

77

47
- 53 %

Apart from C1, all differences of means
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were statistically significant. The fact that the
duration of C1 is independent of word structure,
is consistent with our interpretation that the onset of a syllable does not belong to the syllable’s first mora. That C1 has a longer duration
in ka.na and kan.ta types than in ka.te and
kat.se types is due to the different selection of
initial consonants in the two sets. In both pairs,
V2 is very long in the CV.CV words, and very
short in the CVC.CV words, its duration being
more than twice longer in the CV.CV words
than in the CVC.CV words. These are wellknown effects. The motivation for the very long
duration of V2 in the CV.CV words, so the argument goes, is to prepare for the realisation of
accent on these words, the accentual fall occurring during V2, the words’ second mora (or
M2). The motivation for the very short duration
of V2 in the CVC.CV words in turn is to compensate for the long duration of V1, to a lesser
extent, that of C2, and the duration of the extra
C3. With V2 in the CVC.CV words having very
short duration, the total durations of CV.CV
and CVC.CV words are much less different
than they would otherwise be, a circumstance
that contributes to the uniform realisation of
accentuation.
V1 had 44 % longer duration and C2 18 %
longer duration in kan.ta than in ka.na. These
lengthenings are there because in kan.ta these
segments constitute the word’s first two voiced
morae, on which an accentual rise-fall will be
realised. In ka.na only the rise will be realised
on V1, and most or all of the fall on V2, depending on whether C2 is voiced or voiceless, and
therefore V1 need not be long. In kat.se V1 had
29 % longer duration and C2 12 % shorter duration than in ka.te. This is because in kat.se only
the rise will be realised on V1, and the voiceless
C2 is incapable of contributing to the realisation
of accent.
To sum up so far, when unaccented CV.CV
words are compared with similarly unaccented
CVC.CV words, a given segment in the latter
has a longer duration if it is voiced and constitutes one of the word’s first two morae, otherwise it has a shorter duration.
Let us now turn to see what happens when a
word is actually accented. Table 3 compares the
segment durations in the unaccented and accented versions of the four word types; since
the two sets of word pairs are segmentally unbalanced, there would be little point in comparing the accented word types with each other.
All of the compared differences of means were

statistically significant.
Table 3. Mean segment durations (in ms) of the unaccented and accented versions of the four word
types, and per cent differences in segment durations
between the two versions.

Word
kana
KANA
% diff.
kanta
KANTA
% diff.
kate
KATE
% diff.
katse
KATSE
% diff.

C1
92
136
48 %
92
128
39 %
79
112
42 %
80
108
35 %

Constituent segments
V1
C2
C3
70
60
108
69
54 % 15 %
101
71
61
138 110
69
37 % 55 % 13 %
62
91
90
113
45 % 24 %
80
80
77
110 120
93
38 % 50 % 21 %

V2
112
152
36 %
52
64
23 %
101
135
34 %
47
57
21 %

Accentual lengthening affected all segments
in each word type. But there are differences in
the magnitude of the (per cent) lengthening.
The duration of C1 was rather uniformly lengthened in accentuation across the word types (41
% on average). Apart from C1, a segment was
lengthened more when it is one of the word’s
first two morae (M1 or M2) than when it is not.
Table 4 shows the lengthening for M1 or M2 at
the top, and for other segments at the bottom.
Table 4. Mean per cent accentual lengthening of the
segments in the four words, arranged according to
moraic structure.

Segment
V1 (M1)
V1 (M1)
V2 (M2)
C2 (M2)
C2
C3
V2 (M3)

Word type
KANA
KATE
54 %
45 %
KANTA KATSE
37 %
38 %
KANA
KATE
36 %
34 %
KANTA KATSE
55 %
50 %
KANA
KATE
15 %
24 %
KANTA KATSE
13 %
21 %
KANTA KATSE
23 %
21 %

Mean
49,5 %
37,5 %
35,0 %
52,5 %
19,5 %
17,0 %
22,0 %

Excluding C1, it can be seen that the lengthening of M1 and M2 was invariably more extensive (grand mean 44 %) than that of other seg142
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ments (grand mean 20 %). Notice that C2 in
ka.na and ka.te occurs between M1 and M2, and
yet it was only moderately lengthened. Thus
precisely those segments that are already long
in unaccented words, are further extensively
lengthened in accented words; in unaccented
CV.CV words, however, V1 is not lengthened
but V2 is, and very extensively. The function of
the lengthenings just discussed is to make room
for the accentual F0 rise-fall, the function of the
shortening of V2 in the unaccented fivesegment word types to prevent the total durations of the four- and five-segment word types
from becoming too large.
Notice in Table 4 that V1 is lengthened
more in CV.CV words than in CVC.CV words.
In the former, the lengthening of V1 is not
likely to interfere with the signalling of the
quantity opposition because the interpretation
of these words as CVV.CV is rendered unlikely
by the long duration of and F0 fall on V2: if the
first syllable contained VV, it would also contain the F0 fall, and the second syllable V
would be short. In CVC.CV words, on the other
hand, lengthening of V1 could more easily interfere with the quantity opposition, because in
both CVC.CV (e.g. lasti) and CVVC.CV (e.g.
laasti) words the second-syllable V is short.
Notice further in Table 4 that C2 (M2) is
lengthened more in CVC.CV words than is V2
(M2) in CV.CV words. This difference is because consonants do not have the quantity opposition before another consonant (there cannot
be words like *kannta, *kattse), whereas there
are CV.CVV besides CV.CV words (e.g. vapaa, vapa), which prevents too extensive
lengthening of V2 in CV.CV words.

conspire to achieve a uniform tonal end, without jeopardising the quantity opposition.

Figure 1. Mean F0 values (top) of the accented versions of the four word types as a function of mean
word durations (bottom). Broken lines at the bottom
indicate voiceless portions, continuous lines voiced
ones. Zero ms indicates word onset.

Summary
Suomi et al. (2003) observed that the accentual
rise-fall was both tonally and temporally highly
uniform across CV.CV, CV.CVV and CVV.CV
word structures. The present experiment shows
that the uniformity applies to further word
structures, namely CVC.CV in which C2 is either voiced or voiceless, and C3 voiceless.
Jointly, these observations indicate that there is
a delicate balance between various factors determining segment durations in a full-fledged
quantity language: notably, while accentual
lengthening increases segment durations, there
is pressure to maintain the quantity oppositions
in both vowel sand consonants.

Fundamental frequencies
The results of the F0 measurements of the accented versions are shown in Figure 1. In kana
type of words there was of course no break in
the rise-fall F0 contour at the syllable boundary, whereas in katse type of words there was a
long voiceless break. Even so, in the latter
words the F0 curve continues, after the break,
at frequencies highly similar to those in kana. It
can be seen that even though the five-segment
word types (kan.ta and kat.se) have slightly
longer total durations than the four-segment
word types, all of the measured F0 values lie
very closely on a single F0 trajectory. It seems
highly likely that the slight deviations from a
perfect match would be perceptually nondistinct. Thus the durational effects seem to
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Duration correlates of stop consonants in Cypriot Greek
Antonis Botinis, Marios Christofi, Charalabos Themistocleous and Aggeliki kyprianou
Department of Linguistics, University of Athens

Abstract

The key words are minimal syllable or
lexical pairs of dissyllabic meaningful words
shown in Table 1.

This is a production study of stop consonant
durations as a function of voice, length, stress,
syllable position, speech tempo and speaker’s
gender in Cypriot Greek. The results indicate
that all six investigated factors have a
significant effect on either total duration of the
stops or one of their occlusion and burst parts.

Table 1. Key words of the speech material.
pása
pass
pasá
pasha

Introduction

p:ása
quickly
p:asá
lord

bása
bass
baʎá
kick

fápa
slap
papá
father

káp:a
cape
lap:á
pap

lába
lamp
θabá
vaguely

Five female and five male Cypriot Greek
students at Linguistics Department of Athens
University produced the speech material in ten
repetitions at normal and fast tempo.
Duration measurements of the occlusion
and burst of the stop consonants were taken
with the Waveserfer and the results were
subjected to statistical analysis with StatView.
Part of the key words was organized in an
identification experiment, in ten repetitions,
carried out by ten listeners who also took part
in the production investigation.

In this paper, we will report a production
investigation of stop consonant durations as a
function of voice, length, stress, syllable
position, speech tempo and speaker’s gender
factors in Cypriot Greek. Two main questions
are addressed: (1) what is the main effect of
each investigated factor? (2) is there an
hierarchy among the investigated factors?
In addition, we will report an identification
experiment of distinctive stop productions
under the conditions of length, voice and stress.
Our general target is the accumulation of
basic knowledge in syllable structure, which is
expected to lead to the development of
powerful linguistic models with multiple
applications in language-related areas.

Results
In Table 2, the results of the identification
experiment indicate that distinctive stop
consonant productions have high identification
scores (95%) with reference to all three
investigated factors of length, voice and stress.
The results of the production investigation are
presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Experimental methodology
The speech material consists of twelve key
words, produced in the carrier sentence “ípa
{key word} siɣá” (I said {key word} quietly).

Table 2. Intended productions of distinctive stop consonant key words in a sentence carrier by a
female speaker in normal tempo and identification rates by ten listeners.
Intended
Key words
Total

»p:asa
0

Identified
»basa
pa»sa
0
0

»pasa

100

»pasa
99

»p:asa

100

0

98

1

0

1

0

»basa

100

0

0

100

0

0

0

pa»sa

100

0

0

0

99

0

1

p:a»sa

100

0

0

0

0

100

0

ba»ʎa
Total

100

0

0

0

0

0

100

600

99

98

101

99

102

101
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Figure 1. A female speaker’s analysis of stop consonant durations as a function of length and
voice (vertical disposition) and stress (horizontal disposition).
Figure 1 shows duration patterns of a
female speaker’s stop consonant productions as
a function of length, voice and stress.
The distinctive length production (pása vs.
p:ása) has a minor effect on the duration of the
stop occlusion and a major effect on the
duration of the stop burst, which is mainly an
aspiration production effect.

The distinction voice production (pása vs.
bása) has hardly any lengthening effect on
either stop occlusion or stop burst production.
The distinctive stress productions (left vs.
right) has a lengthening effect on the stop
occlusion and the stop burst of the long
consonant production but only on the stop
occlusion of the voiceless and voiced stops.
145
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Figure 2. Stop occlusion, stop burst and total stop durations (in ms) as a function of voice, length,
stress, syllable position, speech tempo and speaker’s gender).
Figure 2 shows the main effects of voice,
length, stress, syllable position, speech tempo
and speaker’s gender with reference to stop
occlusion, stop burst and total stop durations.
Distinctive voice production has a
significant effect on both stop occlusion and
stop burst, which have a mirror image duration
pattern, but not on total stop duration. The
voiced stop occlusion is 21% longer than the
voiceless
stop
occlusion
(voiced=112,
voiceless=92; f=51, p<0.0001); The voiceless
stop burst, on the other hand, is 320% longer
than the voiced stop burst (voiced=10,
voiceless=32; f=129, p<0.0001) and the total
voiced and voiceless stop duration s are fairly
the same (voiced=122, voiceless=124).
Distinctive length production has a highly
significant effect on both stop occlusion and
stop burst and, consequently, the total stop
duration. The long stops are totally 78% longer

that the short stops and 30% longer than the
voiced ones (long=159, short=89, voiced=122;
f=228, p<0.0001). The long stop occlusion has
fairly the same duration with the voiced stop
occlusion but 42% more than the short stop
occlusion (long=108, short=76, voiced=112;
f=93, p<0.0001). The long stop burst is 390%
longer than the short stop burst and 510%
longer than the voiced stop burst (long=51,
short=13, voiced=10; f=561, p<0.0001).
Distinctive stress production has a
significant effect on both stop occlusion and
total stop duration but not on stop burst. The
stressed stops are 13% longer than the
unstressed ones (stressed=131, unstressed=115;
f=18, p<0.001) and this difference is 15% with
reference to stop occlusion (stressed=106,
unstressed 92, p<0.0001).
Syllable position production has a
significant effect on both total stop and stop
146
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occlusion but not on stop burst durations. The
penultimate stops are 6% longer than the
ultimate stops (penultimate=127, ultimate=119;
f=5.2, p<0.02) and the penultimate stop
occlusion is 8% longer than the ultimate one
(penultimate=103,
ultimate=94,
f=9.9,
p<0.001).
Speech tempo production has a significant
effect on total stop and stop occlusion
durations. The normal tempo stops are 25%
longer than the fast tempo ones (normal=137,
fast=109; f=63, p<0.0001); the normal tempo
stop occlusion is 27% longer than the fast
tempo one (normal=111, fast=87, f=95,
p<0.0001); the normal tempo stop burst is 17%
longer than the fast tempo one (normal=27,
fast=23, f=3, NS.
Speaker’s gender production has a
significant effect on both total stop and stop
occlusion durations but not on stop burst. The
female stop production is 6% longer than the
male stop production (female=127, male=119;
f=4.2, p<0.03) and the female stop occlusion is
9% longer than the male stop occlusion
(female=103, male=94; f=11, p<0.001).
To summarise the results of the production
experiment, Table 3 shows the effects of each
investigated factor on stop occlusion, stop burst
and total stop durations in percentages.

acoustic and perceptual correlates as both
identification and production experiments have
indicated.
With reference to the investigated factors
we will confine our discussion to voice, length
and stress productions, which are main
distinctive categories in the phonetic system of
Cypriot Greek.
The distinctive voice production has both
stop occlusion and stop burst duration
correlates. Furthermore, and equally important,
the stop occlusion of the voiced and voiceless
stops is fairly voiced and voiceless
respectively. Duration variation of the stop
occlusion as an acoustic correlate of voice
distinctions has also been reported for standard
Greek (Botinis, Fourakis and Prinou 2000).
The distinctive length production, like
voice production, has both stop occlusion and
stop burst duration correlates. It should be
noted that the stop occlusion duration of the
long and voiced stops is fairly the same but
substantially bigger then the duration of the
short stops. Thus, stop consonant length
distinction in Cypriot Greek is mainly realised
with a lengthening of stop occlusion, in
combination with a lengthening of stop burst,
which is an aspiration production speech event.
The distinctive stress production has mainly
stop occlusion duration correlates. Thus,
Cypriot Greek, like standard Greek, in addition
to vowels, stress production has a lengthening
effect on stop consonants (Botinis, Bannert,
Fourakis and Pagoni-Tetlow 2002).
Concerning segmental taxonomy, Cypriot
Greek seems to have a 2x2 stop consonant
system of voice and length, i.e. voiced vs.
voiceless and short vs. long. There is, however,
substantial acoustic evidence that the latter
distinction may instead be classified as an
aspiration one. Variation of the stop occlusion
duration as a function of length production,
however, and most importantly, the length
distinction across all major consonant classes
in Cypriot Greek support the former approach.

Table 3. Percentage effects of each investigated
factor on consonant stop durations.
Factors
Voice
Length
Stress
Syllable
Tempo
Gender

Occlusion
21%
42%
15%
9%
27%
9%

Burst
320%
390%
NS
NS
NS
NS

Total
21%
78%
13%
6%
25%
6%

In general, distinctive length production has
a major effect on stop consonant durations,
followed by speech tempo, voice and stress
whereas the effects of syllable position and
speaker’s gender are minor. The duration of the
stop burst, on the other hand, is fairly constant
except for voice and length factors where
aspiration production makes the difference.
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Discussion and conclusions
The results of the present study indicate that
stop consonants in Cypriot Greek, as most
probably in all languages, are distinctive
linguistic categories with fairly invariant
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The postvocalic consonant as a complementary cue to
the perception of quantity in Swedish
Bosse Thorén
Dep. of Linguistics at
The University of Stockholm

Abstract

vowel is going to be prolonged, an increased
post-vocalic consonant duration is a convenient
way of executing the lengthening of the syllable. This is in good agreement with the opinion
that greater duration is the most reliable phonetic correlate to stress in Swedish (Fant &
Kruckenberg 1994).
For pedagogical purposes it is valuable to
follow a linguistic description that renders the
most intelligible and natural sounding speech.
Since every teacher and learner of Swedish as a
second language cannot specialise in phonetics,
the robust rules in a pedagogical linguistic description should be carefully chosen. The temporal organisation of Swedish has acquired
great influence as an important pedagogical
tool during the last two decades. Thorén (2001)
showed that digitally increased duration in
phonologically long segments in Swedish with
a foreign accent tended to be judged as improved Swedish pronunciation by native Swedish listeners. The foreign speaker in the study
was Polish, and Polish is a language without
phonological quantity. For pedagogical and scientific purposes it would be valuable to know if
the complementary consonant length is a mere
“duration buffer” to give a stressed syllable its
proper duration, or an important cue contributing to the discrimination between /V˘C/ and
/VC˘/ in Swedish.
Thorén (2003) recorded and manipulated 12
Swedish words that provided 6 minimal pairs
with respect to quantity. The words with original /V˘C/ were gradually given shorter vowel
durations combined with longer consonant durations, and the words with original /VC˘/ were
gradually given longer vowel durations and
shorter consonant durations, thus maintaining a
constant duration of the entire V+C sequence of
600 ms. The durations in the mentioned study
were based on durations in the original readings
of one male and one female native Swedish
speaker. There was no manipulation of spectral
properties.

There have been discussions and studies concerning the possible influence of the postvocalic consonant on the discrimination of
/V˘C/ and /VC˘/ words in Swedish. This study
uses manipulations of durations in two series –
one with changing of vowel duration only and
one with changing of vowel and consonant duration in combination. Native Swedish listeners
decided whether they perceived test words as
original quantity type or not. The results indicate that the complementary consonant duration has an influence only on the vowel phonemes that have great spectral differences between long and short vowel allophone, in this
case /a / and /¨ /. Test words containing /E /
and /O / were affected by vowel duration only.
The study also includes naturalness judgements
of the test words, and here the post-vocalic
consonant duration did not have any systematic
influence on naturalness.

Introduction
Swedish is known to have a phonologic quantity distinction with a complementary relation
between vowel and post-vocalic consonant duration in stressed syllables (e.g. Elert 1964).
This means that a long vowel is followed by a
short consonant /V˘C/, and a short vowel is followed by a long consonant /VC˘/. Traditionally,
the vowel length is regarded as the phonological distinction, and the consonant duration is
regarded as redundant. Hadding-Koch &
Abramson (1964) and Behne et al. (1998) have
manipulated post-vocalic consonant duration,
and found that it did not function as a primary
cue to the Swedish quantity distinction.
Behne et al. (1998) suggest that
“…adjustments of post-vocalic consonant duration in Swedish productions may be temporal
artifacts of the preceding vowel quantity rather
than an acoustic cue for linguistically relevant
information.” If a syllable containing a short
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20 native Swedish listeners judged whether
they perceived stimuli as a /V˘C/-word or as a
/VC˘/-word.
The result showed that native Swedish listeners changed their perception of quantity
type, once the V/C ratio was different enough
from the original one. It also showed that different Swedish vowel phonemes were not
equally inclined to be perceived as non-original
quantity type.
The conclusion of Thorén (2003) is that all
Swedish vowel phonemes are sensitive to temporal change that is not accompanied by spectral change. Since it seems as though native
Swedish listeners can perceive a quantity type
as the non-original type, by means of temporal
change only, we can test the relative effects of
changed vowel duration only, and complementary vowel-consonant change, insuring that effects of vowel spectrum don’t confuse the result.
The test material and the findings of Thorén
(2003) serve as the base for the present study,
where a series of “complementary” manipulations i.e. constant V+C-duration, is compared
to a series of “vowel-only” manipulations.
Hypothesis: Complementary vowel + consonant duration change, helps the listener perceive the non-original quantity type more efficiently than change of vowel duration only.
Hypothesis 2: Test words with complementary duration (/V˘C/ or /VC˘/) will – when perceived as non-original quantity type – be
judged as more natural sounding than words
with non-original vowel duration and original
consonant duration (/VC/ or /V˘C˘/).

sulted in six stimuli per original word, totally
48 stimuli. Each original word had its vowel
duration changed into three values, typical for
the non-original quantity type. Original /V˘C/words were given vowel durations of 150, 100
and 50 milliseconds, and original /VC˘/-words
were given vowel durations of 250, 300 and
350 milliseconds. Half of the stimuli kept a
consonant duration typical for the original
quantity type, and the other half were given
consonant durations typical for the non-original
quantity type, thus keeping the total V+Csequence constant at 600 ms, in accordance
with the original recordings. The manipulated
durations are shown in table 1.

Method

Listeners
21 native speakers of Swedish listened to the 48
stimulus words, marking whether they perceived them as /V˘C/ or /VC˘/. The listeners
were between 30 and 71 of age, and had different regional varieties, including FinlandSwedish, as their L1. None of them had any
hearing deficiencies that affected their perception of normal speech.

Table1. Vowel- and consonant durations for the two
manipulation series of stimuli in the present study.

Changing of vowel duration only (ms)
V dur. 150
100
50
Original
/V˘C/-word C dur. 250
250
250
V dur.
Original
/VC˘/-word C dur.

250

300

350

500

500

500

Changing of V and C duration complementary (ms)
V dur. 150
100
50
Original
/V˘C/-word C dur. 450
500
550
V dur.
Original
/VC˘/-word C dur.

Stimuli
The test words in the present study were recorded in a studio at the Phonetics department
at the Institution of Linguistics at the University of Stockholm. Eight monosyllabic Swedish
words served as the base for manipulations:
mat [mA˘t] food, matt [mat˘] faint, hut [h¨˘t]
manners, hutt [hPt˘] drink (snifter), tät [tE˘t]
tight/close, tätt [tEt˘] tight/close, söt [sO˘t]
sweet, sött [søt˘] sweet. These words provide
four minimal pairs with respect to phonologic
quantity. Each word had its durations of vowel
and post-vocalic consonant manipulated in
Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2001). This re-

250

300

350

350

300

250

Presentation
The 48 stimuli were presented in random order,
preceded by the reading of stimulus number.
There was a 5 seconds pause between stimulus
and next number reading, and a 1,3 second
pause between number reading and the stimulus
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itself. The test was presented from computer or
CD-player via headphones. The listener was
first allowed to hear 2-3 stimuli while adjusting
the sound level. The response was marked on
an answering sheet, presenting the number and
the pair of words providing the two choices.
The listener had to chose one of the two possibilities. After the discrimination test, the listeners judged the naturalness of each stimulus on a
scale from 1 (totally unnatural or unlikely pronunciation for a native speaker of Swedish) to
10 (totally natural pronunciation for a native
speaker of Swedish, regardless of regional variety). In the naturalness judgement test, the order of presentation was the same as in the discrimination test, but the pause between stimulus and next number reading was 8 seconds,
and the word chosen in the discrimination test
was written next to the scale.

Original mat (V:C)
20
15
10
5
0
150

100
Vowel duration

50

Original hut (V:C)

20
15
10
5
0
150

100
Vowel duration

50

Original tät (V:C)
20
15
10
5
0

Result

150

Discrimination test
In both the vowel lengthening series and the
vowel shortening series, the complementary
consonant manipulation seems to have very little or no influence on the listeners´ choice in
the case of /E/ and /O/. The only exception
seems to be for original [tE˘t] tät, when the
vowel duration is 150 ms (lowest degree of duration change). For /a/ and /¨/, the two vowel
phonemes that are traditionally – and according
to Thorén (2003) – more spectrum dependent,
the complementary consonant manipulation
seems to have some influence, both when going
from /V˘C/ durations to /VC˘/ and vice versa.
The perceptual effect of the complementary
consonant duration is greatest at the 100 and
300 ms vowel durations, i.e. durational values
close to intact vowel durations and V/C-ratios
for the recorded words. The respective influences from the manipulation series are shown
in figures 1 and 2.

100
Vow el duration

50

Original söt (V:C)
20
15
10
5
0
150

100
Vow el duration

50

Figure 1. Number of /VC˘/-responses for each value
of vowel duration in original /V˘C/-words. A solid
line with filled squares always represents manipulations of both vowel and consonant durations.
Dashed line with open squares always represents
manipulations of vowel duration only.

and sött are generally higher than for mat, matt,
hut and hutt, the former containing vowel phonemes that have minimal spectral differences
between long and short vowel allophone, and
the latter containing vowel phonemes that have
great spectral differences between long and
short vowel allophone.

Conclusion

Naturalness rating
There was no systematic difference in influence
from manipulation of vowel duration only,
compared to manipulation of vowel and consonant duration. We can only state that the naturalness judgements for the words tät, tätt, söt

The complementary consonant duration seems
to play a distinctive role, but only in the case of
/a/ and /¨/, and these are the two vowel phonemes that are generally harder to have perceived as non-original quantity type, probably
due to the grater spectral difference between
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/a/, 150 ms for /¨/ and 200ms for /E/ and /O/.
This indicates that the present study has missed
critical duration ranges in some cases, and
maybe has taken too big steps in the manipulation series.
Increased duration in phonologically long
vowels and consonants in Swedish with a foreign accent, were mostly considered as improved Swedish pronunciation in Thorén
(2001). Therefore one could expect that at least
the increased post-vocalic consonant duration
in the present study would help listeners perceive the test words as more natural sounding
than words with short vowel followed by short
consonant. One reason why the complementary
consonant duration did not contribute to the
naturalness ratings in the present study, could
be the fact that it contains only monosyllabic
words. The use of di- or polysyllabic words
could provide short syllables for comparison,
and make the “proper” duration of the stressed
syllable easier to perceive.

Original m att (VC:)
20
15
10
5
0
250

300
Vow el duration

350

Original hutt (VC:)
20
15
10
5
0
250

300
Vow el duration

350

Original tätt (VC:)
20
15
10
5
0
250

300
Vow el duration

350
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Figure 2. Number of /V˘C/-responses for each value of vowel duration in original /VC˘/-words. A
solid line with filled squares always represents manipulations of both vowel and consonant durations.
Dashed line with open squares always represents
manipulations of vowel duration only.

long and short allophone (cf. Hadding-Koch
&Abramson 1964 and Thorén 2003). The question is why it did not affect the /E/ and /O/ phonemes more than on one occasion. We can suspect that there are critical ranges in the vowel
durations of /E/ and /O/ that are not tested in this
study. In the results from Thorén (2003) using
complementary durations, the listeners begin to
shift their judgements from /V˘C/ to /VC˘/words at a vowel duration of 150 ms for /a/ and
/E/, at 100 ms for /¨/ and at 200 ms for /O/.
Concerning perceptual shift from /VC˘/ to
/V˘C/-words the critical values are 250 ms for
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Syllable boundaries in Kammu
Jan-Olof Svantesson
Department of Linguistics, Lund University

Abstract
In this note I report on a small investigation of
the phonetic correlates of the boundary between
the major and minor syllables in Kammu
words.

Introduction
The Kammu language is spoken by some
500,000 people in northern Laos and in adjacent
areas of Vietnam, China and Thailand. It
belongs to the Mon-Khmer group of the
Austroasiatic language family. A characteristic
feature of most Mon-Khmer languages is that
many monomorphemic words are sesquisyllabic, consisting of one unstressed minor
syllable followed by a stressed major syllable.
The vowel in the minor syllable is an epenthetic
schwa, which we do not write in our usual
transcription of the language. An example of a
sesquisyllabic word is the ethnonym km.mú?
itself (also meaning ‘human being’, like many
other ethnonyms). The dialect of Kammu dealt
with here is a tone language with two tones,
high (denoted ´) and low (`). See Svantesson
(1983) for more details on this language.

Syllable boundaries
The problem dealt with here is the signalling of
the boundary between the minor and the major
syllable. Because of various restrictions on the
structure of minor and major syllables, the place
of the syllable boundary is unambiguous in
most cases. The phonological representation of
a minor syllable consists of one or two
consonants, and usually an epenthetic schwa
vowel is pronounced after the first vowel.
Eamples are k.mà? [k´mà?] ‘rain’ and km.mú?
[k´mmú?] ‘Kammu’ with the minor syllables k[k´-] and km- [k´m-], respectively. A major
syllable onset can consist of one consonant or it
can be a cluster of two consonants. Only the
clusters pl-, pr-, tr-, cr-, kl-, kr-, k w - are
allowed as major syllable onsets. If a word
begins with a three-consonant combination
consisting of a consonant which may be a minor
syllable onset (p, t, c, k, s, l, r) and a cluster
which may be a major syllable onset, the place
of the syllable boundary may be either after the
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first or after the second consonant. For
example, rkl- is a cluster of this kind, so the
phoneme string rklàk can be parsed into
syllables in two ways: rk.làk or r.klàk. Both of
these are phonotactically possible words in
Kammu, but only the first one, rk.làk ‘name of
an evil spirit’ has been attested.
We have not been able to find any minimal
pair of words distinguished only by the place of
the syllable boundary, but several near-minimal
pairs exist, where the initial consonant cluster
and the major syllable vowel are the same:
rk.làk
r.klàN

‘name of a spirit’
‘expressive of many round things’

rk.l!$!k
r.kl!$!l

‘expressive of turned away’
‘expressive of many floating things’

sk.l´$k
s.kl´@´l

‘expressive of bare neck’
‘expressive of one floating thing’

pc.ràac ‘pig mesentery’
p.cráap ‘fix with a fork’
There is no doubt that a phonological
syllable boundary is situated at the indicated
place in these words (see the Discussion
below). It is, however, not entirely clear if the
place of the syllable boundary is signalled
phonetically, and since no minimal pair has
been found, this question could not be decided
by a perception test. Instead, I made a small
acoustic investigation. The four near-minimal
pairs given above were read by Damrong
Tayanin (Kàm Ràw), a native speaker of
Kammu, approximately 65 years old. He read
the words six times in isolation. The recordings
were made at the Dept. of Linguistics, Lund,
and they were analysed in Praat.

Results
For the first three pairs, the contrast involves
the major syllable onset cluster kl- vs. a single
consonant onset l-. The most salient difference
between these pairs is the duration of the [l]
segment, shown in Table 1. This is significanly
shorter when the [l] is part of an onset cluster
kl- than when it forms the whole onset. Thus
the place of the syllable boundary is signalled
by this duration. This is also illustrated in
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Table 1. Duration of the segment [l] as an entire
major syllable onset or as a part of an onset
cluster. The durations of [l] in the six readings of
each word are shown as well as mean values,
standard deviations and the results of t-tests.

rk.làk
r.klàN

95 85 77 79 94 96
66 62 63 56 68 71
t (10) = 5.73, p < 0.01

87.7
64.3

rk.l!$!k 99 76 71 66 96 83
r.kl!$!l 62 53 65 59 64 57

81.8 13.41
60.0 4.56

8.48
5.24

t (10) = 3.78, p < 0.01

sk.l´$k
s.kl´@´l

75 69 84 77 84 83
57 55 58 52 57 52
t (10) = 8.67, p < 0.001

78.7
55.2

6.09
2.64

Figures 1 and 2, which show that the durations
of [l] in rk.làk and sk.l´$k are longer than those
in r.klàN and s.kl´@´l.
The same duration relation seems to hold
between [r] in pc.ràac and p.cráap (Figure 3)
although this was difficult to measure since the
boundaries between [r] and neighbouring segments were not very clear.
There are also other possible boundary
markers which I have not quantified but will
mention briefly. One consistent difference is the
lack of a schwa in s.kl´@ ´ l which is always
pronounced [skl´@´l] and never *[s´kl´@´l]. In
contrast, sk.l´$k is always pronounced with a
schwa: [s´kl´$k], never *[skl´$k]; see Figure 2.
There is also a difference in the [c]
consonant (palatal stop), which seems to have a
longer release phase and possibly some
aspiration when it is in the major syllable onset
in p.cráap than in pc.ráac where it is a minor
syllable coda (see Figure 3).

Discussion
As mentioned above, there are good
phonological reasons for dividing the syllables
in the way done above. One kind of proof for
this comes from a certain type of Kammu
singing, called hr.lÆ$ˆ, where each syllable is sung
with approximately the same duration, so that
the syllable division is in a sense exaggerated
and can be observed more clearly. Another
property that can be utilized is that certain
minor syllable codas, including the stops p, t, c,
k, occur only in words where the major syllable
has the same coda; this implies, for instance,
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Figure 1. Waveform and spectrogram for rk.làk
(top) and r.klàN (bottom). The duration of the
frame is 0.6 s.

that the syllable division pc.ráap is ill-formed,
since the minor syllable coda -c would require
the same consonant c as the major syllable coda
(as in the well-formed word pc.ràac). Most
such words are formed morphologically by
infixation of the word-final consonant as the
coda of the minor syllable; see Svantesson
(1983) and Svantesson and Karlsson (2004) for
more information on Kammu minor syllables.
Other arguments for the syllabification used
here come from the reduplicative morphology
of Kammu, see Svantesson (1994).

Conclusion
The results of this study show that the syllable
boundary is signalled phonetically. The most
obvious correlate is in the duration, where [l]
(and probably the other liquid [r] as well) is
significantly longer when it forms the entire
major syllable onset than when it is part of an
onset cluster such as kl- or cr-. Other phonetic
boundary signals were found as well.
The results of this investigation indicate that
the place of the syllable boundary is
phonologically contrastive and signalled on the
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Figure 2. Waveform and spectrogram for sk.l´$ k
(top) and s.kl´@ ´ l (bottom). The duration of the
frame is 0.7 s.

Figure 3. Waveform and spectrogram for pc.ràac
(top) and p.cráap (bottom). The duration of the
frame is 0.6 s.

phonetic surface in Kammu, although the
functional load of this distinction is low. In this
way Kammu differs from most other languages,
where syllable division is not contrastive, at
least not in underlying representations (see e.g
Blevins 1995:221ff.), but can be derived by
rules from the segment string. To mention two
examples from my favourite languages, this is
the case in Mongolian, where syllabification is
decided by sonority relations (Svantesson et al.,
2004), and also in southern variants of Swedish,
where the syllable division can be inferred from
the influence of /r/ on a preceding vowel in the
same syllable, proving that obligatory rulebased resyllabification takes place in inflected
or derived words as well as in compounds and
even longer phrases (Svantesson, 2003).

Svantesson J.-O. (1994) Syllable constituents in
Kammu reduplication. In Dressler W.,
Prinzhorn M., and Rennison J. (eds)
Phonologica 1992, 265-74. Torino:
Rosenberg & Sellier.
Svantesson J.-O. (2003) Vokalisering av r i en
sydsvensk idiolekt. In Delsing L.-O., Falk
C., Josefsson G., and Sigurdsson H. Á. (eds)
Grammatik i fokus: festskrift till Christer
Platzack, vol. 1, 183-91. Lund: Inst. f.
Nordiska språk, Lunds universitet.
Svantesson J.-O. and Karlsson A. M. (2004)
Minor syllable tones in Kammu. To be
published in the proceedings of TAL2004,
Peking.
Svantesson J.-O., Tsendina A., Franzén V., and
Karlsson A. M. (2004) The phonology of
Mongolian. To be published by Oxford
University Press, Oxford.
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Comparing speech recognition for adults and children
Daniel Elenius and Mats Blomberg
Department of Speech, Music and Hearing, KTH, Stockholm

Abstract

systematically substituting a phoneme with another, for example Swedish children may
sometimes substitute /r/ by /j/. Due to their limited experience of a language they have not
learned all words adults use, resulting in a
smaller vocabulary. On the other hand children
sometimes use their imagination and associative skills to invent their own words. Therefore
the vocabulary used by children may differ
from the one adults use.
Research has been conducted targeted on
adapting adult speech recognition technology
towards children. In particular the acoustic differences are a concrete domain to investigate.
Das, Nix and Picheny (1996) have made an experiment were vocal tract length normalisation
(VTLN) was applied to an adult recogniser to
adapt it to children's speech. In this study a database of only five male- and six female children was used. These children read 50 commands each from a set of 400 sentences. An
adult recogniser gave an average error rate of
8.33%. After speaker dependent frequency
warping was applied the error rate was reduced
to 2.64%.
Sjölander and Gustavsson (2001) adapted a
speech recogniser were they did not have the
access to the feature extraction layer, preventing VTLN from being applied. Instead of altering the feature extraction they normalised the
signal, prior to feature extraction, using voice
transformation techniques. In their experiment
the word error rate for children before normalisation was 43% compared to 19% for adults.
Using a voice transform scheme on the recorded signal the error rate for children was decreased to 31%. A second experiment was run
using two age groups, three to nine years and
ten to twelve years, and a larger vocabulary.
The word error rate of the older children was
36% compared to 59% for younger children.
Using the voice transform these error rates were
decreased to 31% and 41% respectively.
Altering the signal or adjusting the feature
extraction algorithms has been shown to improve recognition. However, the methods may
also introduce unwanted distortion of the signal, possibly limiting the improvement otherwise obtained. Therefore it may be advantageous to introduce adaptation of the recogniser

This paper presents initial studies of the performance of a speech recogniser on children's
speech when trained on children or adults. A
connected-digits recogniser was used for this
purpose. The individual digit accuracy among
the children is correlated to some features of
the child, such as age, gender, fundamental
frequency and height. A strong correlation between age and accuracy was found. The accuracy was also found to be lower for child recognition than for adult recognition, even
though the recognisers were trained on the correct class of speakers.

Introduction
Research on techniques for speech recognition
has mostly been dealing with adult speech.
However, children would certainly benefit from
this modality as well - especially in the ages
below which they have acquired reading and
writing skills. They start using computers at
early ages, in schools, at home, and at day-care
and after-school centres. As voice-based applications are introduced in an increasing number,
it is essential that children should be able to use
these as well. It is therefore of high interest to
extend the capability of speech recognition
systems to be able to deal with this speaker
category. This research area is one activity in
the EU project PF-Star (Preparing Future Multisensorial Interaction Research), started in
2002. The runtime is two years and the partners
are: ITC-irist (coordinator, Italy), the universities of Erlangen-Nurenberg, Aachen, Karlsruhe,
Birmingham and KTH. Other aims of the project are synthesis and analysis of emotional expressions in speech, the face, and speech-tospeech translation.

Adapting the ASR technology
There are a number of differences between
adult and children's speech. Due to a shorter
vocal tract and smaller vocal folds children
have higher fundamental and formant frequencies than those of adults. As they are young
they may be less experienced in articulating
sounds. In some cases this results in a child
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to be familiar with the introduced distortion.
Narayanan and Potamianos (2003) used a combination of VTLN and linear parameter transformation to adapt a recogniser. The parameter
transform was defined as a common shift of all
mean parameters in the HMM. An optimal frequency warping and shift was estimated using
the maximum likelihood criterion on the observation likelihood given the HMM. In the experiment the shift of model parameters was implemented by shifting the feature-vector and
keeping the model fixed. In the experiment two
recognisers were used, one trained for adults
and one for children. The speakers used for
training the children's speech recogniser were
from 10 to 17 years. These recognisers were
then evaluated using 6 to 17 year old speakers.
Common for all setups was that a rapid improvement of the performance was seen from
an age of 7 years up to an age of 13 years. At
the age of 13 the performance was close to that
of adult recognition.
Table 1. Word accuracy of two recognisers, one
trained for adults and one for children Narayanan
and Potamianos (2003).

Set-up
Recogniser
for adults
Adult recogniser + Norm
Recogniser
for children
Child recogniser + Norm

Word accuracy Word accuracy
for 7 year olds for 13 year olds
62%
95%
76%

96%

85%

96%

89%

97%

Word accuracies of the recognisers are shown
in Table 1. The recogniser dedicated for children had a higher accuracy on children's speech
than the adult recogniser. Both recognisers improved when a combination of VTLN and shift
of feature vectors were applied. The method
was more beneficial for the adult recogniser
than for the child recogniser. Maybe this is because of a greater difference between the vocal
tract length between adults and children than
between children.

Experiment
We have previously reported on the ongoing
recording activity at KTH in the PF-Star project
(Elenius and Blomberg, 2003). These recordings were made with 24 bits at 32 kHz via a
headset microphone and an omni-directinal de157

vice standing on a table in front of the child.
Audio-prompts were read by the recording
leader and the prompts were repeated by the
child. This was done in a separate room to suppress noise produced by the other children at
day-care and after school centres.
Our first use of this corpus is to compare the
performance of speech recognition for adults
and children. As we are primarily interested in
the implications of the acoustical differences
between children's and adult's voices, the fairly
constrained vocabulary and grammar of digitstrings was used. We also believe that this
choice keeps the influence that audioprompting might have imposed on the children's natural choice of wording to a minimum.
Adult speech was gathered from the SpeeCon database (Iskra et.al 2002). The recordings
were made via a head-set microphone at 16
kHz. Two sets of 60 speakers, speaking 30 digit
strings each were formed. These groups were
used for training and testing respectively.
Recordings of children were taken from our
own database, described earlier. Each child
spoke 30 digit strings. These were recorded
through the same head-set as the adult speech.
A training set of 60 children was formed with
an equal number of children of each age group
to avoid emphasising any specific age. The testset was created with a similar sex distribution
as the training-set. At the time for the experiment, the distribution of recorded children was
not evenly distributed regarding age. To make
the set of speakers for evaluation as large as
possible, a non-uniform distribution of children
over age was used. A compensation for this was
made by normalising the results according to
age.
The digit-string recogniser was based on
HMMs. Each digit model consisted of two
times as many states as the number of phonemes in the word. A standard left-to-right
model was used with the extension of a transition to skip one state in order to account for
variation in pronunciation clarity. The system
operated on a speech signal sampled at 32 kHz,
a cepstrum frame was produced each 10 ms
using a mel-scaled filterbank and a Hamming
window. The unusually high sampling frequency was chosen because of the higher
bandwidth in children's voices. As the adult
speech, stored in the SpeeCon database, was
sampled at 16 kHz the sampling frequency of
this data was converted to 32 kHz sampling
frequency, to fit the recogniser, using linear interpolation.
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probably caused by several factors, the most
important being a shorter vocal tract and deviating pronunciation. Also, some children appeared shy and spoke in a very soft, breathy,
voice, possibly because they were uncomfortable duo to the recording procedure. It is likely
that the resulting voice quality has lowered their
recognition accuracy.
To improve the recognition rate, it will be
important to determine the relative influence of
the observed features and find compensation
techniques for the mismatches. One way to find
the important factors would be to use principal
component analysis.
As was seen, performance is dependent of
the age of the speaker. We are currently running
experiments were MAP and MLLR are used to
create age-dependent models. Preliminary results indicate a reduction of the error rate by
30%.
In a study by Das, Nix and Picheny (1996),
vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) improved recognition of children by 6%-units. An
improvement is not surprising since a recognizer for children is confronted by a diverse set
of vocal tract sizes in a fairly large range on the
relative scale. We also saw in our study that a
correlation between accuracy and the height of
the child and F0 existed, indicating sensitivity
against a difference in the size of the vocal
tract. Normalizing for this attribute reduces the
variability and thereby improves performance.
Narayan at.al (2002) also combined VTLN with
a simple model transform resulting in an improvement of up to 14%-units. As VTLN has
proven useful for other languages, we are going
to try it also for our recordings of Swedish children.
As can be seen in Figure 1, even in the
youngest age group, there are individual children that reach perfect recognition. Evidently,
this is possible in spite of the expected smaller
physical size of these subjects. It is probable
that these children have a pronunciation that
conforms to that of the older children and that
this overrides the size differences. A possible
method to improve the recognition accuracy of
the poorer children is to include deviating pronunciation in the digit models.

Results
The recogniser that had been trained on adult
speech worked well when tested on adult
speech. But the performance of this recogniser
was substantially lower for children (Table 2).
Table 2. Word accuracy of two recognisers run on
child and adult speech.

Accuracy
Training set
Adults
Children

Evaluation set
Adults Children
97%
51%
61%
87%

The recognition for children improved when the
acoustical model was retrained on children's
speech. The performance was however still
lower than for adults. To make the picture
completed, this recogniser was tested on adult
speech with a low accuracy as a result.
A correlation analysis between the accuracy and
age, fundamental frequency, first formant, second formant, height of the child and gender was
done. The correlation is sorted in descending
order in Table 3. These features are not independent. For instance the correlation coefficient
between height and F0 was –0.45. The strongest correlation occurs for age. Gender exhibits
quite low correlation.
Table 3. Correlation between some features and the
accuracy of the recogniser

Feature
Age
Average F0
Height
Average F2
Gender
Average F1

Correlation to accuracy
0.48
-0.45
0.41
-0.21
0.11
-0.07

Recognition of some young children works
well, while others were hard to recognise. As
shown in Figure 1, the variance in performance
is reduced for the older children compared to
that of younger ones.

Discussion
The performance level of children's speech
when using adults' models is much too low to
be practically useful. The low accuracy is
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Figure 1. Digit accuracy of a connected-digit recogniser as a function of age. Each data point indicates the individual accuracy for one child.

Conclusion
A digit-string recogniser trained on adult
speech performed much worse for children.
After training the acoustical model on utterances spoken by children a substantial improvement was found. It was also observed that
the variability in performance for young children was larger than for older children. Further
improvement should be possible by using agedependent models, age-group adaptation, vocal
tract length normalisation and modelling of deviating pronunciation of young children.
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Data-driven formant synthesis
David Öhlin and Rolf Carlson
CTT, Department of Speech, Music and Hearing, KTH

Abstract

Thus, one can predict that formant synthesis
will again be an important subject because of
its flexibility and also because of how the
formant synthesis approach can be squeezed
into a limited application environment.

A new method of speech synthesis, which combines earlier work on data-driven formant
synthesis with improved data extraction and
concatenation of recorded voiceless segments,
has been developed and implemented as a TTS
system. A listening test has been carried out,
which has shown that this hybrid synthesis
significantly raises the perception of naturalness in the synthesized speech compared to rule
only formant synthesis.

Data-driven formant synthesis
Research efforts to combine data-driven and
rule-based methods in the KTH text-to-speech
(TTS) system has been pursued in several projects. In a study by Högberg (1997) formant
parameters were extracted from a data-base and
structured with the help of classification and
regression trees. The synthesis rules were
adjusted according to predictions from the
trees. In an evaluation experiment the synthesis
was tested and judged to be more natural than
the original rule-based synthesis. Sjölander
(2001) expanded this method into replacing
complete formant trajectories with manually
extracted values, and also included consonants.
According to a feasibility study, this synthesis
was perceived as more natural sounding than
the rule-only synthesis (Carlson et al, 2002).
Sigvardson (2002) developed a more generic and complete system for unit selection
using regression trees, and applied it to the
data-driven formant synthesis. This system is
described in Figure 1.

Introduction
Current speech synthesis efforts, both in research and in applications, are dominated by
methods based on concatenation of spoken
units. In this paper we report on a project where
rule-based formant synthesis is combined with
both data-driven methods and concatenative
synthesis. The paper is a continuation of the
work earlier reported in Carlson et al. (2002).
Concatenative synthesis
In the review by Klatt (1987) some of the early
efforts on synthesis based on concatenative
synthesis are included as an alternative to rulebased formant synthesis (Carlson and Granström, 1976, Carlson et al., 1982 and Klatt,
1982). Charpentier and Stella (1986) opened a
new path towards speech synthesis based on
waveform concatenation, by introducing the
PSOLA model for manipulating pre-recorded
waveforms. The current methods using unit
selection from large corpora rather than using a
fixed unit inventory tries to reduce the number
of units in each utterance and to solve context
dependencies over a longer time frame. Möbius
(2000) gives an extensive review of corpusbased synthesis methods.

Input text
Data-base

Text-to-parameter

Extracted
parameters

Rule-generated
parameters

Unit library

Unit selection
Concatenation

Formant synthesis
The need to synthesize different voices and
voice characteristics and to model emotive
speech has kept research on formant synthesis
active (Carlson et al., 1991). The motivation is
that rule-based formant synthesis has the
needed flexibility to model both linguistic and
extra linguistic processes.

+

Synthesizer
Output sound
Figure 1. Data-driven formant synthesis, using a
library of extracted parameters.
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This approach to formant synthesis takes
advantage of the fact that a unit library can better model detailed gestures than the current
general rules. By keeping the rule-based model,
the flexibility to make modifications and the
possibility to include both linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge sources are kept.

ing, giving a reduction of the variance of the
estimated formant frequencies. After the extraction, the data is downsampled to 100 Hz.

Concatenation of voiceless
consonants
Although reasonably high in intelligibility and
clarity, the voiceless fricatives and plosives
generated by the formant synthesizer lack in
naturalness. One way of remedying this is to
generate these phonemes by replacing the
synthesized waveform with recorded sounds
after time adjustment. This was implemented
and integrated into the KTH test-to-speech
system, and a listening test was carried out,
which showed that this method—by itself—led
to a raise in the perception of naturalness, but
also that the raise is even bigger when
combined with data-driven formant synthesis
(Vinet, 2004).
In the synthesis, unvoiced phones are taken
from a database of recorded diphones. Each
synthesized fricative is replaced by the fricative
portion of the two corresponding diphones. The
recorded sounds are time-scaled using TDPSOLA (Charpentier and Moulines, 1990) and
concatenated with the formant synthesized
wave-form.

Formant extraction
When creating a unit library of formant
frequencies, automatic methods of formant
extraction are of course preferred due to the
amount of data that has to be processed.
However, available methods do not always
perform adequately (Sigvardson, 2002). With
this in mind, an improved formant extraction
algorithm, using segmentation information to
lower the error rate, was developed (Öhlin,
2004). It is akin to the algorithm described in
Lee et al. (1999), and Talkin (1989).
In the new algorithm, the recorded sound is
divided into (possibly overlapping) time frames
of 10 ms. At each frame, an LPC model of
order 30 is created by means of the YuleWalker equations. The frequencies and bandwidths of the poles are extracted from the roots
rn of the corresponding polynomial as:
f n = f s ⋅ arg(rn ) 2π
(1)

(2)
Bn = f s ⋅ log( rn ) π
All poles are then searched through with the
Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973) in order to
find the path (i.e. the formant trajectory) with
the lowest cost.
The cost is defined as the weighted sum of a
number of partial costs: the bandwidth cost, the
frequency deviation cost, and the frequency
change cost. The bandwidth cost is equal to the
bandwidth in Hertz. The frequency deviation
cost is defined as the square of the distance to a
given norm frequency, which is formant,
speaker, and phoneme dependent. This requires
labeling of the input before the formant
tracking is carried out. Finally, the frequency
change cost penalizes rapid changes in formant
frequencies, and makes sure that the extracted
trajectories are smooth.
Although only the first four formants are
used in the unit library, five formants are
extracted. The fifth formant (F5) is then discarded. The justification for this is to ensure
reasonable values for the fourth formant. Furthermore, one sub-F1 pole is extracted to avoid
confusion with F1. The algorithm also introduces eight times oversampling before averag-

Input text
Data-base

Text-to-parameter
Rule-generated
parameters

Scaling

Synthesizer
Concatenation
Output sound

Figure 2. Scaling and concatenation of unvoiced
consonants with formant synthesized speech.

Since the affected phonemes are voiceless, no
pitch needs to be considered when scaling and
concatenating, making the task significantly
easier. The phoneme /h/, however, is often
voiced in natural speech, and is therefore not
included in the concatenative synthesis, even
though the formant synthesizer treats is as a
voiceless phoneme.
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Input text

For the unvoiced plosives, only the release
phase (the burst) is included. Since the release
is just a short-term signal, it needs not be scaled
to fit the synthesized speech.

Data-base

Text-to-parameter

Extracted
parameters

The TTS system
The
data-driven
synthesis
and
the
concatenation of voiceless consonants were
combined and integrated into a full TTS
system. Since the system as a whole relies
heavily on a proper driving database, special
care had to taken to ensure that the
segmentation of the diphone data-base was
reasonable, and that the extracted formant
trajectories were without errors.
Segmentation and alignment were first performed automatically with nAlign (Sjölander
2003). Manual correction was required, especially on vowel–vowel transitions. With a
reasonable segmentation, the formants were
extracted from all the files. Special tools were
constructed in order to automatically detect
errors in the extracted data, for instance by
comparing the data with formant data that had
been generated by rules, or detecting rapid frequency changes that had slipped through.
The current TTS system is displayed in
Figure 3. First, the input is transcribed and converted, by rules, into parameter data. The rulegenerated formant parameters are replaced by
data from the unit library, which is properly
time scaled and concatenated. The sound wave
is then synthesized using the GLOVE
synthesizer (Carlson et al. 1990), and the
unvoiced consonants are included using the
PSOLA technique described above.

Unit library

Rule-generated
parameters
Unit selection
Concatenation

+

Synthesizer
Concatenation
Output sound

Figure 3. The proposed data-driven TTS system,
described in detail in the text.

Evaluation
A preliminary listening test was carried out to
evaluate the combined synthesis. 12 test subjects were asked to listen to 10 different sentences, all of which had been synthesized in
two different ways: by rule, and by data. For
each such pair, the test subjects were asked to
pick the one that was most natural sounding.
The data-driven synthesis was considered
more natural 73 % of the time. On average,
none of the sentences was perceived as more
natural when synthesized with rules only, than
with the new synthesis.
The conclusion of this and the earlier listening tests is that the data-driven formant synthesis is in fact perceived as more natural
sounding than the rule-driven synthesis.
However, it is also apparent that a lot of work
still needs to be put into the automatic building
of a formant unit library.

Some corrections had to be included when
building and testing the system. One problem
still remaining to handle is the realization of
/h/. The contextual dependency of the phoneme
is not very well modeled by the diphone
approach. Thus an alternative method needs to
be developed. Currently a simple linear
interpolation between the neighboring phones
is used as a back off model. However, it need to
be refined to get the same quality as the rest of
the system.
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